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I'GLONXUS ..... What do you read,
my lord?

ILiMLiiT ./ords, words, words.

Acii 21 oc«<M.
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This study presents reading—data from four boys aged

nine to thirteen years diagnosed as suffering from 'develop-

mental dyslexia', and from two adult males with acquired

dyslexia resultant on brain injury. ;.ach subject was

required to read over eight hundred individually presented

words. This is the first time such data has been presented

in sufficient detail as to allow an adequate assessment of

certain claims regarding the form of the deficit in one

variety of dyslexic impairment.

The nature of 'normal' reading is examined from

linguistic, psychological and neurological viewpoints, and

this is followed by a review of what other writers Lave said

about acquired and development .1 breakdowns in reading.

A justification of the status of the responses from

the six subjects is given. This enables one to judge when

an error is an error rather than a dialectal or idiolectal

variant.

The analysis of the erroneous responses indicates that,

for these dyslexic subjects, the primary problem lies in the

fact that they attempt to decipher, rather than to decode,

the written material, name aspects of English orthography

and its relationship to phonology which cause these subjects

particular difficulty are outlined. A limited analysis is
also provided of some morphological, syntactic and word-

frequency variables which influence the nature and form of

response.

dome implications of this data for more general models

of reading behaviour are put forward. The similarity of the



(ABSTRACT continued)

performance of some developmental and acquired dyslexics

as illustrated here suggests that both deficits may be

viewed in the same theoretical framework. A possible

neurox>sychological basis for a common mechanism is proposed.
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INXiiODUCTIUN

In a society where the volume of written material is

constantly multiplying, not only is the ability to read very

important, but the inability to do so may be harmful or even

fatal (The -veiling hews, 9 August 1926 (Critchley, 1964);

The ounday Times, 11 July 1971). Consequently, the desire

Tor 100 per cent literacy has focussed the attention of
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educationalists, psychologists a: d neurologists in many

countries on the child who cannot read (Bond and Tinker,

1937; Chall, 1967; Clark, 1970; Daniels, 1970; drew,

1956; Fabian, 1955; Flesch, 1955; Flower, Gofman and

Laweon, 1965; Franklin and kaidoo, 1970; Harris, Otto and

Barrett, 1969} Ingram, 1970; keeney and Keeney, 1966;

Makita, 1968; Miles, 1970; Money, 1962; Money and

Schiffra&n, 1966; Naidoo, 1972; Natchez, 1968; liobinson,

1961; Chankweiler, 1964; Vernon, 1957 and 1971). That

the problem has recently gained social and political

significance is amply attested by newspaper and magazine

articles (The Sunday Times, 11 July 1971, and a plethora

of letters to the editor the following week; New Society,

30 March 1972); publications from newly formed dyslexia

societies and associated groups (Bath Association for the

btudy of Dyslexia, 1972; Dyslexia•Heview —- the journal of

ten regional dyslexia associations; Newton, 1971); and by

Government-sponsored reports (Department of education and

Ccience, 1972).

Although more properly applied to cases of breakdown

of the already acquired reading skill in adults as a

consequence of brain damage, the term 'dyslexia' is also

used (in Britain) to refer to the child's incapacity to

learn-, to read. (Another possibly misleading term is

•word-blind' — the child is neither blind, nor necessarily

unable to road all words.)

The broadening of the application of 'dyslexia' to

refer to a reading disorder in both the child and the adult



has resulted in 'dyslexia' (at least in Britain) being used

as a cover term for all reading problems regardless of

aetiology. This has necessitated liner distinctions ol'

terminology such as 'developmental dyslexia' (in the

learning reader — usually a child) as opposed to 'acquired

dyslexia' (in the previously literate adult — or child),

and, still further, 'specific developmental dyslexia' to

describe the specific reading disability defined in 1968 by

a research group working under MacDonaId Critchiey, then

President of the world federation of Neurology, as "a

disorder manifested by difficulty in learning to read

despite conventional instruction, adequate intelligence, and

socio-cultural opportunity. It is dependent u,on fundamen¬

tal cognitive disabilities which are frequently of constitu¬

tional origin" (Critchley, 1970).

Leaving aside discussion as to the validity of the

above definition, my preference, following American practice

and that of Vernon (1971), is for the terms 'reading back¬

wardness' and 'reading disability' to refer to the general

syndrome oi reading disorder without reference to cause,

thus reserving 'developmental dyslexia* as a more sjjecific

label for a reading disability which is more directly

comparable to that of the adult's loss —- if such a position

can be maintained. For the present, however, 'dyslexia' and

'developmental dyslexia' will continue to be used in the

general, rather imprecise, way alongside 'reading backward¬

ness/disability' .

That some children experience great difficulty in
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learning to read is a point on which most people would agree;

what causes this difficulty is far more controversial.

However, before discussing the reasons for the difficulty

experienced by the child with a reading problem, it seems

advisable to stop and consider what exactly it is that such

a child cannot do. What, in fact, is reading? How do

•normal' readers read?



CHAPTER ONE

READING

The reading skill can be considered unnatural in the

sense that it is not a biological 'given' as is spontan¬

eously uttered language (Lenneberg, 1967). It is a human

invention, and a relatively recent one. It is usually

regarded as second to speech both phylogerietically and

ontogenetically and whereas "speech apparently requires no
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tuition, only an input of linguistic data and an oppor¬

tunity to interact with those data, in contrast reading is

difficult and is not ordinarily acquired unless it is

taught" (Libero&a i. I., 1971).

feasibly the most important single factor that contri¬

butes to the difficulty of reading — for a language

written down ixi an alphabetically-based orthography — is

the concept of the 'phoneme*. This concept was developed

as a theoretical construct by, for example, Blooafield (1933)
and Xrubetzkoy (1939), but it is in fact much older, being

implicit in the notion of an alphabet. It is the concept

of the phoneme that forms the basis of the "human invention".

For the child who has to learn to read it has two

The concept of the 'phoneme' has been rejected by the
generative phon©legists (Chomsky and Halle, 1968; Festal,
196b) who maintain that it has been rendered superfluous by
an account of the surface structure of language in terras of
an underlying representation (the systematic phonemic level)
which is 'brought to the surface' by specific phonological
rules, ochane, however, has replied that the phoneme cannot
be so summarily dismissed, that speakers of a language have
"knowledge of surface contrasts" in their language which
require the "classical" concept of the phoneme for their
explication (Seharxe, 1971). He adds " ..... (the generative
phonologists') rules will generate explicitly a broad
phonetic representation which implicitly is a representation
of surface contrasts, it can be xxo mere coincidence, then,
that the output of a generative phonology is so often almost
amazingly identical to a classical phonemic representation".

Thus not only can the phoneme be defended as having a
place in a synchronic description of language, but it is
also required to capture significant generalizations
relating to the maintaining of systematic .relationships
between the sounds of a language under tlx© influence of
diachronic change (for example, Grimm's law or vowel shift),
as well as the psychological abstractions underlying an
alphabet.
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serious consequences. Firstly, the phonemic nature of the

^alphabet suggests that all he has to do in order to learn

to read is to learn to match the sounds of speech that he

already knows to the visually-represented symbols on a one-

to-one basis. Secondly, the invention of the alphabet is

the product of the mind of an adult and, therefore, highly

sophisticated language-user; it is not obvious that the

child, at the time when he begins to learn to read, has a

sufficiently broad view of allophoaic variation to render

meaningful the relationships between the phonemic categories

and the appropriate ortiiograjjhic symbols as seen from the

viowx)oint of the adult. For example, Koam t'liomsky cites his

eldest daughter who, at age five, "objected to writing the

same symbol for two stops in the word cocoa": these

differed significantly for her in their degree of aspira¬

tion (Chomsky N., 1970). Co, not only does the child have

to learn a sot of arbitrary sound-symbol correspondences but

his relative lack of linguistic sophistication will make them

all the more arbitrary.

1.1. heading and Psychology

I have pointed out that the problem inherent in the

phoneme nature ox the alphabet lies in the fact that, at

first glance, it gives the impression that the sounds of

speech should be matched to the orthographic symbols on a

one-to-one basis. Psychologists have taken a second glance

however, and have shown that reading cannot be so simple,

(home psychologists have not been able to resist the
^~,-vv> — -J + -! <a an imnl if>i t. nssnmnti on for Hebb (1949)
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that reading taust procoed in this way.)

The first steps towards an understanding of how reading

is possible came with studies of the processing of visual

arrays and indeed the greater part of psychology's contribu¬

tion to reading has been in these terms. In 1878 Javal

observed that far from "sweeping our eyes over a scene or

along a line of print" (Woodwcrth, 1939), we move our eyes

"par saccades" (Javal, 1878), that is, in a series of small

leaps from one fixation point to the next.

Following this, O'attell, in 1883, demonstrated by means
*

of a tacbistoscope that at the point of fixation of the

eyes not only could a word be read as easily as a letter,

but also that a short phrase could be read as easily as a

word (Gattell, 1885).

In 1898 Jirdmann and Dodge confirmed Cattell's findings

and made the important discovery that perception only occurs

at the point of fixation of the e, es and not during the

saccadic raovemexit (j.rdiaann and Dodge, 1398; hodge, i905)
thus indicating that wo sample our visual environment

The tachistoscope is an instrument which was first
devised for the purpose of discovering how brief a stimulus
could arouse visual sensation. It was adapted by Cattell
and used by him in span and reading exx>eriiaents. "The
fundamental requirement is to allow only one glance; the
eyes must not have time to change their fixation point
during the exposure" (Woodworth, 1939)* The first, and
simplest, tachistoscape was the falling shutter tachisto-
scopo in which "a screen containing a window first conceals
a card behind it, -'hen, in descending, exposes this card
through the window and conceals it again" (Woodworth, 1939).
More modern versions rely on a controlled light flash to
illuminate the visual array, the principle being the same.
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discretely rather than take in information continuously.

.Discovery of ways of measuring and recording eye move¬

ments and fixations (Dodge and Cline, 1901? liuey, 1908)
v.,s followed by great expenditure of energy on the further

elucidation of the location and duration of fixations in

the line of print and of their frequency "per letter-space

per reading" and "per letter-space, in words of differing

length" (for details of these findings see the chapter on

heading in woodworth, 1939). The existence of the eye-

voice span, that is, the distance that the voice lags

behind the eye in oral reading, was also noted and

measured about this time by yuantz (1897) and Busvell (1920).
Cues for the perception of words were also discussed in the

early literature; the notion of "general word shape" was

stressed by frdmann and Dodge (1898), and the importance of

the internal characteristics — the patterns of curves and

vertical strokes —* of words was insisted on by Kessmer

(1903). Much basic knowledge i>ertinent to visual percep¬

tion was brilliantly presented by iluey in his book The

j-s.ycholor.y and iodago;:;v of heading (Huoy, 1908), a volume

that has not yet been superceded.
\

In 1931 Vernon examined the field of "the experimental

study of reading" (Veraon, 1931). Che detailed the work on

eye movements and fixations and how these relate to

different reading conditions. 8he considered the percep¬

tual processes involved in reading, noting that the skill

is mediated by "rapid partial perception" supplemented by
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"the processes of imagery and associated thought, of inter¬

pretation and valuation, together with the acquired

meanings of the perceptual configurations of word, jjhrase

and sentence"; thus reading is made up of two parts "what

is partially perceived and what is supplied in thought",

that is, the visual and the linguistic aspects of the skill.

Quantification of Vernon's "what is supplied in

thought" was in the first place made xx>s3ible by information

theory -— Shannon's "mathematical theory of comraunication"

(shannon, 1948). 'Information1 can be defined as follows?

"Information in both its technical and everyday sense, is

conveyed by any event which reduces our uncertainty about a

X>artieular outcome. This in turn is related quantitively to

the range of possible outcomes that exist in the situation.

If our prior knowledge in the situation reduces the range of

possible alternatives to a single event, there is no

uncertainty of the outcome and no information can be trans¬

mitted" (Pairweather and llutt, 1972). In this specialized

sense items that convey information are meaningful and items

that do not convey information are redundant and presumably

it is the "prior knowledge in the situation" that renders

them so. deveral writers including Chapanis (1954) and

hlack and Morrison (1957) showed that there must be

considerable redundancy in the reading situation; their

subjects, when presented with heavily mutilated material,

were able to restore up to 60 per cent of missing text.

Further accounts of "prior knowledge" and "what is

supplied in thought" came from the field of linguistics.
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1.2. The Contribution of Linguistics

In 1957 with ,vn tactic . true tares Loam Chomsky ushered

in a new era for linguistics (Chomsky M., 1957)? in 1959

with his review of Verbal hohaviaur (Skinner, 1957), he

outlined the implications of his approach for the psychology

of language (Chomsky L,, 1959). In its applications to

psychology the so-called 'Choraskyan revolution' was a

reaction to that school of thought that wished to explain

all behaviour (including verbal) as 'responses' to

'stimuli'. Chomsky pointed out that 'stimulus—response'

theories (of language) were not sufficient to account for

the manifest ability of the ordinary language user to

recognize, and use, patterns of language with which he has

had no previous experience.

To account for this ability Chomsky put forward the

view that "language is based on a set of rules determining

the interpretation of its infinitely many sentences"

(Chomsky N., 1965). He acknowledged that this view was not

new? "well over a century ago it was expressed with

reasonable clarity by Vilhelm von Humboldt in his famous

but rarely studied introduction to general linguistics

(Humboldt, 1836). His view that a language 'makes infinite

use of finite means' and that its grammar must describe the

processes that make this possible is, furthermore, an out¬

growth of a persistent concern ..... with this 'creative'

aspect of language use" (Chomsky K., 1965).

Chomsky considers that "the problem for the linguist,

as well as for the child learning the language, is to
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determine from the data of performance the underlying system

of rules that has been mastered by the speaker—hearer and

that he puts to use in actual performance" (ibid.)* This

"underlying system of rules", his ideal speaker—hearer's

knowledge of his language, Chomsky called 'competence' as

opposed to 'performance' (the actual use of language in

concrete situations), and it is competence that a grammar of

a language must describe. Chomskyau competence thus consti¬

tutes our "prior knowledge" in the reading situation

(Fairwe&ther raid Hutt, 1972) and "what is supplied in

thought" (Vernon, 1931). The language user brings this

knowledge of the rules of liis language to any communicative

interchange; such rules enable him to overcome 'noise' in

the input channel, that is, in what he hears, because of the

high level of redundancy inherent in that structured input.

When we read, the same rules are presumably deeply involved

in our ability to construct a coherent discourse from the

fragmentary data provided by the visual system; thus

Kolers (1969) could argue that "reading is only incidentally

visual". In one of holers' experiments, bilingual subjects

were required to read aloud passages in -aglish and in

French, and passages in English—and—French. It was found

that "subjects could always tell what a passage was about
— that is, what message had been conveyed — but only

rarely could they say in which language they had read a

particular fact". In the light of these results Kolers

wanted to know if the conveying of the message is "what is

known as 'reading for meaning* and if the goal of successful
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reading is reading for meaning, why must instruction in

reading emphasize ••• a concern with visual details and

visual operations?" (holers, 1969).
For holers reading is only incidentally visual because

what is important is the meaning of what is read. Other

workers have also looked at the meaningfulness of the text.

Morton (1964) used 200—word passages of statistical

approximations to English up to eighth order and examined

the speed of reading, the eye movements and the eye-voice

span of his subjects. lie found that speed of reading

increased up to the fifth order for slow readers and up to

the sixth order for fast readers. The material in the eye-

voice span increased up to the eighth order, with fast

readers having a larger span than slow readers beyond the

fifth order. Eye movements showed no variation in mean

duration of fixation between passages or between fast and

slow readers, but the type of eye movements was not always

the same, a decrease in contextual constraint resulting in

axi increase of regressive eye movement (compare Vernon's

(1931) remarks about the variation in eye movements rela¬

tive to the nature and purpose of the reading). The greater

the reliance that the subject can place on the predicta¬

bility of the next word (that is, the more that the text

conforms to the actual structure of the language, or the

greater the contextual constraint) the faster —- and the

more efficiently — can the reader read. Later Morton pro¬

posed a £»ssbLvo model for reading behaviour (Morton, 1969),
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r,s o.^ vticd it :sure 'active' 'n; lysis-by—synthesis approach

as supported by Loissor (1967), in which he hypothesised a

st-red set of word units each of which can be triggered by

appropriate sensory input; the thresholds o„ the units are

lowered by contextual expectation or by frequency of usage

so 11. fc less physical information is required for recogni¬

tion oi a uore x>:ro6abie word.

Levin and Kaplan (1968) took up the eye—voice span

technique and used it to examine active versus passive sen¬

tences * They found that the eye-voice span expands and

contracts in accordance with the location of constituent

boundaries, being longer at the point whore active and

passive forms ere differentially constrained (Clark, 1965) •

In a later ? ".per reviewing previous work (Levin and Kaplan, 1970)

they found that "reading, as indexed by the L V o (eye-
voice spun), proceeds by phrase units ..... the siae of

chunk processed in word lists is much smaller, and is

amazingly regular, than for meaningful connected discourse

..... the £ V 6 is sensitive to constraints within sentences".

It appears, then, that linguistic competence plays a guiding

role, directing the visual apparatus to pick up uaxx.uiilliy
informative cues.

l similar notion is the basis of Ilochberg's (1970)

theory, ile proposed two kinds of "search guidance":

"1. The low acuity ini'ortaaiion picked up in the periphery

of the eye can suggest to the optic search system where it

must move its point of clearest vision in order to get

detailed view of some potentially interesting region; call
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this 'peripheral search guidance' or 1: S 8, 2. Knowledge

about what he has seen so far should provide Hie observer

with some hypotheses about where he should look in order to

obtain further information} call this 'cognitive search

guidance' or C 6 G", The cognitive element of 2. presum¬

ably embraces the observer's competence in his language.

"What ho has seen so far" will have called up certain

linguistic structures which will be further constrained by

information from each succeeding fixation.

As linguists and psycholinguists developed and debated

the notion of competence in language (and thus in reading),

psychologists looked again at the reading skill frora the

viewpoint of pereejiiion. Gibson and her associates (Gibson,

Osser, bchiff and bmith, 1963} Gibson, Schapi.ro and lonas,

1968), by constructing confusion matrices frora the errors

made by their subjects (both children and adults), found

support for their hypothesis "that letters are distinguished

from on© another by way of distinctive features that are

shared to greater or lesser degrees by different pairs of

letters, but that yield a unique pattern for every member

of a set" (Gibson, 1970).
buch a hypothesis — that letter recognition takes

place on the basis of distinctive features —- brings work

on reading into the realm of pattern recognition and thus

exposes readixig to the full technology of the computer age.

Bower (1970) used language of this technology to

defend the view (in opposition to holers (1969) — "reading

is only incidentally visual") that "reading is a visual
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skill". Directing his attention to the skill of the mature

reader, he underlined the (lata processing rate of such per¬

formers; "a skilled reader can read with comprehension at

rates of more than 1,000 words per minute• Ouch a reader

is processing, say, 6,000 characters per minute, each of

which is defined by a bundle of ten distinctive features"

(Bower, 1970), this rate of data processing precludes

models of the .mature reading skill that regard text as

speech read© visible, that is, the transformnticm of the

written word into a heard word or some form of a heard word

which is then processed as for spoken speech (liochberg,

1965; Levin, 1965). Indeed a data processing rate of

6,000 characters per minute is even high Lor a sequential

lettor-by-letter apprehension ol written language in the

visual channel; Sternberg (1966) calculated that it takes

forty milliseconds to process one character, and in any

case the physical limitations of the visual system rule

sequential processing out of court.

A theory of reading that acknowledged the importance

of the visual channel, that noted the limits on this channel,

that could account for these limits in a meaningful and

economic way by reference to computer-influenced theory

and that could relate this to hypotheses about brain func¬

tion, while not losing touch with the "incidental" nature

of vision in reading was not long in coming, frank dmith's

book thiderstnnuiio;; neadiiu? (bmith, 1971) offers the most

comprehensive and coherent text on the subject so far

available.
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Smith proposed thai letters are identified by means of

distinctive features and "that the elements that are dis¬

tinctive features of the visual configurations of letters

may also (in particular combinations) be the distinctive

features of words, and that the same process of immediate

identification may be used for whole words as for individual

letters. In other words the identification of words can

bypass the identification of letters".

A glance at the information-processing capacities of

the human brain is required at this x>oint, The reader

receives from glimpses of his environment information which

he obtains not continuously, but from separate individual

fixations. Information from fixations is received at a

rate of about four inputs per second and is registered

briefly as a visual image. Only four or five items from

this input can be shunted into the short term memory store

no matter how much information is in the visual imago, so

the reader has to select, he has to choose his items for

their information value — features that economically dis¬

tinguish one thing from another are what he needs most,

hot only is a feature analytic approach appropriate to the

working of the input channel but the brain also is geared

to process information so received*

The human brain, encapsulated in silence and darkness

within the skull, gets its information about the outer

world via messages conveyed along nervous pathways by cells

that have only two options, to fire or not to fire. The

cells may fire or not fire in certain patterns from
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different areas but basically all information reaching the
ib 1

cortex is in binary i'ono (Yon keuiann, 1968) . A binary

system can, by asking as few as twenty 'yes-no' questions,

discriminate between over a million alternatives, that is
20

2 ~ 1048376. With prespecified rules about ordering, the

number of questions required to locate a particular alter¬

native could be reduced, ouch a system could cope quite

economically with the sight vocabulary of a literate

reader which rarely exceeds 100,000 words.

The physical apparatus brought to reading then, favours

a feature analytic approach to the problem. So too does the

nature of language.

Human languages have a high redundancy rate and it is

this facet of language which enables us to sample, with com¬

prehension, both written and spoken output. Talking of the

identification of words Smith (1971) remarks "there are two

sources of information ..... one is featural. the visual ■

information available to the eye, and the other is
*2

sequential. our knowledge of the way words are constructed .

Where there is an overlap between featural and sequential

information — when both sources can be used to eliminate

some of the same alternatives — redundancy exists. And

This view regards the brain as a digital—type mechanism.
Other theories about the central nervous system suggest that
it may be seen in terms of electrical fields (KHhler, 1940).
What relevance this type of approach would have for reading
is far from evident and beyond the scope of the present work.

our competence — JMII
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because redundancy exists, the skilled reader can trade off

between the two sources — he can make identifications on

less featural information because he can make use of his

knowledge of sequential constraints". (This "knowledge of

sequential constraints" parallels Hochberg's (1970) 'C o G1).
The reader can decode large chunks of redundant structure

with very little featural information using all his know¬

ledge of sequential constraints in order to make maximum use

of featural information where the knowledge of sequential

constraints only provides structural rather than semantic

information. The relative balance of the two kinds of

information is controllable by the skilled reader and can.

account for variations in eye movements with the purpose and

nature of the reading as noted by Vernon (1931).

Gmitil's proposal as to the nature of reading illus¬

trates the value in modern scientific exploration of the

interdisciplinary approach, knitting together as he does

strands from psychology, physiology and linguistics, infor¬

mation theory and computer technology, a further contribu¬

tion can be made to the study of reading by viewing reading

& la Frank Smith in the light of work in speech perception

und production.

1.3. Code and Cipher

For a long time it was assumed, apparently without

question, that the sounds of speech were of but little

interest to linguists and psychologists in that they were

merely the vehicle for language and did not have any organic

relation to itj that they were comparable to the letters of

the alphabet, for instance. Still, nobody could actually
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isolate what they thought should be the sounds of speech (dis¬

crete "building blocks" (Harris, 1953)) in the speech wave and

a little simple arithmetic in terms of the temporal resolving

power of the kunan ear soon shows that a person's ability to

perceive 25 to 30 phonetic segtaents per second far exceeds his

physical capacity to process such phonetic segments one by one

(Miller and Taylor, 1948). do the sounds of speech cannot be

being processed in a straightforward sequential manner.

xpo:. iments in the Haskins laboratories have shown that

the sounds of speech are typically transmitted in parallel and

riot in sequence (Liberman, Cooper, bhankweiler and htudclert-

Konnedy, 1967? Liberman A.J 1970). Liber ot el, argued

that "the sounds of speech are a special and especially effi¬

cient code on the phonemic structure of language, not a cipher

or alphabet" (my underlining). (for the distinction between

•code' •cipher' .s used by Liber;.am et . see footnote 5

of their r-aper)• They continue " ..... in writing and reading

it is possible to communicate phonemes by ieans of a cipher or

alphabet? indeed, there appears to be no better way. bpoken

and written language differ, then, in that the former must be

a complex code while the latter can be a simple cipher". I

shall argue that written language "c;..n be a simple cipher"

only at a low and relatively uninteresting level in the

reading process, and that true rending, "language for the eye"

(Libert.,-.ii 1.1., 1971), relies just as much on the deployment of

a complex coding process, though in a different way, as

speaking and hearing, "language for the ear" (ibid.).

Libor n and his associates demonstrated that there are

"two related characteristics of the speech code; first, the
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acoustic cue for the sane perceived consonant is different in

two different vowel contexts, and second there is no acoustic

segment corresponding to the consonant segment /ti/, for

example. We cannot isolate the /d/ segment in the acoustic

signal because the second-formaat transition which is the

essential cue for /d/ is always carrying information at the

same time about both segments, the consonant and the vowel"

(bibersnaa X.I., 1971). The segments in the acoustic signal

do not correspond to the segments in the phonetic message and

in this sense the acoustic signal can be considered a code.

This has two consequencesi irstly, there is encoding into
*

units of syllable size so the rate at which the sounds of

speech would merge into a buzz is now set by the number of

syllables per unit time rather than by the number of phones,
and secondly, the price paid for this is the exchange of a

simple cipher for a complex code.
However the complexity of the code need not be & prob¬

lem. By revealing its code nature Liber/nan has shown that

speech must be considered an integral part of language which

is commonly seen (no matter which theory one adheres to) as

a structure that contains successive recodings of linguistic

information! the concept of coding is basic to the theory

of language (Liberman a..i., 1970).

The 'syllable1 is not a simple concept. It has
different implications depending on whether it is regarded
as a phonological unit or as a phonetic unit (Aborcronbio,
1967j Brown, 1970} Kohler, 1966). Liberman's use of the
torn, it must be noted, is not well-defined.
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Mattingly and Liberman (1969) have also shown that

coding capacity must be a property oi' the physical speech

receptors — the sounds of speech are not only physio¬

logically natural to human beings but probably uniquely so.

Animals do not appear to have the neural apparatus either

for the categorical perception that is a crucial feature

of human language, or for the programming of the vocal

apparatus (Lieberrnan 1., 1968$ Lisite r and Abramson, 1964).
The coding principle can be considered biologically natural,

which ties in with a view of language as a biological given,

a species-specific trait (Lenneberg, 196?). Experimental

data from another source show too that even at less than

three months human infants have a 'natural' jsropensity to

attend selectively to the sounds of speech and not to

non-speech sounds (hisaas, oiqueland, Jusczyk and Vigorito,

1970$ Garrett, quoted by Teuber, 1972). do 1 take the

coding principle to be not only theoretically aripropriate

but also biologically necessary for the understanding of

language, and thus consider the principle natural.

Although "language for the ear" is received in a coded

form, it is perceived in terms of phonemic categories which

are not present in isolation in the acoustic wave but which

are abstracted from the injnit by the human language user at

a cortical level (the sjiecialized "neural apparatus" of

Mattingly and Liberman (1969)). Translation from the auditory

stimuli to the visual is mediated by this central representa¬

tion of phonemic categories and it is, for an alphabetically

written language, in terms of the phonemic categories that
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the visual representation of language is effected •

The relationship of "language for the eye" to the cen¬

trally represented phonemic categories appears to be closer

than that of "language for the ear"; the individual con¬

figurations of the permanent visual record match the

phonemic categories on a (near-perfect) one-to-one basis.
An a1ph&betica 1 ly written language at this point "can be

(regarded as) a simple cipher" (Liberman et al,. 1967).
but psychological research has shown that reading

cannot fake place on a deciphering basis. Frank bnith has

argued that reading is carried out by sampling written

material using distinctive features to guide eye movements

to those parts of the linguistic message where the linguis¬

tic iters is least constrained by its context and thus

optimally informative; single distinctive features, or

That the visual representation of language is based on
phonemic categories seems to me to indicate that these
phonemic categories are accessible to consciousness and thus
that the concept of the phoneme does have psychological
reality. However, it can be argued that the so-called
'psychological reality of the phoneme' has been heavily
reinforced as a consequexiee of literacy. Citing her Gaelic
informants whose mother tongue has no generally established
written form, dr. Gillian drown points out thai they find it
isipossible to establish the limits of the vowel (but not the
consonant) phonemes. This observation is neatly accounted
for by reference to the "categorical perception" of speech
sounds (Hibernian, Harris, Hoffman and Griffith, 1957). The
perception of vowels is less categorical, that is, loss
highly encoded, than that of consonants (Liberraan et al..
1967), and thus the problem for the Gaelic informants
reflects a limitation on their neural apparatus in estab¬
lishing so definitely phonemic categories for vowels. The
problem for these informants casts light on the difficulties
to be overcome in developing and establishing & writing
system of this kind.
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patterns of features can be utilized, to recreate whole

"chunks* (Hiller, 1950) o C' loiters, wards or sense units,

and in this sense we decode the written material. Ih©

coding principle that Liberman (1970) has argued is an

inherent part of all language and is natural to it is

equally appropriate to the reading situation, heading

should properly be considered an i tegral part of language

in that not only is "language lor the eye" being subjected

to the full power of a linguistic competence as is

"language for the ear", but also that the principle on

which the two inxrnt -odes are processed by the human
*

receiver is the same, the real and yet theoretically

trivial differences between speech and reading being a

consequence of the input channel.

However, to call the differences theoretically trivial

does not thereby mean that the problem of reading is

resolved. i%r from it. It does mean though, tu&t the x3rob-

ler. can be stated in another, possibly helpful way.

It seems to me that a large part of the problem of

reading for the child is that the adult (however adept at

the skill) does not know how he himself reads and so cannot

teach the child effectively (in spite of which most children

learn to read — this argues, to some extent, for the opera¬

tion of a 'natural' process). The categorical nature of

losner, Lewis and Conrad (1972) even argue for the
similarity between categorical perception of speech h, la
Liberman ot and "the classification processes that occur
within visually presented words and letters".
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linguistic perception seems s unknowable to the adult

reader as the firing patterns of his cells, and even if he

had access to this knowledge it is unlike ly that he would

immediately apply a coding principle to the reading skill in

the light of the split considered t exist between speech

and reading (for example, Isabel!© hiborn.ui'a stress on the

difference between speech and rending at the beginning of

this chapter), and the downright misleading cipher nature of

the visual representation of language. The natural line of

attack is also denied to the child but his difficulties are

compounded since he has to learn the basic cipher relation¬

ship of phonemic category to symbol to start with at a time

when his hold on the phonemic categories is somewhat shaky;

nor does he have a fully developed linguistic competence to

fall back 01 . integrated approach should, perhaps,

include i) the teaching of sound—symbol correspondences

(which few children have a problem with — naming is a basic

language ability); ii) a 'phonies' typo approach like that

of Bloomfield and Barrhart (1961) to stabilise different

phonemic categories, and, more i iportantly, with specific

instruction about the on jural differences between groups of

letters; iii) use of 'nook and ay' to build groups of

letters into words, again paying due attention to features;

and iv) a direct appeal to the child to use his linguistic

knowledge by, say, asking him to fill in a missing word, in

a heard or written sentence (formal grammatical labelling is

not usually taught to children until quite late (if evor) in

the educational process, but labels are not necessary to tajj
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linguistic knowledge)., -he child, then, must be guided

where necessary to appreciate two crucial elements of the

reading skills firstly, ho ha3 to realize that the coding

pri iciple is applicable to rending at the level of the

visual display, that is, he must work in terms of larger

and lf:.i\,or chunks of linguistic material, decoding them on

the basis of features and not becoming bogged down with each

and every letter; and secondly, he has to fully appreciate

what -©id (1966) has called the "concept" of reading; that

reading is a part of language and so it is appropriate (and

necessary) to call ail language skills (including the coding

principle) into play.

1.4, neurological Considerations

The reading skill, as we have seen, has two components,

the linguistic and the visual, studies undertaken within a

neurological framework, are therefor© pertinent to the study

of reading since there is evidence that the cognitive skills

of language and visual perception are represented in diff¬

erent areas of the brain.

It is probably one of' the best attested facts in our

understanding of cerebral function that impairment of

language (aphasia) follows, in the majority of cases, from

a lesion of the left hemisphere of the brain. This was

first noted by Marc box in 1836 (fax, 1863) and was substan¬

tia tod by Broca thirty yours later (Broea, 1861a, b) since

when reports on .'-phasic patients have confirmed the original

finding again and again.

The fact that language functions are, in most cases,
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l&teralized to the left hemisphere, and the fact that it is

the left hemisphere which controls the right side of the

body, and thereforo the right hand which is, again in most

cases, the preferred hand, inevitably led to the view that

there is a link between the lateralization of language and

right-handedness {a link thought to be "due to a functional

pro—eminence of the left hemisphere" (Jungvill, 1962)). The

complement to this view, that is, that lateralization of

language in the left hantler was located, in the right hemi¬

sphere , was held for sor e time, but cases of 'crossed

aphasia' like that of Brarrive 11 (1899) quickly multiplied

and proved too embarrassing for this stance seriously to bo

maintained. >r,ta ."rem series of clinical cases and of brain-

injured patients from two world wars (Goldstein, 1948$

Head, 1926; lltfcac-n and hauguet, 1970; Luria, 19/0; liussell

and spiv, 1961; .cLuell, Jenkins and Jimenez—-abort, 1964;

w'eisonburg and McBrid.e, 1933), from open-brain surgery

with electrocorideographic stimulation and recording

(fenfield and •. -.smussen, 1950), from techniques tor

localizing the speec,... areas by chemically—induced disruption

of performance as in the Wade test (Branch, -diner and

-iusaussor, » >04) and from iihe rosul s of work with patients

who have undergone surgical resection or the corpus callosum

for the relief n' *ocni epilepsy (Bogen and Vogel, if62;

B gen, Pisher and Vogel, 1965;) now indicate that, statis¬

tically, left hemisphere control of language is the norm for

both right and le.1 humors (troodgluss and ^uadfasel, 1954;

Humphrey and Zangwill, 1952; Penfield and iioberts, 1959;
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fiussell and ,'spir, 1961 j Zangvill, 1960), but that the

likelihood of deviation from this norm is much greater for

tho left-handed population,

The "functional pre-eminence of the left hemisphere"

(Zangwill, 1962) resulted in the left hemisphere being

labelled 'dominant' and the "dominont hemisphere came to be

accepted as that which, with few exceptions, is contra¬

lateral to the preferred hand" (Zangwill, 1962). At first

•dominant' described that hemisphere which "took the lead"

in manual skill and the control of articulate speech

(Jackson, 1869). However, in 1874 Carl Wernicke differen¬

tiated between expressive and receptive speech and it

appeared that language in its receptive aspect could also

be localized to the left temporal lobe (Wernicke, 1874),

•Dominance' was extended to cover this aspect of language.

The concept of dominance brings its own problems,

however. It has two aspects, "It implies the hypothesis

that the central mechanism subserving speech —- and perhaps

other higher functions are well — are located, predominantly

at least, in one hemisphere. Put another way, it might

be said that function is asymmetrically represented in the

two halves of the brain so that equivalent unilateral

lesions do not "uce equivalent effects" (Zo will, 1962).

And it also suggests that one hemisphere might exercise

control over the other. Lie a; n's • (1908) work on apraxia

seemed to imply (at least to Liepmann himself) that the

right sensorimotor cortex is subject to control by the left

in carrying out skilled actions, and Travis (1931)
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postulated a similar relationship between the rotor speech

zones.

'dominant' originally meant 'dorainant for language'

and it is difficult to resist the feeling that language is

in some sense our highest cognitive faculty. dd to this

the semantic loading of the concept of 'dominance' as used

in everyday non—scientific discourse the impression that,

not only is something or somebody superior, but also that

something or somebody is dominated over — aod it is not

surprising that Liepmann and later Travis felt that
%

doaiiuanee should be interpreted in the above se. se, nor is

it odd that the question — what is the other ('minor')

hemisphere dominant for? — took so long to cone to the

forefront of neurological inquiry.

In spite of the fact that John iiughliugs Jackson in

his paper On the nature of the duality of Lac drain noted

the difference in runciion of the two halves of the brain

— he felt that "one half of the brain is for the auto¬

matic rovivai of images and one for their voluntary

revival" (Jackson, 1374) — it was over no.. century

before the attention of aeurolopists was noticeably redir¬

ected to this issue in 1953 by Critchley who demonstrated

differences in the symptomatology of lesions of the left

and right parietal lobes (Critehley, 1953). lie was

followed by ililner who studied the function of the temporal

lobes (.diner, 1954); she later found a sligh t but statis¬

tically significant impairment on u pictorial interpreta¬

tion test in cases of right temporal epilepsy, an
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impairment that was increased following excision of the

epileptogenic area ( ilner, 1958),
The validity of 1 eaiapheric diiTerences .in function as

illustrated by examination of the deficits following lesions

in right and left parietal and temporal lobes was opposed by

Denny—Brown and his associates (Jenny—Browu and hanker,

1954; Benny-Brown, oyer and horeastein, 1952). however,

many other writers supported the position which held that a

variety of abilities that can loosely be described as being

visually and/or spatially based are primarily the business

of the minor hemisphere (Borastein and kidron, 1959; Brain,

1941; llecaen, Ajuriaguorra and liassonnet, 1951; Hdcaen,

Angelergues, Bernhardt end Chiareili, 1957; iibcaen,

Penfield, Jertrand and kaliaoj 1956; Hcl?ie> i'iercy and

Zangwill, 1950; ullan and Peafield, 1959; Paterson and

Zangwill, 1944, 1945). Comprehensive reviews of the

different effects of lesions to either aeraisphere have been

provided by Zangwiil (1961) and liercy (1964).
In the light of the clinical findings several workers

examined and compared patients with right or left hemi¬

sphere lesions in various experimental conditions (Gorki• ••,

1965; Borff, Mirsky and Mishkin, 1965; ittlinger, 1960;

Kiraura, 1961; kijszu Intti, Umilta cud Berlucchi, 1971; 6hai,

Goodglass and Barton, 1972; ftark, 1961; Zurif and kamier,

1972) and with different sub-tests from psychological test

batteries (Andersen, 1951; Bennerll, 1964; Iieilbrun, 1956,

1959; i.imura, 1963a; Kl/(vo and keitan, 1958; Lansdell,

1968, 1970, 1971; Parsons, Vega and Burn, 1969;
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ieiia::, 1955; -einstein and Teuber, 1957). hue results of

this type of investigation indicate quite conclusively that

there are genuine differences between the two hemispheres

with regard to psychological function. However, while it

is clear that language (in most eases) is indeed a

prerogative of the left hemisphere, the exact nature of the

s_ecific 'visuosp&tial* ability of the right hemisphere is

less clearly demonstrable, fhe difference between the

functions of the left and right halves of the brain may not

necessarily be best described in terms of, respectively,

verbal versus non-verbal ability, but might usefully be

viewed as a difference between focal versus a diffuse

mode ox representation (hemmes, 1968), or between an

analytic versus synthetic type of processing (Levy, 1969),
or between a serial versus parallel type (Cohen, 1973);
indeed it is evident that these approaches need not be

unrelated,

Further evidence relating to'the differential roles of

the two hemispheres from experiments conducted with normal,

that is, non—bruin-injured, subjects will be considered in

Chapter 4.



CHAPTila TWO

Til, LITjSRATUEE

2.1. Acquired dyslexia

An inability to read can manifest itself, though

infrequently, as a relatively isolated syndrome following

brain injury from gunshot wounds or cerebrovascular

accidents. Benton (1964) cites a reference to a reading

deficit as early as 30 A.J., but reports on individual
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coses .. te gener lly rruu the sixteenth coutux'y (Marshall
and kewcosbe, 1971)# Marshall axid hewcoaibe continue: "the

incidence of such cases (that is, 01 dyslexia) in unselected

groups ox patients with brain lesion is extremely low (Casey
and ttlinger, 1960; Cloning, Closing and lioi'f, 1968).
h wcche oss, there is a i'air aeasure oi' agreement concerning

bo tli tie anatomical correlates —• lesions in the left

jxiriel' -occipital re0ioii oi the brain (uejeriue, 1892;

uoscJjwind, 1962; Kussmaul, 187?'; dussoil and dspir, 1961)
and the km in clinical varieties of reading impairment

(Benson and dosehwind, 1969} h6caen, 1967).'1 Traumatic

dyslexia (or alexia as preferred by Benson and desehwind

(1969), in contradistinction to dyslexia in the child) can

manifest itseli with or without associated agraphic or

..phasic disturbances — Goldstein (1948) called these

primary alexia (no associated disturbances) and secondary

alexia (with agraphia and/or aphasia.) — and one night well

expect dii'ieroxit consequences oi' theso two types • A glance

at work in the aphasias is therefore in order.

evidence from the dysphasic literature has provided

some support for the psychological reality of theoretical

constructs in the study oi language. What c. pntiont—e-ae

1—s-e—u..o ability to *.a; o an objooi >.i, oonl'rornation while

hoi.. Lj—'.< b nii o—by—us-e—hoe—sumo word i.. c on text,—&e—in uarninnd

oJ , ■ n .: i. I'l.fM r-o Xii : . 1. I : -. < > , ; r,a i;iO—ft fiiU n? ,i n

c ij . i.j—eonoo—; .. . .i' in—vwhich———on iu ti —t. [.wards—oxplaining

the x"iegreiveci—t'nri. ,ti, tetion of nouns in much aphasia output

'xad—i.n oxno ri'-ioi-jt g wiil ijoraad—~nb;;orfa nvdor dogr"--1?'!
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•stimulus conditions—(ho .:c »—Marshall and hewconbe,—1 971 }'.

The existence of the classical type of aphasia des¬

cribed by "Wernicke (1874) oilers b^ckin^ for the uotion of

the "semantic" component of a grammar (Chomsky, 1965). in

such a case the patient's spontaneous utterance is very

fluent, using rhythm and intonation appropriately, and it is

indicative of the normal language user's use of redundancy

in language, the 'filling-ia' capacity, that it may be some

time before one realizes that such a patient's speech is

virtually devoid of content. A typical example from a

patient of Noraan Geschwind (Geschwind, 1972) is "Before I

was in the one here, 1 was over in the other one. My

sister had the department in the other one". Another

example fro., a patient 1 studied in the Eoyal Infirmary,

Edinburgh, is "It's very annoying me ... An* her son'3 all

right, y©s he's all right. Yuh, c...can't write that down

now ... you know have nothing, nothing in this ... wait ...

oh goodness ... oh yes it's better ... look 've got some

down in his book, I didn't get anything ... oh it's

terrible ..." These patients also show difficulty in object

naming, again suggesting problems of access to a 'semantic'

component, and they frequently reveal gross loss of compre¬

hension with little or no realization of the extent of their

deficit.

The 'syntactic' component of language appears to suffer

a breakdown in so-called 'telegraphic' aphasia first des-

scribed by Broca in 1865; the patient utters phrases in

which the function words and grammatical markers are absent,
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hence the name 'telegraphic'. An example of this from

Goodglass (1968) is "( Upon questioning about his former

employr.ent in a paper rill) 'Lower falls ... Laine ...

laper. Four hundred tons a day] And ah ... sulphur

machines, and ah ... wood ... IVo weeks unu eight hours.

Light hours] ... no.' Twelve hours, fifteen hours ... workin

... workin ... workin] les, and ah ... sulphur, oulphur

and ... ah wood. Ah ... h&ndlin] nad ah sick, four years

ago*". Geschwind (1972) reports "even when the patient does

his best to co—operate in repeating words, he has difficulty

with certain grammatical words and phrases. 'If he were

here, 1 would go', is more difficult than 'the general

commanded the army*. The hardest phrase for such patients

to repeo i is 'no ii's, amis or tuts'

The differentiating of a 'semantic' from a 'syntactic'

component in language ought to have some implications for

reading if reading is indeed an integral part of language.

However, interference with the systems that underly the

'syntactic' and 'semantic' components of linguistic compe¬

tence will result in a general aphasia deficit, such deficit

in its turn inevitably affecting reading and giving rise to

secondary alexia (Goldstein, 1948). ..till, there is one

aspect of reading which is unique to this language skill and

that is the visual mode. It is with reference to the visual

mode tin t the concept of 'pure' (primary) alexia is possible.

Writers on the subject of alexia have given their own

labels to the subcomponents of the disorder but in spite of

the superficial differences between the various accounts in
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the literature Benson and Gesclrwind (1969) felt able to say

that "despite variation in the terminology employed most of

(the) classifications are remarkably similar indicating the

existence of clinically distinct entities. We will use the

following simple clinical classification, loosely based upon

bejerinets original clixxical descriptions: (1) Heraialexia,

(2) Alexia without agraphia, (3) Alexia with agraphia,

(4) Aphasic alexia and (5) Pseudoalexia".

Hemialexia refers to the (unilateral) disorder of

reading that follows section of the splenium of the corpus

cnllosum. The splenium is believed to carry fibres from one

occipital lobe to the other, thus providing interhemispheric

transfer of visual information. Trescher and ford (1937)

who reported on a patient with section of the posterior

portion of the callosum "demonstrated that the patient was

unable to recognize and comprehend words and letters presen¬

ted to the left visual field alone despite the presence of

fully normal visual Fields (and they) conjectured that

material jxresented t0 the left visual field reached the right

visual cortex but that section of the splenium had effectively

separated this area from the portion of the dominant hemi¬

sphere necessary for comprehension of written symbols"

(Benson and G-esehwi.ua, 1969). In spite of some seemingly

contradictory evidence relating to the non—occurrence of

heraialexia following posterior callosal section (Akelaitis,

1941, 1944; iazzaniga and Sparry, 1967; but see Geschwind,

1965 for the other view), it seems thai this type of alexia

is simply a consequence of disjunction of a part of the
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visual system from the language system, at least in the

previously normal subject.

The alexic disturbances which lor Benson and Geschwind

(1969) Tall into the category oi' pseudoalexia reilect an

underlying disorder of psychopatk£>logical origin or, in the

case of "unilateral paralexia", a severance of visual input

from linguistic processor, and thus are not germane to the

present discussion. With respect to the purely 'linguistic'

alexias (where I take 'linguistic' to include that visual

component that is a necessary input channel to the linguis¬

tic competence, and.not the physical dissociation oi visual

receiving area from the language ureas) the disorder has been

described in what might be again labelled 'linguistic' versus

'visual' terms.

healing now with that reading difficulty which is

accompanied by minimal (or no) loss of spontaneous expression,

Marshall and Newcombe (1971) noted two cases of 'visual'

dyslexia where the subjects made errors oi the type aup -

'bug', beg - 'leg', nod - 'pad'j was - 'saw', lop - 'lap ...

no ... lop*; rid - 'rid ... no ... rib'; si - 'meet', rob

- 'robe', rid - 'ride'; lit - 'hit', car - 'oar', nap -

'map' and paw - 'pew'. ochueil (1930) analysed similar

errors e.g. cloaks - 'clocks' as a "visual contamination"

and hubois-Ohariier (1971) reported equivalent errors for

French viz. le uel - 'loyal', loraiisatrice - 'motrice'.

This sort of problem with the visual array which gives rise

to reversals of the orientation of letters, transpositions

of letters within words and omission of letters or groups of
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letters is also common In children learning to read.

A case of 'semantic' dyslexia has been described by

Marshall and Nevcorabe (1966). iheir patient (G.ii.) gave

responses! ill -'sick', ancient - 'historic', city - 'town', bush

- tree', cattle -'animals', cheer - 'laugh', bad - 'liar'. This

type of error they analyse, following the semantic theory out-

li eu by 1-ntz and i'odor (1963), s deficit in the retrieval

of the lull lexical en try associated with a given iter:. They

suggest that for this patient the problem is not so much of

'understanding' as o. 'encoding*.

The 'semantic' breakdown in dyslexia as presented by

d.- « is somewhat different from the 'semantic* breakdown to

be expected in i Wernicke's dysphasiaj Gr.d. *s problem lies

in the encoding of markers within , givoi. semantic field, the

Wernicke's dysphasia has trouble getting into a aeaiantic

field at all. In view of this the term 'semantic' with

reference to dyslexia is possibly misleading. In their later

(1971) paper Marshall and Newcombe offer the term 'deep*

dyslexia following the terminology of Chomsky (1965) who uses

'deep' to refer to the underlying linguistic structure common

to language in general, as opposed to 'surface' which des¬

cribes the overt structure of an individual language. They

nolo that, in line with this delinition of 'deep', 'deep'

dyslexia does not occur in the absence oi aphasia.

In spite of the variety of reading deficits that have

been described for children, o case that could be described

as 'deep' dyslexia has been presented. In view of the coimec-

+ dvsiaxift with anh&sic difficulties this is not
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surprising since great stress has been laid on the specific

nature of the reading defect in children, that is, its

presence without aphasia (a syndrome difficult enough to des¬

cribe in the child in any case). But one would equally not

expect 'deep' dyslexia to present in the child on theoretical

grounds; 'dee.' dyslexia is not possible until connections

lave been formed between the visual array and the semantic
/ *1fin: (Bower, 1971). The child who has a specific reading

disability lias such great difficulty with the "building

blocks" (Harris, 1953) of reading that the mature skill

cannot develop.

There is a "third distinct type of paralexic error"

hewever, in which the problem appears to be at the level ox

the "building blocks"; Marshall and Newcorabe (1971) call

this "partial failure of grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules".

This presumably is Marshall and hewcombe's pathway be.
These authors also point out that their 'deep* dyslexic Cr.it.
raust also have lost access to the pathway from what they call
the "visual address" to the "phonological address" (that is,
pathway bd in their model); "we would also postulate that
pathway be is usually inaccessible to (G.B.). '.sere it
readily accessible it would effectively block errors which
arise from component C (the "semantic address")". If the
basis for the loss of pathway be presupposes the loss of bd
then this is further reason why the child would not present
with 'deep' dyslexia,

*2
oupport for a differentiation of a grapheme—phoneme-

baaed disorder and a seraanticnlly-based one comes from
studies of alexia in Japanese. Japanese is written down in
two distinct scripts; kana is phonetic syllabic script
and kanji is a Chinese ideograph type. The two scripts have
different consequences for the dyslexic in that they can
suffer selective disruption; the usual form of reading dis¬
turbance among Japanese is considered to exhibit major dis¬
ruption of Auna, but only minimal loss (if at all) in Kanji
(Asavana, 1914; Pause and Shimoyama, 1955).
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The bilingual Chinese patient who had a particular problem

with English silent consonants (Lyman, Kwan and Chao, 1938),
or Alajouanine, Lhermitte and itibaucourt-Lucarn®'s (i960)

French-speaking subject who read lit as /li/ but 'corrected'

himself to fX%\/ provide examples of this. Marshall and

hewcorabe (1971) continue "in the French literature (cf. i!6caen,

1967? Lubois-Charlier, 1971) a distinction is often made

between 'alexie litterale -— a disturbance of individual

grapheme—phoneme correspondence rules -— and alexie verbalo
— a disturbance of correspondence rules at the morphemic

level", a distinction also made by Luria (1970). In the

light of Lmith's (1971) work on letter and word recognition

by feature discrimination these two levels of error can

plausibly be assumed to have a common basis, namely breakdown

of the coding x>rinciple. An inability to manipulate grapheme-

phoneme correspondence rules is equally likely to affect child

and adult; in the next chapter I shall present evidence to

support the position that a specific reading disorder in the

child can be viewed in the same terms (that of 'surface', as

opposed to 'deep', dyslexia) as one type of dyslexia in the

adult, and that the deficit may, in. both cases, profitably be

see., as v. breakdown in the coding principle. In addition, I

shall argue in Chapter 4 that, in view of the common element

between the specific disorder in the child and this type of

dyslexia in the adult, it is not inappropriate to put forward

a hypothesis, within a neurological framework, that will

account for dyslexia in both the child and the adult without

having recourse to a proposal of brain damage in the child
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2.2. .-Jeve 1 o pmeuta 1 dyslexia

X'ii© first major proponent of 'specific developmental

dyslexia' (though called by him "congenital word blindness")

was Hiasiielwood at the turn of the century. From the

material acquired by him in the course of his ophthalmo¬

logics! practice he understood that ''fur the successful per¬

formance of the function o1 vision, it is essential not only

that the eyes should be heallay in structure and function,

but also that the brain should co-operate harmoniously in

interpreting the impressions made upon the sensory organ"

(Hinshelwood, 1900). Thus, reec,.uizing the crucial impor¬

tance of the higher brain centres, and having additional

evidence of 'word blindness' in dults where the reading

problem was & consequence oi brain injury, ilinshelwood hypo¬

thesized that children with word blindness had a congenital

defect in the cerebral cortex. The attention drawn to word

blindness by Jiinsheiwood (lby>/ prompted two other medical

men to comment on cases of this disability in children;

dr. cringle Morgan (1896) described a case of word blindness

in an intelligent fourteen year old boy, and dr. J. herr

(lb'97) in his paper on 'school hygiene' noted "besides the

generally dill there aro the mentally exceptional, many

quite suitable for ordinary school provided the teacher

knows their peculiarities, -almost unique cases are found

with most bizarre defects . boy with word blindness

who can spell the seimi'cite letters is a trouble " these

early writers regarded reading disability in the child as a

direct parallel to that in the adult and argued that it
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resulted from a specific focal cerebral lesion in the

angular and supramarginal gyrus areas (see also Kussiaaul,

% ■ I < ■ i -).

Not only did the early writers establish the existence

of a congenital reading difficulty, they also laid the founda^

tions for a great deal of the subsequent work on dyslexia.

They noted that 1) it probably had a neurological origin,

2) it can occur in isolation from other cognitive deiicits,

3) it may be inherited, and 4) , by stressing the likeness

to acquired dyslexia, they provoked a reaction to this point

of view that caused an imbalance in further approaches to the

study of the deficit.

After the recognition of a specific deficit involving

reading came "a stage of analysis and discussion with a con¬

siderable amount or change in orientation" (Oritehley, 1964).

This uncertainty opened the door to questions concerning the

validity of theories that, on the evidence from acquired

dyslexia, postulated congenital aplasia of one or both

angular gyri (fisher, 1910). ouch notions were completely

unfounded in fact since there was no pathological material

at all on which to base them and so "those who imagined some

structural brain defect began to find themselves in a

minority, and to be outnumbered by those like Apert (1924)
and i'Btsl (1924) who visualized a developmental delay of

functional rather than anatomical nature. Thus there arose

gradually the conception of a 'maturational lag' to explain

the dyslexia" (Critchley, 1964)-— this was the next contribu¬

tion to dyslexia research.
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who w s to provide a ...ajor contribution to the neurological

study of reading disorders. Orion noted ambiguities oi

handedness and mixed eye—hand preferences coupled with a

tendency to reverse letters and parts of words (sometimes to

the extent of actual mirror—writing — for a review of which

see Critehley (1928)), and on the basis of these correlations

he formulated his theory of a failure to train the brain to

work predominantly from the leading or dominant hemisphere

(Grtou, 1937)* Orton's work, while not accepted in many of

its details, directed attention to the factor of cerebral

dominance in the study of reading disorder, subsequently to

be a-.en up with profit.

Although "congenital word blindness11 had been coined by

Binshelvood to differentiate word blindness in the child from

that in the brain-injured adult, the hereditary nature of the

child's delect did not go unnoticed. In 1905 Thomas des¬

cribed dyslexia in six patients irom two generations of the

same family (Thomas, 1905) and liinshelwood himself noted

cases of dyslexia in more than one family raeniber. Further

examples were contributed by liate (1909, cited by Critchley,

1964) and. Marshall and Ferguson (1939). The genetic factor

in dyslexia lias been intensively studied by workers in

ocandi. via, the most extensive study being that of Hallgren

(1950). hallgren himself observed 270 oi the 276 cases he

reported on, and found that in 88 per cent of these cases

there were reading problems in at least one other member of

the family. Critchley (1964) furthermore stated that
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"Il&llgren, and also Norrie, made studies upon twins with

dyslexia, The total number of pairs was 45, of which 12

were monozygotic and 33 were dizygotic. There was a 100

per cent concordance among the former group, as opposed to

33 per cent among the latter." studies on twins were also

carried out by Jenkins, Browr. and nlmendorf (1937) and

Ley and Tordeur (1936).

.Another aspect of the genetic factor in dyslexia, is

that of sex, Criichley (1964) marshalled the evidence as

to the reported sex-incidence aud concluded that "four

males (with dyslexia) to one female may be accej>ted as a

reasonable Figure". He further took issue with Vernon's

(1957) object! to this conclusion (she felt that boys

were more likely to develop aggressive reactions to their

disability in reading and thus come to the attention of the

teachers, etc., or that parents would be more worried about

boys than girls)j Oritchley claimed that "these observations

..... would not tally with the experience of neurological

consultants to whom children with dyslexia were brought by

worried parents entirely on account of their paradoxical

inability to learn to read. Among such children the boys

unquestionably outnumbered the iris" (Critchley, 1964).

vidence from f. ily studies indicates that more cases

of dyslexia are found later in the birth order; Anderson

and Kelley (1931) Found more solitary or eldest children in

their series to be free from dyslexia, and Hallgren (1950)
found only 79.5 cases in the first half of the sibship com¬

pared with 100.5 in the second half.
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Following Grton, the problems of trying to teach

so-called 'dyslexic' children to read brought education¬

alists and psychologists into the field.

Disturbances in cognitive development were to prove a

fruitful field for research and naturally the visual system

was the first to get critical examination. Correlations

had been claimed to exist by sone early writers (Betts, 1936;

Lames, 1934) between reading disability and various ocular

defects including low fusion convergence, amblyopia, field

restriction, squinting and longsightedness, and Park (1959)

also cited a high incidence of ophthalmological abnormalities.

Grubor (1962), however, denied categorically a correlation

between degree of binocular co-ordination and reading

ability, and equally categorically Critchley (1964) felt able

to remark that "dove 1 opraental dyslexia is independent of

errors of refraction, muscle imbalance and inqierfect binocu¬

lar fusion". Indeed, the syndrome of dyslexia would be of

little interest to anyone but ox>hthaltaologists if it were

merely associated with visual defect; however, dyslexia can

still be present when such defects are corrected.

Of more interest to the student of dyslexia is the study

»bovie oo ..

placement of the eyes at each fixation to give maximum infor¬

mation about the text 4s important in order to minimize those

restrictions on tl e reader which are inherent in his physical

capacity; and one might expect that any disturbance in eye

movements could affect the person's ability to read (see

Zangwill and Biakemore, 1972). It is, however, going too £n-
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to assert with llildreth (1936) that "reversals of letter-

sequence in perceiving certain words are duo to faulty ©ye

movements". Inherently faulty eye movements would surely

have caused the person difficulty in operating in his visual

environment} it is rather the problems involved, in reading,

which demands unidirectional movement, that contribute to

abnormal eye control. Hallgren (1950) considered abnorma¬

lities of eye movement during reading almost certainly

secondary to an u.der.lying difficulty in visuespatial orien¬

tation.

Ocular defects, then, car. in the main b© ignored, but
a

an extensive literature boars witness to the importance

attached by investigators of reading disability to aspects

of visual perception, cited as at least one factor in the

symptom-Complex by do iiirsch (1963), isenberg (1966), Fabian

(1955)i Fildes (1921), Frank (1935), Ingram (1963), Ingram

and sieid (1956) and Monroe (1932). Chang and Chang (1967)

and Gibson (1965) noted that the problems of perceiving

accurately the visual array may lie in the fact that children

do not realize what details of form and shape are in fact

essential.

It is evident that to recognise letters sou© minimal

visuospatini ability is required (dates and Bond, 1936), but

just how much? Gates (1922 and 1926) found little correla¬

tion between" re; ding retardation and shape ai si crimination

where the discrimination involved only simple geometric forms;

it would &r
, ear that most children can discriminate forms at

this level of difficulty by the time reading is likely to
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begin. However, more complex distinctions cay be more

difficult. -diver and Ilagin (1970) noted that "the out¬

standing defect in visual discrimination (among backward

readers) is in orientation of a figure in space", a view

shared by Cairns and steward (1970), de Mirseh, Jansky and

Laugi'ord (1966) f ialifret-Gr&nj on (1951), Iiallgren (1950),
Laehmann (1960), Monroe (1932), wechsler and Ilagin (1964)
and i/echsler and iignatelli (1937).

fhe failure to discriminate uric station will be manifest

i-a reversals. The tendency to reversals is popularly

considered to bo the hallmark of dyslexia and it has received

a considerable amount of attention (Benton, 1958; Frith,

1971; Oilkey and iarr, 1944; Liberman, jhankweiler, Orlando,

Harris and Berui, 1971; Lyle, 1969; Moody and Philips, 1935;

Tjossera, , ..son a ad ..ipley, 1902; Wilson and Fleming, 1938).
Attention had of course been drawn to the fact that many

children who could not read adequately read b for &, £ for eg,

was for saw etc. by Orton (1925 and 1937). However, many

studies did not support a correlation between reversals and

reading backwardness, behonell (1940) noted that some back¬

ward readers show no reversals; Tjossem, Hansen and Ripley

(1962), though agreeing that *-o tendency to reversals and

rotations of symbols is more pronounced in the imputation of

slow readers, pointed out that reversals are common among all

children up to about eight and half years and then decrease

with age. That reversing is equally a hazard for the

non—dyslexic and decreases across all groups with ago and

experience is maintained by Frank (1935), Crilkey and Parr (194^*
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and Hildreth (1934). Ilg and Ames (1930) also showed that

reversals, al,. ag with substitutions, < issious/additions and

repetitious, were errors that were 'normal' at different

stages in the reading gradient. Lyle ana U-oyen (1968) noted

that retarded readers autaa overall more errors than controls

but did not rmke a higher proportion of reversal or rotation

errors, and Liberrnan, ohanitweiler, Or lea do, Harris and Berii

(1971) found that "the characteristic of reversibility is

not by itself a suificient condition for confusion". Ingram

and iieid (1956) divided a group of dyslexics into subgroups

according to their performance of the w I •> C: the group

whose Verbal If was better than their Performance Ip by

over twenty points were reported to snow Ire- ueut reversals,

but tixe authors also noted that reading retardation is least

in this group.

That reversibility is a problem for all who would read

suggests that the problem may be a conseque~.ee of natural

perceptual processes, and indeed, .leaner dibson has pointed

out that "the discrimination our orthography demands of the

child runs directly counter to virtually all of his percep¬

tual experience, in which objects differing only in orienta-

ti n are equivalent" (uough, 1972), such c uivalence being a

Reversals are extremely hard to elicit from normal sub¬
jects in degraded stimulus conditions using a tachistoscope.
In an unpublished experiment which I conducted among students,
reversible three lo tier words were selected and were exposed
briefly to one of the visual half-fields. Only half a dozen
reversal errors in either field could be elicited in over

1,600 presentations.
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natural result of our anatomical bilateral symmetry

(Corballis and Beale, 1971).

defects in visual-motor function have been found to

correlate significantly with reading impairment by de Mirsch

et a I. (1966), dolus (1958) and Monroe (1932). The Visual

Motor Gestalt test devised by Bender (1938) has frequently

been useci to assess a child's capabilities in this respect.

Uesults on the Bender test have led some writers including

Bender and ochilder (1951), Kriso (1952) and Bflugfelder (1948)

to support a view of dyslexia as one result of a fundamental

disturbance in Gestalt function. Brew also follows an inter¬

pretation in terms of Gestalt theory for his own cases of

'congenital word blindness' (Brew, 1956) and for cases pre¬

sented in conjunction with liabinovitch and his associates

(iiabinovitch, Brew, Be Jong, Ingram and Witfaey, 1954); he

holds that "if viewed as defects in Gesta.lt function many of

the reported correlates of reading disabilities become com¬

prehensible as parts of a single fundamental defect". He

continues "reversals, mirror-writing, mixed hand—eye

preference, spatial disorientation, phonetic disintegration

and other abnormalities often considered basic in congenital

This tests the child's ability to perceive and reproduce
meaningless figures of different degrees of complexity, ouch
tests wore originally designed by Wertheimer (1923) to demon¬
strate Gostalt effects like the tendency to perceive con¬
tinuity and closure. Because he.her found that younger chil¬
dren did not manifest these tendencies, the figures wore
different from those constructed by Vortheiner and the test
measured the ability of the child to rexjroduco figure® of
differing degrees of difficulty at appropriate ages.
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dyslexia are best viewed as variant manifestations of the

fundamental defect in correct figure-ground recognition in

botii familial and nor.-faiailial congenital dyslexia". However,

it is not obvious why a "fundamental defect" should affect

only the reading ability.

Gross reproduction errors on the Bender test were

claimed to correlate with the presence of severe reading

retardation b.) Crosby (1968), Galifret-uranjon (1951),

Koppitz (1958) and Lachiaann (1960), and strong claims for the

predictive value of the test for future reading ability were

made by Koppitz, Mardis and Stephens (1961), ...mita and Keogh

(1962), fhweatt (1963) and Wedell and Home (1969). However,

heogh (1965) and Keogh and smith (1967) later found, rather

oddly, that the results on the Bender test administered at

xive to six ye.rs did not correlate with reading at eight to

nine years but did so correlate at eleven to twelve years,

and Leton (1962) using the test with a group of twenty chil¬

dren aged nine to eleven years with reading impairment found

only two children with defective performance.

Memory for visual stimuli has equally been implicated in

reading defects by Browner (1917), Bay and uedeil (1972),

Lyle (1968), oilver and liagin (1970), weciisler and Ilagin

(1904) and Whipple and Hodman (1969), although Kendall (1948)
claimed that the remembering of designs in a series graded

a or di,. xiculty was not correlated with reading achievement in

an unselected sample of six to eight and a half year olds, and

untes (1922) was quite sure that visual perception and/or
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writers who wore not satisfied with the adequacy of these

correlations include Ombredane (1937) who found 110 abnor¬

malities of visual form discrimination in three carefully

studied children aged twelve to fourteen years with reading

difficulty, and Browner (1917) who ascribed rea ling diffi¬

culty in one case to faulty visual memory, in another to poor

auditory discrimination and memory, but noted that in other

patients the reading problem could not bo ascribed to per-

ceptual difficulties at all. Benton (1962) was also firm in

claiming that perceptual disorder does not contribute sig¬

nificantly to reading difficulty, or at least not to that

observed in older children.

Assu and Vyke (1971) and Vellutiuo, nteger and hatide 1

(1972) considered that problems of visual perception --or se

were not the issue, but that it was the verbal nature of the

visually apprehended stimuli that caused difficulty. Ingram

(1970) also insisted on "the linguistic element in reading",

and noted the prevalence of speech disorders and difficulties

of an audiophonic type among dyslexics (Ingram, 1959a, b and

1963} Ingram mud dei< , 1956). Creak (1936), as lis (1947),

iiallgren (1932), ibbcrt (1961), McCread* (1910 and 1926),

mwsoii (1968), bampson (1962) and Warrington (1967) ail agreed

with Ingram that abnormal speech develop..ont is positively

correlated with later problems in lea ruing 00 read and write,

but it can be assumed that as these writers wero mainly

attached to neurological and speech clinics they would meet

a greater proportion of this typo ox problem, nud reading
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being a proper part of language skill ami second in a time

sequence to spoken language,this type of defect can fairly

bo considereu. to be a concomitant of a language disability

rather than dyslexia, a specific re*-din.,. disability,

similarly, proble is in matching sound to symbol (audiophonic)
noted by Hardy (1962) can be plausibly ascribed to an under¬

lying language defect or inadequacy. Many teachers of

reading have worried about the sound—sy bol matching element

in reading and have laid great stress on phonics training

and •blending1: this is surely to train the child to

differentiate more clearly the phonemic categories represen¬

ted by the alphabet (a range of phonemic categories which

the child may not have fully acquired at five years), rather

than to provide a remedial treatment for a pathological

defect. The above authors are indeed in agreement that an

audiophouic inadequacy is more a delay in development than a

morbid condition.

Other workers within the fields of education and/or

psychology have commented on the nature of the nglish ortho¬

graphy as a factor cuusi ig difficulty for children. Downing

(1962, 1969) argued for the adoption of the initial teaching

alphabet (i.t.a.) in the beginning stages of reading to cope

with the lack of a systematic relationship between the

graphic symbol and the 'phoneme1, feeling that i.t.a.

facilitated the child's perception of the unitary nature of

such items as individual words and individual 'phonemes',

support for his position comes from lakita (1968) who

explained the rarity of reading disability in Japanese as a
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consequence of the syllable-based phonetic script that the

Japanese learn first; in kana script the relationship

between grapheme and phoneme is very regular. A study by

iiozin, foritsky and ootsky (1971) also indirectly argued for

the desirability of a one-to-one relationship between sound

and symbol when they maintained that "American children with

reading problems can easily learn to read .uiglish represen¬

ted by Chinese characters". However, there are good reasons

for not contemplating a change in our orthographic habits;

the so-called irregularities of Lnglish are marking rela¬

tionships between linguistic items that are of major impor¬

tance for the skilled reader (Chomsky C., 1970; Chomsky N.,

1970; Chomsiiy and iuile, 1968) and it is the skilled reader

that the child .must become, nor are the advantages ol i.t.a.

proven; it may help the child if he has only to match a

learned symbol to an allophonic group but he must still

learn to decode these symbols over larger .nd larger groups,

and impressing the unitary nature of the individual item may

interfere with this learning.

An important aspect of the child's thinking at the time

when he begins to read has been somewhat neglected. Heid

(1966) called it the "concept" of reading; does the child,

in fact, fully realize the nature of the task in front of

hiin?

Many people will have experienced the watershed at which

an individual child suddenly realizes that a written text

tells a story, from which tine he has little further trouble.

The advantage of the oft—quoted 'middle-class' child at
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reading presumably reflects an earlier appreciation of

'what reading is' as a consequence of a greater concern

about literacy and education in such families.

Another area in the study of reading disability is that

of emotional maladjustment and/or family psychopathology.

The reading problem in such cases can stem from tvo sources;

emotional problems can affect all school work including

reading (Douglas, 1964), and non-achievement in reading can

lead to frustration and depression. Reading difficulty may,

as a consequence, be highly correlated with emotional

maladjustment but need not be a causal factor. Vernon cited

Gates (1968) who "estimated that although about 75 per cent

of cases of severe reading disability exhibited maladjust¬

ment — and the more serious the disability, the greater the

maladjustment — yet in only a quarter of these cases was

the maladjustment the cause of the reading disability"

(Vernon, 1971), and Ilabinovitch et al. (1954) argued that,

since features of the performance of severely backward

readers (like letter and/or word reversals) and disorders of

conceptual thinking were absent, the basic capacity to read

was intact but overlaid by the neurotic tendencies.

The foregoing findings seem to be more relevant to the

problems of the beginning reader as such rather than to the

dyslexic child. This may indeed be why American writers

prefer 'reading backwardness' or 'reading disability' as the

cover term for this area of study. However, the problems of

the beginning reader can present themselves in an extreme

form which is resistant to ordinary methods of teaching and
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which warrants the examination of them as a class apart.

The syndrome of specific developmental dyslexia has achieved

official recognition and description; it was defined by n

research group* of the World federation of Neurology (working

under MacDonald Critchley, the then president) as "a disorder

manifested by difficulty in learning to rend despite conven¬

tional instruction, adequate intelligence and sociocultural

opportunity. It is dependent upon fundamental cognitive

abilities which are frequently of constitutional origin"

(Oritchley, 1970).

dyslexia, first considered in a neurological frame, has

remained a problem for neurologists. In the main, two

theoretical approaches have occupied attention, that which

can be subsumed under the rubric of cerebral dominance, and

that which is considered to reflect & maturational lag.

The development and range of 'cerebral dominance' has

already been outlined (Chapter 1). One of the major

methodological difficulties in this area as it affects

normal children as opposed to brain-injured adults,is on

what basis exactly is one permitted to infer a mishap in the

establishment of dominance. Orto.n 's (1937) approach — and

it was Orton who first opened up this line of inquiry —

was to assess handedness and match it with eyedness and

footodness.

The assessment of handedness is in itself a thorny prob¬

lem. A recent investigation by Annett (1970) argues

persuasively for a view of handedness as representing a

continuum from strong right-handedness through varyin»
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degrees of mixedness to strong left-handedness, a position

supl>orted by Oldfield (1971).

Previous writers, using a wide variety of criteria as

indicators of handedness, tended to treat people as right- or

left-handed or ambidextrous (or, indeed, 'a ibilevous'

expressing similar degrees of clumsiness on each side). It

is therefore difficult to assess and compare not only

cerebral laterality as indicated by handedness, but also the

degree of handedness itself. The noted matches — or

mismatches — of handedness with eyedness and/or footedness

are even raore susceptible. (Vith Dr. John Marshall I have

examined several hundred subjects on the . dinburgh Inventory

of Handedness (Oldfield, 1971); the proportion of normal

rii ' -

preferences is very high.) otudies on ocular dominance also

indicate that eye dominance as a single unitary function

does not exist and that sighting tests for example may be

measuring no lore than relative muscular efficiency (Warren
and Clark, 1938). Indeed, the general area of testing for

ocular dominance is such that the best that Ogle (1962)

could find to say was that "a study of the literature on

the general problem of determining ocular dominance leaves

the reader confused"I

Be these problems as they may, left—handedness,

incomplete lateralization and inconsistent eye-hnnd—foot

preferences have been noted and commented on by many

writers on dyslexia. Crton's theoretical position was

based on his observations of mixed handedness and eyedness
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of complete lateralization of language functions (Orton,

1925, 1937, 1942). dearborn (1933) noted left eye dominance

or lack of dominance, ..ttlinger and Jackson (1955) con¬

sidered 'crossed' eye-hand preference along with left—

handedness to be an indicator of anomalous lateral prefer¬

ence and included it as one of the symptoms maki ig up their

dyslexia syndrome, and Harris (1957a, b) thought that

stammerers and poor readers showed greater than average

incidence of nixed eye-hand preferences, leit—handedness

and iv bidoxierity than the general . ... rris did,

however, note that right-left disorientation is only slightly

higher in dyslexics than in normals. honroe (1932) remarked

on mixed eye-hand preferences and the higher incidence of

IeIt-eyed subjects among poor readers, but did not find any

extra le .l—u. kted.iess. -chouell in rel:, led ers in 1940

and 1941 found that left-handers who were right—eyed or

right—Banders who were left—eyed were significantly nore

often present in the population of backward readers compared

to the normal population, dkydsgaard (1942, uoted by

Critchley, 19o4) also found . .ixed eye-huud preferences in

his population and noted 27 per cent of subjects with

left-eye preference among the dysiexics ageinst 21 per cent

of normals.

However, other writers have been -categorical in their

denial of mixed eye—hand preferences. Bennett (1938), Gates

and Bund (1936b), Hallgren (1950), iliidreth (1934), kagen

(1943) and Wolfe (1941) were all sure that such mixtures
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any difference in the frequency of left—handedness between

dyslexic and normal pox>ulatioris. This does, perhaps, suggest

a sampling failure in the composition of their groups since

the fact that more males than females are thought to be left-

handed — the judgments ranging from two left-handed boys to

every girl to four left-handed boys to every girl (Hbcuea
and Ajuriaguerra, 1963; Oldfieid, 1971) — and the "very

general finding" (Vernon, 1971) that there is a sex difference

in the incidence of dyslexia such that more boys than girls

have this problem, indicates that there may well be more

left-—handedness in the dyslexic population without this

implicating left-handedness as a factor in dyslexia. However,

on this point it should be noted that neither finding, that

is, that more males than females are left—handed or that more

males than females are dyslexic, is uncontested. Hoberts

(1969) stated that there is no significant sex difference in

handedness among the population he studied ■— but note that

these subjects were children, and Harris (1957a) showed that

mixed-handedness declined and right-handedness increased with

age in both the dyslexic and normal groux>s that He studied,

suggesting that the handedness distribution may be different

for adults and children. The fact that more males present

with reading difficulties lias been ascribed to their generally

slower raaturational development (ae Hirsch, Jausky and

Langford, 1966), or to their slower linguistic development

(Bui'fery and Gray, 1972; iiutt, 1972) or to the greater

attention that parents may give to boys as a result of social
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pressures (Kallgren, 1950).

Galifret—Qranjon and Ajuriaguerra (1951) remarked that

"dyslexics are nut mure often l#ft-ho tided than normals but

they are more often badly lateralised" and the evidence for

this was marshalled by Bangwill (1960) who agreed that some

connection exists between dyslexia and incomplete cerebral

lateralization but pointed out that this does not mean "that

left—handedness as such is a causal factor ixi the genesis of

dyslexia". Indeed he stressed that "mixed patterns (of
cerebral laterality) are far from uncommon among normal

readers and not every dyslexic is a poorly later&lized

individual. Avon if we accept the view that mixed or

indecisive laterality implies anomalous hemisphere dominance,

we have still to explain why it is that only a small propor¬

tion of the ill-iateralized develop reading problems".

Other writers who have commented on the correlation between

weak lateralization and dyslexia include Bender (1968),
Harris (195/.' , n) and kubera, - liSjtfo . nyaeier (1963).

However, other writers have not agreed: Balov (1963)

found no significant difference between reading test scores

of right—handed and cn.abired lei - c.. i.xeo-handed children

of six to seven years using Harris's test for handedness,

Bennett (1938), Gates and Bond (1936), Johnston (1942) and

Witty and kopei (1936) did not consider that lateral

dominance and reading disability were correlated, and Belmont

and Birch (1965) found no significant differences in the

distribution of laterality effects in two grouxis of boys

chosen as being retarded, as opx>osed to normal, in reading.
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Lylo (1969) found that there was no correlation between the

handedness and reading ability in the children of his sample

(aged six to eleven years) although some were severely

retarded, he Ilirsch, Jansky and Langford (1966) underlined

hangwill's opinion that "not every dyslexic is a poorly

lateralized individual" by showing that, of children tested

at six years before beginning to read, those who subsequently

failed to learn were no more ambilateral than those who

succeeded.

Benton (1958 and 1959) found that right-left discrimina¬

tion errors wore only slightly higher in dyslexics than in

normals. However, Gubbay, Wilis, Walton and Court (1965) and

Kelson and Kaluger (1963) disagreed, finding poor right-left

discrimination in clinic cases of dyslexia, Honey, Alexander

and Walker (1965) supported the above positionj they found

that dyslexic boys were developmentally retarded on a task

involving right—left discrimination in nap reading on which

boys developmentally have a slight edge on girls.

Kinsbourne and Warrington (1963a) examined the perfor¬

mance of children with reading disabilities on the W I J C

and on tests involving order and finger differentiation.

They divided the children into two groups with Group 1 chil¬

dren having a Performance 1^ at least twenty points better

than their Verbal 1^, and Group 2 children the converse.

They noted that Group 1 could do the finger test whereas

Group 2 could not and suggested that the reading defect in

Group 1 was analogous to the aphasias (i.e. a language

deficit) while in Group 2 it resembled the Gerstraami syndrome
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this syndrome) • oiuiilur investigations with adult patients

showed parallels with children suffering from reading

disability (K-insbourne and Harrington, 1964). however, byle

(1969) could not accept that finger localisation was related

to reading backwardness in children from seven to twelve and a

half years, and the so-called 'Gerstmann syndrome' has

itself cone under heavy critical fire (Benton, 1961;

Critchloy, 1966; Heir burger, Bemyer and ieitan, 1964; i'oeck

and orgass, 1966).

Other techniques which are, it is hoped, jess vulnerable

to the vagaries of the individual experimenter's criteria

for establishing cerebral laterality have been used in connec¬

tion with cases of dyslexia. Bryuen (1970), in a study using

dichotic listening techniques (Broadbont and n-egory, 1964;

hiv.uru , 1961; ociiulhoi'f and Goodglass, 1969), noted that

girls showed a right our superiority earlier thin boys, that

the right ear superioiity increased in right-handers while it

decreased in le.kL-hu.nd.ers, and that boys who were poor

readers were more likely to show crossed ear-hand preference

than boys who were good readers, an effect oiily demonstrable

on the girls in his study at Grade 2.

studies using the 6 k G in cases oi reading disability

have bee i curried out by hughes, Leunder nod netchura (1949),

hennard, kubinovitch and kexier (1932) and Btatten (1953).

These writers noted abnormal h Gs associated with reading

disability, but indicated that their subjects presented with

behaviour disorders and/or other evidence of possible
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pathological brain involvement. vebb and Lawson (1956),

studying forty-one children with "110 neurological, organic,

emotional or intellectual impairment", claimed abnormal

n h G findings for twenty—four, thirteen with generalized

anomalies, eleven with focal. They also remarked on one

thirteen year old with severe speech and reading deficit

whose n G record showed a left temporal spiking focus, but

whose twin manifested neither the deficit nor the focus in

spite of <i strikingly similar G picture (-— the affected

twin was the second born after labour difficulties).

More recent ^ h G work is that of hewton (1970) who,

recording from right and left temporal, parietal and occipital

sites in dyslexic children aged eight to thirteen years,

found more alpha and theta activity in dyslexics• She put

forward the view that cases of dyslexia show a low level of

arousal of the dominant hemisphere (or little difference

between the two halves of the brain) as compared to controls,

oklar, Manley and oimmons (1972) matched for age and sex

twelve dyslexic children aged between nine and eighteen

years and monitored the k .> Gs of both dyslexics and con¬

trols far ten second periods in five situations; rest, eyes

closed; attentive, eyes open; performing mental arith¬

metic; reading word lists; and reading text. They also

found higher theta activity in dysloxics and, during mental

tasks, "higher coherence between regions in the same hemi¬

sphere" .

The general tenor of the findings which possibly relate

to cerebral dominance points to some correlation between
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evidence from aphasia, and related studies suggests why.

Zen will (1960) wrote " it was predicted by Droca (1865)

that extensive damage to the left hemisphere at birth would

not preclude the acquisition of speech ..... there can be no

doubt that his prediction has been sustained". Carraiehael

(1954), Guttmann (1942), Krynauw (1950) and Lenneberg (1967)
are among those who have presented cases sustaining the

prediction by demonstrating that language can establish

itself in the opposite hemisphere when necessary. It has

been noted that this capacity is directly related to age at

onset of insult -— the older the subject the loss likely is

it that language will be fully restored. Putting together

the data concerning prognosis in aphasia and its relation to

the age of the subject, and those vexsorts i*1 which, aphasia

has resulted from lesion of the right (Jackson, 1868, 1880)

or both hemisjfberes (Goodglass and juadfasel, 1954; Hgcaen

and iiercy, 1956; Zangwill, 1960), some observers have

noted that aplasia adults is less prolonged, and that the

prognosis is a great deal bettor, where 6 e subject is left-

handed (lidcaen and Ajuriaguerra, 1963) and also that this is

true of right-handers who have a left—handed relative in the

inr.iedia.te . dly (Ohesher, 1936; Luria, 1970; Gubirana,

1952, 1958). This has led to a view that some left bonders

may have their language mechanisms distributed across the

two hemispheres (Conrad, 1949; Goodglass and jjuadfasel, 1954;

Humphrey aid Zangwill, 1952; Levy, 1969; Zangwill, 1960).

Feeling, as Goethe is reputed to have dono, that
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asymmetry is progress (lA6eaen and AJuriaguerra, 1963) , has

been considered that lateral specialization is advantageous

for cognitive skills (especially langmj^l)J^^Layamietry of

cognitive functions and language separate the":,human, species,

as the "highest* form of animal life, from ij*e« other primates.

The other side of the coin is that less-than.-»perfeet

lateralization of function .my carry with it a deficit ia

these same skills.

However, it is known that lateralization is not necessarily

complete at the time when a child lear.'as to read, and for

some children it takes longer to establish lateralization

than for others. Noting, in conjunction with this, that few

developmental dyslexics are diagnosed in adulthood (although
there are some}, a view of dyslexia, as a consequence of

incomplete lateralization because of a delay in maturation is

very attractive. ||j|
Bender (1957} proposed that smecific reading disability

J

can be a consequence of maturati-'onal lagj she argued for the

concept of functional areas &£ 'the brain developing according

to a recognized pattern, a ma to .rational lag in this context

signifying a s 1 over~than-usi^a 1 differentiation within the

pattern. She invoked cortical immaturity, lack of distinct
■ '

*' , * £3unilateral dominance and atypical B u Q data as indicators of

delayed maturation. The adv&rstage of this approach is that

it does not require the postul ation of structural defect,

deficiency or loss.

Support for the "maturatioLx&l lag" position cams from

work carrxea out oy psychoxogis is. uaiifrev-uraajon (»vpi;

-'
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demonstrated the lack of imprcvement is disabled readers
X*J " C /) ■

,,... "| i .,.. ... j- . -# . .-•» .. . „4 - $ * _ « •» V. ? ■ ^
4. w if J- v ^ wU uwituu.^. 4 @ ®*-aA,%» X m 4. AA uX^Ci"! i, X-iidL ^ J. tz? £5* j

orientation of axes and the relative position;-of/elements in
X

. ,/
the Bander test, to Kirsck, daasky aisa Laagfo^d (1966),
do ins (1958) and liver and Hagla (1964) argu ®G for a delay in
Maturation of the visual motor function which* they claimed

correlated significantly with the presence o •■ reading diffi-
^ 'fx-./ ■

cully. Vhrious authors noted defeiepMent.il trends in reading

errors and stressed the importance of the naturational element

in reading (Hildretk, 1934; ilg and Am.es, 1950? Wechsler

and figixatelli, 1937). Others complemented this finding by

showing that dyslexies made errors later,ind/or for longer,

than normal children (iloehring, 1968 $ Lyle, 1969? Lyle and

Goyen, 1968? ' fjossem, Hansen and Jtipley, 1962? Wechslor and

liagin, 1964). Frank (1933) pointed out the general
I

immaturity 'of perception in backwa rd readers and found

support in bchouell (1940) who r® narked that "the confusion of
words and letters of similar stmcture indicates that the older

backward reader is still at the perceptual level of the

younger beginner whose tendency! is to perceive in wholes of
structural solidity without nec essarily having the analytic

power to discriminate between piner intrinsic differences of

similarly constructed wholes"«
I'

oehonell (1942) found, perceptual inadequacies not only of
;■{' :

visuospatial, but also of audit,phonic, typo? he felt that

audiophonic difficulties diraini ghed in severity and frequency

wi th increasing ago. Problems in this area could therefore be

related to developmental lag (ua rgy, 1962? Ingram, 13390,
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1963j Vepewm, 1962). Euctia (194?), referring to rather

wore general language disorders (which involved .vending and

■writing problems), felt there was » syndrom© eo:.■prising
, ■ . j y- -

■
< : : * ' >' ;• • .<*&>' 'tr -

speech delay or delect, left or ambiguous hatxr1 -jdncss, clua-
v :: ' : :"'' ; Hfft ' V

sine as and specific reading disability;; slt>" Biyelination

was posited to account for the "slow tempo <f neuromuscular

maturation. Birci (1962) and Birch and £ jlaont (1964)

claimed a common factor in dyslexia sad i 4 maturation of

visual function, suggesting that daveioj ental dyslexia

represents a lag in the central nervous sysiemfe ability to

assimilate and organize multi-modal iiaforciatioiu they were

not supported by Zurif and Carson's (1910) study howeverj

these authors specifically objected to a cross-modal matching

hypothesis, feeling that their evidence pointed to a lag in

the development of lateralization, Harris (1957a., b)

presented evidence consistent with that oi Zurif and Carsonj

he found thai lateralization was less complete in retarded,

relative to normal,' readers at seven and nine years but that
■

ppy, • :yp.

the retarded readers had achieved an equivalent degree of

lateralization at eleven years*

Increasing ability to differentiate fingers was shown to

be a function of age by Kinsbouriie and Warrington (1963b),
and Shearer (1968) took this up in relation to reading

retardation showing that while finger differentiation

improved between eight and eleven years in both normal and

retarded readers, there was less improvemeat in the latter

group, acre of whoa shoved evidence of gross disability.

Finally, from her study in which she examined Z G data



from dyslexic children Newton (1970) considered she had

evidence of deficient arousal of the major hemisphere in

dysloxics as opposed to controlsj she interpreted this as

favourable evidence for 'the 'maturations! lag* hypothesis*
Hi© * m&turatiunal lag' hypothesis derive! support from

almost all the areas investigated by commentators oh dyslexia*

However, there is one question mark that attends this and

that is, why should a delay in maturation- affect on iy the

reading skill (if it does), rather than resulting in
#1

generalized intellectual impairment . h .possible answer to
this query will be suggested in Chapter 4,

- £St/4i"*'This brief review of the literature, has : highlighted the
i 1

conflicting nature of many of the obsenrvatu00s concerning

dyslexia} on balance it seems that a cornjbination of the

'©aturational lag and 'cerebral dominant * hypotheses offer
*2

the most useful avenues for further e xnloraiion. One can,

however, hardly help but feel with 'I aiigwill (1962) that "it
is difficult to arrive at any very .-iear-cmt conclusion.

If, however, it is agreed that dy ;i 0Xia presents more

frequently among the ill-lateral?' and if lack of definite

*£#581 ri&ZVU# -
SempUf?ed°in SSSri.f""# V 1,1 .X3ago1 "
part of O delay in all aapoot. Vl!U develoj^nt, or a.
delay in reaching the motor iail. of Baturatron as evidenced by
control vith respect to motor a. "^c^dl SuS?
*2

~„,kiiS,{'fkyS)V0";.' , out that although tooseparate labels, i.e. Wuratic :,ml lsg, rnd .coJobral
f „....* 4 citrnv , . / ♦ . )

i '

%, Is

i
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lateral specializatiozi implies atypical cerebral dominance,

it follows that atypical cerebral dominance is charac¬

teristic of a fair proportion of backward readers. The

dyslexia itself nay result from early brain injury, consti¬

tutional defect i.. maturation, or retardation secondary to

stress, indeed, it may well be due to a combination of
/

these factors, -it all events, fuller understanding of
/

reading and its disorders must presuppose fuller understan¬

ding of the ways in which asymmetrical functions become
/

/'

*2 (continued)

dominance', are available to workers in the dyslexia field,
and that one thus feels that there are two clearly defined
areas under discussions, most writers in fact conflate the
two approaches and assume that axzomalies of cerebral
dominance are the result of slow development. This i3 not
a necessary relationship since it is theoretically possible
for 'anomalous cerebral laterality' to be the result of
development at a normal speed but along an abnormal pathway
(a position indicated to me by Dr. John Marshall), However,
this seems to e to highlight one o± the bigger confusions
in the whole of the literature on 'dyslexia', viz. is one
talking about a general reading problem, or about something
ore wishes, to call 'specific developmental dyslexia'? If
the first, then maturational lag and anomalies of cerebral
dominance can be clearly distinguished, pathological brain
involvement (for example j>re—, peri- or post—natal injury)
can lead to anomalous lateralizatiorxj if the second, then
the demarcation line between 'lag' and 'dominance' is very
difficult to drew since v/e are attempting to account for a
s.eciXic disability that is not accompanied by "generalized
intellectual impairment" as one might expect to follow from
a morbid brain condition.

•\
V ■



. CHAPTER THREE

THE DATA

Historically speaking dyslexia has been considered the

province of the psychologist, the neurologist and the

educationalist; the approaches to the problem by these dis¬

ciplines, however, have led to little but conflicting

evidence and confusion. A new approach is indicated. I

have argued in Chapter 1 that reading is a proper part of
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language; it is not inappropriate, therefore, to look at

the linguistic output of the dyslexic subject. Indeed, it

might be more useful to look at the actual reading perfor¬

mance of a dyslexic subject than to worry too much about

correlations between dyslexia and other variables.

.Furthermore, it might eventually be easier to evaluate

the conflicting correlational evidence were there extant

corpora of the dyslexic subject's (or, indeed, anyone's)

attempts at reading.

The present study provides such a corpus.

The data for analysis were provided in the first place

by two adult males, J.C. and 6.T., who suffered injury to

the left hemisphere of the brain during the latter part of

the oecend World War.

oubject J.C. is a 48 year old electrician, lie sus¬

tained a severe penetrating missile wound in the left

tempore—parietal region at the age of twenty. The most

recent neurological examination, twenty-five years after

injury, showed a mild right hemiparesiss good power in all

limbs but the left arm and leg were stronger than the right

limbs. Tone was normal and there was no wasting or i'asci—

culation. Reflexes were normal and symmetrical, and the

piantars were flexor. Light touch, pinprick, joint position

sense and vibration sense were intact in the extremities.

Visual acuity, corrected, was J4 in the right eye and J6 in

the left, rerimetry showed a right homonymous hemianopia.

rcychological investigation revealed severe impairment

of reading, writing, and 'oral spelling. Mild impairment was
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detected in tests of verbal learning, calculation, and right-

left orientation; likewise, digit-span was reduced. fix con¬

trast, in;.ediate and delayed recall ox spoken narrative were

within normal limits, and he obtained average scores in a

variety of non-verbal performance tasks* J.J. 's spontaneous

speech shows no impairment; in conversation, his speech is

fast, fluent, grammatical (and. amusing).

oubject . .T. is a 53 year old retired factory worker,

lie sustained a penetrating missile wound in the left

tempore—parietal region at the age of twenty-four. fhe most

recent neurological examination, twenty—six years after

injury, showed a left nuclear facial palsy and deafness oi the

left ear. Muscle tone and power were normal, but there was

hyperflexia of the right upper limb. detailed sensory

examination was entirely normal. Visual acuity was J2,

uncorrected, in both eyes, and perimetry showed a right upper

quadrantanopia.

psychological investigation revealed marked impairment

in reading, writing, oral spelling and calculation, kesidual

deficits were also found in tests of object-naming and right-

left orientation. His performance in visual perception, and

spatial tasks was normal. J.f.'s spontaneous speech is

reasonably fluent and grammatical, although occasional word-

finding and dysarthria difficulties are apparent.

J.C. and d.T. were initially tested (by Dr. Freda Kevcombe)

1 am indebted to Freda Nevcorabe for permission to quote
these case reports.
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oxi reading lists which had been constructed to examine the

extent to which different linguistic and psychological

variables affected the responses of the subjects (Marshall
. *

and llewcorabe, 1971) • My inspection of the errors on these

tests revealed that the most interesting feature or the

errors was independent of what the tests were designed to

catch, and was a general characteristic of the subjects'

reading performance. There was a preponderanee of errors

that wore 'literal' and that reflected a "partial failure of

grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules" (Marshall and

fewcombe, 1971). In the light of this finding I drew up a

further list of words which consisted of over six hundred

items constructed to provide a wide range of vowel and con¬

sonant graphemes initially, medially and finally. All the

words were presented individually typed in lower case

letters on plain white cards, and subjects took as long as

they wished to respond.

The 'literal' nature of the errors made by these two

traumatic dyslexics raised the possibility that similar

errors might equally be a feature of the reading performance

of children diagnosed as 'develox>mental dyslexics'j a pre¬

liminary examination of such errors confirmed this. Accor¬

dingly, four dyslexic boys (aged between nine and thirteen

years) read the same words under the same conditions as the

*

The structure of these tests is reflected in the layout
of the stimulus-response lists in Appendix I.
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adults and a comparative analysis was carried out. (For

brief case histories of the boys — where available — see

Appendix II.)

3.1. The otatus of the Responses

Before going on to examine the analyses of the reading

errors of children and adults some mention should be made

of the problems inherent in recording data of this type.

What it boils down to may be simply stated: when is an

error not an error? or how does one justify one's inter¬

pretation of a response as correct or otherwise?

An awareness of the different features of each sub¬

ject's idiolect is a necessary first stepj not only how

the individual idiolects differ from each other but also

how they differ from the observer's. This is a warning

that cannot be stated too strongly. In the dysphasia lit¬

erature, at least, the problem is totally unrecognized, and

it is not always easy to be confident of the observer's

claims as to the status of responses.

J.C. was born in Liverpool and spent the greater part

of his life there. He has JVJ in words like path, grass,

and [«> ] in us. but, other: the diphthong in final or five

The stimuli were presented in random order and all res¬
ponses were recorded on tape. In the case of J.C, and o.T.
responses wore scored as correct or incorrect by
nr. Freda 2* ew combe and noted in phonetic transcription by
myself during the reading sessions. All the material was
checked against the tape recordings after the sessions.
The data from the four children were collected by myself and
similarly checked against the tape recordings. The final
judgment as to the status of a response is entirely ray res¬
ponsibility.
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[*] [oi ]
0 09

in all relevant forms.

S, i'. was born in Belfast and. spent the first for

years Oj. his life there; he now lives in - .rdii'i'. A post—

c

another being the lowering and the diphthongization or len¬

gthening of vowels and diphthongs, for example f'b rfedj] for

[pus re] or t.
OI ] . ;.v i , . '

pronounced with the fall—and—rise intonation which gives

Belfast Irish its characteristic nasal contour.

The lour children all speak varieties of Scottish

inglish. fhey differ from J.C. and .T. in their vowel

[e] [i] [o] [u]
[ci ] [S-3] [• [ou3 [^^1

respectively. Other non—Scots distinctions, for ex pie,

[^J M
[^1 W T0]

[a.] i t [9]
syllable of 'sofa', ail fall together in bcots dialects in

[^3 [^3 CUJ IaI
include C«] in ocots for non—dcots M as in 'pert', a nore

[aiJ
ioi]

c
. , .. .-

tion with, however, some individual variations. All four

disxi
, ui.A. >etwee [irl , [aJ~] Lorl

as in for, [or] as in four, and [ur] as in pure: in



citid.i ox011 ibl#C« itud i ® G © us© Oi as in heard and [V] as in
purred but not [at] ; 11. d. uses M as board but not

[»<•] replacing it vith £ar] J and J.B. distinguishes only
[W] and uses neither [tr] nor [at] sounds — for example,
ii. . pronounces jpArd] for purred where the others say

j^pAcrlJ . J.B. gives j^Kardl for heard, the others say
All the children have a distinction that signals a past tense

marker, for example, ('+A»dJ for tied as opposed to fK-idJ
tide. but they differ in their distributions of vowel length.

T.C, distinguishes [fc=>h] cot versus caught.
gather versus [fa&srj i CtijliOZ* $ ['■M foot versus

[bu: k] books J.B. and U.K. do not distinguish between the
vowels in cot and caught, for example, which fall together

" tfcolrI , and words ending in —ather all being pronounced

'F*%$Ja/,J ? M.C. also has only £:?] for the vowel sound of
cot and cauffht but does make a distinction between M and

[a] in appropriate cases. As on© would expect in Scottish

speech words like for and four which are homophones in most

varieties of English nglish are distinguished, being res~

pectively [fur] and [for] .

borne acquaintance with the individual phonological

systems of the subjects goes a long way to helping one

decide the status of a response, that is, whether or not

it is correct, and if incorrect whether it is a lexical

item. However, even more helpful and specific information,

though far loss easy to state formally, can be obtained

from the subject's tone of voice and speed of response,
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each subject having a characteristic response pattern, The

basis for one's 'knowledge' of the correctness or otherwise

of the responses given by the subjects can be illustrated

by the following transcripts of the first thirty-one words

presented to J.C., and the first forty-six to L.T., from

the Main List, i'auses in the utterances are measured in

seconds and the Total Response Time (T.k.T.) is given after

each word or group of words,

first Thirty-One '»crds

thirtieth: " ... (12.5 seconds) ... ('0s&] or . 1
don't ... (5.5 seconds) [Qse] , there's no such word

... er! (5.0 seconds) ... 'thought' is it? ... oh?"

J.O. is told that he will not be tolu. if he's right

or not — "Well, I'm guessing ... it's 'thought'".

Total Response Time (T»E.X.) = 34.8 seconds.

aillow: " ... erJ ... 'pillow'".

X.ii.X. = 5.8 seconds.

houri " ... erl ... ['kdooa] ". This pronunciation, is correct

for J.C,

T.A.I. =2.3 secoiids.

solemn: " ... (5.5 seconds) {jsol/vv ... ... 'sol^fvv^ or

". jmt What does it mean? " 'solemn' ? oh,

'solemn' means 'sad'".

T.U.'X. = 16.5 seconds.

bend: " ... . ..'b£*\dj — paery in voice —; ...

[ba^d] —. fimiy —j" JMH: What does that mean?
" ...£b&tr\d ... 'bcwvdj ... to ban anything". J7III: Iiow

would you do that? "'to refuse'".

T.R.T. = 15 seconds.



sick i " ... or.' ... ' sick*. That's what 1 will be. LAUGH".

heau i " ... crl ... 'head'".

ehlldre...i " ... er! ... 'children'" .

xy * i ... ©x%' ... ' x iy' .

T.h.T. lor all four words = 22 seconds.

These words were all given with a listing intonation.

silent I " ... (i seconds) (j Si I aa-4-S ... 3 J,,. (6 seconds)
£>n11 ... S»" ... erj ... (j seconds)

jjsV IS-vv.l'J or (sV Kv^Jr j. I don't know ... I don't even know
what the word means . * * (2.3 seconds) fsdal , is it?"
— kemiaded that he won't get help —- "I'm guessing ...

(1 second) S <5u1 \ &i/\Jr ... "J^j1 lg>0<J (!.

T.ii.'T. = 37 seconds.

dived: " ... (3 seconds) [ds-Vad ...'dav ... 'da^ ...

'dsu/aj... (2 seconds) something's there it's going
again ... (9 seconds) pdsw&d ... 'd'avj ... (7.3 seconds)
[doivad ...'d'S.v/si ... 'dsn/s-dj can't get that one".
i.h.'T. « 32 seconds.

lightweights " ... or.' ... £ I d<A \~ j ... 'lightweight'".
T.II.T. = 3 seconds.

babvi " ... 'baby'".

T.E.T, = 2 seconds

ball: " ... er] ... 'ball'",

T.il.T. « 5 seconds.

I lout " ... 'lion'".

T.ii.T. = 4.7 seconds.

banana: " ... (10 seconds) ... er.' ... 'banana"'.

Query from JMH who had not heard properly, "'banana'" —

firmly.

T.R.T. = 10.5 seconds.
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list: " ... ©r.* ... 'list'".

T.II.T. =6.5 seconds,

heard: " ... (7 seconds) d.C, evidently does not

recognise tiiis sound as 'heard'. " ['Wfcd j.. • not

jj ked ] ... yea, ['ks.d] " .

T.ii.T. =11 seconds.

barges " ... or! ... eri ['ba . — very firmly".

i'.il.T. = 8 seconds.

general: " ... eri ... eri ... ["'d^suo ...'c^fcwxs-r I j , 1
think. LAUGH".

X.H,T. = 13.7 seconds.

pneumatic: "Oli, eh, give over, will you? LAUGH. I'm not

even going to 'tempt it".

tiger: " ... eri ... 'tiger'".

T • ii • T» » 8,8 seconds.

compression: " ... (4 seconds) ... "5 ... ...

... 'zij1 J ... is it [Vo/wbsiVj^A J ?"
X.Ii. X. = 15 seconds.

recipe: " ... (3.5 seconds) jjr^-S ••• TiSap ... rn' S»J~j
or [rY Si'p] or |Yv Si pl'J ... j/i' SapkJ or [fn' S^pf-J .

LAUGH",

T.ii.T. = 16.5 seconds.

bathe: J.C. is still practising possibilities for 'recipe'

as the next card is turned up and on seeing it says

immediately "that's 'bath'". A query from JMH results

iu a firmly repeated "'bath'".

height: "... eri ... 'height'".

T.It.T. •» 9 seconds.
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iigutg t; " ... or I ... ohl ... (13 seconds). Well, 1

tlii.uk I know what that is, it's a rank ... orS ...

(2.3 seconds) [lu1 » isn't it?"
T.ii.T. = 20.3 seconds.

s trine I " ... ex.* ... (9.3 seconds) • No, it's

not 'stand ' ... [s+a] ... (2 .5 seconds ) fs+e'.d] or
... 'SK'S.d ... 'Sf^d ... 'StsdJ or |*btadj

T.t.T, is 18.5 seconds.

irijghten; " ... eri ... 'frighten'".

I.Il.'f. » 5.8 seconds.

heroic; " ... (8.3 seconds) Ho ... (5.5 seconds)".

indistinct whisper that could have been 'heroes'.

"LAUGH. Can't get ay teeth round that, never nsind any¬

thing else".

1. d.x. ~ 21 sec onus.

recognize: " ... (8.8 seconds) Ho ... (3.8 seconds) ho".

■■ t "rt,t i'ixsi- l'.:rt,y-Six ,v.,r-is

boX8 "••• (3 seconds) ... oh [<k<] 'boy'".
T.ii.T. = 5 seconds.

thirtieth: " ... erl ... o—oh J ... (23 seconds) [VB'&rd J ...

jb' 0Srd9'felrci]» • • it It i -nd t, [OST'difr ... Ss>' ©3rd'<§J".
(1 inadvertently aade c noise of approval — J Mil)

"oh, that's right?"

T.u.f, = 34.3 seconds.

-;jj,luw; " ... 'pillow'".

T.U.i'. = 8 seconds.

ajur: " ... 'hours'".

T.II.T. - 3 seconds.



S ■ le: ;i ...['Sou19AA]
T.ii.T. = 9.2 seconds.

bend: " ... •bend'".

T.ii.T. = 5 seconds.

sick: " ... •sick1".

T.ii.T. = 3.5 seconds,

head: " ... 'head'".

T. i.T. = 6 seconds.

children: " ... 'children'".

T.ii.T. s- 3 seconds.

llx* "... 'fly'".

I.li.T. = 5.2 seconds.

silent: " ... (6.2 seconds) 'silence' ... (2.5 seconds)

'silent"'.

T.R.T. =10 seconds.

• iVQ'- t " . ..fd&y] ".
T.ii.T. = 7 seconds,

li/htvei.'-ht: "... 'lightweight'".

T.ii.T. = 5.5 seconds.

baby: " ... 'baby'".

T.K.T. = 5 seconds.

ball: " ... 'ball •".

I'.ii.T. = 5 seconds,

lion: " ... 'lion'".

T.ii.T. = 5 seconds.

banana: " ... 'banana'".

T.ii.T. = 5 socoiids.

list: " ... 'list'".

T.ii.T. = 6 seconds.
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heard: " ... 'heard'".

T.ii.T. st 11.2 secoads.

barge: " ... 'barge'".

T.ii.T. =11.2 seconds.

general: " ... 'general'".

T.ii. T. = 5 seconds,

pneumatic; " ... (21 seconds) ... 'J^p s*0f*P 9ov\. , ,

"^■^1 ... ^ ... .-^^.p1.
T.ii.T. = 27 seconds,

tiger: " ... 'tiger'".

T.ii.T. as 3 seconds.

compression: " ... 'confession'".

T.ii.T. as 5 seconds,

recine: " ... (18 seconds) ... [Tik] ... er.' ... ['k/X . . .

C'' k("7v.p ... kr© ^ ... ^c_j <3 ... ^ kn p ... k/xp J ...

No".

T.ii.T. = 28 seconds.

bathe: " ... 'bath'".

T.ii.T. = 2 seconds.

height: " ... 'height'".

T.ii.T. = 5.5 seconds.

lieutenant: " ... 'lieutenant' pronounced

T.ii.T. a 8 seconds.

stride: " ... 'stride'".

T.ii.T, a 6 seconds.

frighten: " ... 'frighten'".

T.ii.T. = 6 seconds.

heroic: " ... (10.5 seconds) ['Wons] ... h, J, ... £hor-i<j^j
T.a.T. = 14.5 seconds.
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recognise: * ... (8 seconds) fri ] ... (2.7 seconds)

^k-ou^ns ... ri1 koumsj " .

1.14.1. = 12 so ootids.

beak; " ... 'beak'".

T.R.T. es 5 seconds.

; tor/.re : " ... ['Cjorg]
T.R.T. as 6.8 seconds.

o S ' ...['gop] '.
T.R.T. =s 10.5 seconds.

often: " ... 'often"'.

T.ii.T. = 5.5 seconds.

acior: " ... 'actor"1.

T.R.T. w 6.5 seconds,

nua.vi " ... (For 8.T. thf first element of this

diphthong is very open — JMH.)

T.ii.T. = 7.7 seconds,

precise: " ... (22 seconds) JJp-s^r ... (o ... 'psr-j^sj ".
T.ii.T, = 23 seconds.

all runt: " ... jV J " .

'T.R.T. =9.8 seconds.

uare: " ... 'mare'".

T.ii.T, = 7 seconds.

little: " ... 'little'".

T.ii.T. = 6.5 seconds.

thorough: " ... 'thought.

T.R.T. es 5.2 seconds.

hutcli; " ... 'hutch'".

T.R.T. = 5 seconds.
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guecB: " ... 'queen'".

T.ii.T. ss 7 seconds.

after: " ... 'after'".

T.tt.T. = 5 seconds.

The difference in approach of the two men is

immediately apparent. When J.C. does not know a given word

he is quite explicit — "W,.ll, I'm guessing", "'silent', is

it?", "Can't get that one", and plain "No". The words that

he has difficulty with, for example thirtieth, solemn, bend.

silent, dived, heard, compression, recine and stride, are

ail characterized by repeated attempts to find a pronuncia¬

tion which sounds like a genuine lexical item of hnglish.

It is important to note that for all the subjects the

problem lies specifically in reading; there is little —in

the case of the men, and presumably no — in the case of the

child ren, deficit in their spontaneous speech. One assumes,

therefore, that linguistic input in the auditory channel is

being appropriately processed. This means that, in vocally

practising the item they are trying to read, the subjects _

can help themselves by providing information that can be

processed in the intact auditory channel. Vocal 'practice'

provides a phonetic representation which may have a match

in the subject's lexicon, although this approach may indeed

lead the subject to accept errors as correct. The example
°£ bend illustrates this use of the auditory channel. J.C.

tried (jo<fcJMdJ , then less positively £b&i*cf] , then firmly

again (WdJ . Asked what it meant he first offered "to ban



anything" which he glossed as "to refuse" after repeated

questioning. He presumably meant it to be 'banned* which

supports the view that he is working entirely in the

auditory mode at this point since a visual error on bend

which yielded would be more likely to be inter¬

preted as 'band'. Another example from J.C. where a wrong

lexical item has been accepted as correct is heard: J.C.

did not recognize ZS ] as 'heard', he attempted to assign
some other phonetic realization j and after delibera¬

tion accepted [ktd] , a change in his tone of voice indica¬

ting that he had recognized a® 'head'.

Changes in the tone of voice of the subjects are quite

specific indicators of the subject's state of mind, his

certainty or otherwise as to whether he is right or wrong.

Apart from a rising intonation indicating a query, lack of

recognition of the word he is attempting to read (in spite

of a pronunciation that sounds appropriate to the experi¬

menter) is signalled by J.C. by equal or not sufficiently

differentiated stress on different parts of the word, for

example when trying to read silent, although J.C. asked if

it was 'silent', he repeated ['Sdu11Za*kJ with near equal
stress on the two syllables in direct contrast to the marked

fall on words he is sure of, for example 'children .

For b.T., recognized lexical items are even more

clearly marked —- by the fall-and-rise intonation of the

Belfast accent. For oxamole. pS»ool-&rvi7 for solemn. 09on9J
for gorge. and C'9°P3 for cough all lack this characteristic
intonation pattern as do the examples where o.T. is trying
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pneumatic. By contrast it seems likely that . flc^e;] is

A.X. 's pronunciation for aua.v since it is pronounced with

the fall—and—rise pattern.

There are some instances for all the subjects of res¬

ponses that sound as if they are lexical items but are

evidently not recognized as such (the subject may not know

the meaning when asked or he may say that there's no such

word or that he "can't get it"), onmetimes an appropriate

pronunciation is given before 'the penny drops' and the

subject recognizes a lexical item, and signals this recogni¬

tion by a change in the tone of Lis voice. ouch responses

are written in Appendix I in a phonetic transcription

where the subject is felt not to have recognized, the item,

and in single quotation marks as a lexical ite: where it

seems that he does know that it is a word; thus, for

natural in d.C.'s corpus there is the entry jV-vol'inM] * * *

[' r\ ofc: hSr.1 ] . . ' '

£r\otlr&*\l ] looks like 'nocturnal' but has not at this point
been accepted as such by J.C. The fact that the words can

be pronounced without recogxiition and are then (in many

cases) recognized argues not only for the importance of the

auditory channel for analysis, but also for the separate

nature of the pathway bd, from the "Visual Addresses" to

the "Phonological Addresses", in Marshall end Levcombe's

(1971) model, and thus for the sjiecificness of this type of

dyslexic deficit.
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For both men the total response times for individual

words are reasonably regular being noticeably longer for

'practised* items than for items accepted as correct — see

JME.'s head, children, fly all in twenty-two seconds.

Items that are correct are given by both J.C. and 8.T. and

the children with a decided 'listing* intonation and no

hesitation (J.C'.'s preliminary "erJ" in the transcript

appears to have an introductory function; it is quite

different from the hesitant sound he makes when puzzling

over a pronunciation).

The responses of all six subjects were frequently

checked (whether or not they sounded correct) by asking the

subjects either what the response meant or to use it in a

sentence. This procedure confirmed the interpretation of

suprasegmental features of intonation and stress. Ad-lib

remarks from all subjects also indicated that they did know

what they were reading; examples include sickt " ... eri

'sick'. That's what I will be" and lieutenant; 'Veil, 1

think I know what that is, it's a rank ... eri

isn't it?" from J.C., eel; " ... 'eel'. My brother caught

an eel on holiday" from J.B, and technicals " ...

'technical'. That's this afternoon" from T.C. ('Technical'

being the name of a lesson).

Extra information was also gained in the experimental

situation from direct observatioxx of the subjects as they

read. This was particularly important in the case of 8.T.

whose left nuclear facial palsy meant that articulations

with a labial component were likely to bo distorted. T.C,'s
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tendency to whisper from time to time made direct observa¬

tion oi' his mouth a useful checking device.

3.2. The Classification of errors

3.2.1. Grapheme to phoneme

The najority of the errors of all six subjects can be

subsumed under the general rubric of 'ambiguity' or, in

linguistic terras, 'context sensitivity'. It is a well-known

fact o 1 j-'lish orthography that the correct phonetic values

for graphemes often cannot be assigned in a single left-to-

right pass over the individual letters of a word: the 'unit'

of visual-to-a.coustic coding is often longer than a letter

(compare the analogous situation in the spoken language —

see Chapter 1). Thus the sound-value associated with, for

ex; pie, i; fan, father, lade, etc. is influenced by the

grapheraic context in which a appears. These different values

for the same graphemie item are not however coaipleteiy ran¬

dom (if at all). The modification of individual sounds in

different contexts is governed by rules of phonology which

are implicit in the speaker's knowledge of the language and

which ire thus unmarked in the orthography (Chomsky C., 1970).

The regular nature of the orthographical representa¬

tion has been set out, for .nglish, by Venezky (1969). He

outlined one regularity us follows: "in the word-final

patterns VC£ (VOW ,L + CONSONANT + e.)» jL generally indicates

the free denunciation of V (the so-called 'long' form of

the vowel — JHii). Thus, mate :.~:at. ,.:cte •et. site ;3it.

note:no I. cute:cut" (Venezky, 1969). This can be stated

as a context-sensitive rule: a irimary felling Unit (a
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vowel) is to be pronounced us its i'ree alternant when

1"oil owed bj Csit t * i a t is,

.. ■ ti Pr. ..it. / — C o.

This statement expresses what 1 have called 'rule of e';

errors describabie in terms of the non-operation of the rule

is u standard feature of all six corpora, viz. from J.C.

bike t unit© — 'unit'} from 8.1. lace

describe — fcj-ib] ; from J.B. clothes — 'cloths', wage

— 'wag * | from M.C. code —- 'cod', ..c — 'pan'} from

T,G. code — 'cod'., unite — 'unit11} and from it.b, fade —

jlfdcb-] , quite — fr"J •
it is the occurrence in the errors of all six subjects

of such regular patterns of failure of the 'rules' for

grapheme-phoneme correspondence that has given rise to the
*

following classification of the errors.

3.2.1.1. 'iuie of £* (see above)

f'l&Sj ,

from J.C.:

• ■ i' • o: £&bl . ..8Lbal... bcc( J ; amuse : ...

'irv^kS ... '€i(v\css] ; on the s 'bath'; believe i £b">' he/ J
bihe: ['b">fc] ; clothes: 'cloths'j couet 'cod'}

cj-cte: Fborv\p?>j ; div$d: pdav/ddl • lade: [f»*] .

A representative sample is given for each error class,
dome items may appear in more than one category as a natural
result of the individual item's complexity. Where a series
of responses have beer, given by the subject to a single item
only the responses which belong to the category under dis¬
cussion are given. The tendency to respond with lexical
items may result in 'regularization• of a respoi.se, for ,

example, the postulated pronunciation for miser is
sufficient to evoke the lexical item 'misery' for J.C.
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iro« '.ir': intrudee ; [-W -l^cbdj ? lathe*
■■ i X c : '.ill'; ,,o.scr: 1 uieery *; . ito i jvwilr]

: up : ' ran* 5 ■■■laze ; ['P^] i ■■ --i U?: [*pouh y J ...
'

1 - *5 routinet (Vijdtu+nfN ... 'r&utni^ • sobert
|j^ob ...'Sob&j 1 unite t 'unit *; use 1 *us'| K| les I
'walla',

Irom

tU»' C<U>| ] I liftteB,' 'bath') describei [ells'fc<ib] ;

[•Us] , atofgradiur

ffft,9tiii'.*48g' [ri'koowts] ? rix'iet £n\i| ] f yffvAftg
[n'v/iT] j scruple* f'Skir^pl 1 j MiilM®

t r is w • n <

y.fl. 5

ii

S|hel 'baih'f cloth®a 1 'cloths'? , .nies I

JVi'-H J | s ta.vre: 'stag*; tiirert ' trigger *|
•4,1,9' 'u.d t' j w^gg* *wr<:S

i'roia M»C» j

jdOMIlSi [e'lH/v.s;] ; b;iUq J 'back * f h h'-.o t 'ba lh ';
lothes 1 'cloths'| codei 'eod'j fade 1

Istgvw'j 1 ■■■■:,.. iQt JjsfcfNfc>| ] » ii&iit5

•a.;«

» ,„t,
9

'sit' j u,.x Lo ; 'uiii t',

fror.i i!»C, 1

bsi the 8 'bath *}

ilsJJiL* 'unit' f

c■>■,'.01 'cod *; aoscribe: [dts' krtpl-J j



and from E.C.J

bake i 'back* j bathe: 'bath' 5 codes 'cod* } facie

['•potbj j miser s ..»WV«SM"3 \ a uitet pfztoilr]
t.Q l»,y i ['Sdvftudr]O fcv

3.2.1.2. Ambiguous £ and £

The regular nature of the assignment of a phonetic

realization to £ and £ can also be expressed by a 'rule* ;

with few exceptions £ is pronounced / s/ when followed by &,

i, or x? and / k / in all other contexts} similarly, £ . is

generally pronounced // when followed by £, JL or x*aft^

/^ / in all other contexts {but see Venezky (1969) fo? &
statement of the exceptions)* The ambiguous nature of these

two orthographic symbols creates a problem for the dy /siexic

subjects who make errors in both directions *

(i) ' ambiguous £

from J.(J, s

apricot: £ei* prelS ] j , , cycle t £beu Ll ] i c i££t£s :
(1) ['kasf-A.s ] ... 'castors', (2)
certain; ^'fcslr ... ...' ksjpv\ ] ... 'cair tion';

w
„ . t

oeveral points arise from this statement of t J1® errors
involving 'rule of e'. Firstly, one would not wis
seriously to maintain a theoretical position on th 's basis of
'bath' as a response for bathe; it seems likely th for &
large proportion of the population 'bath' and 'bat.u® T have
fallen together in /'beS/. Secondly, it is not of tilIj
possible to argue that a given subject has no acqu^fni&nee
with a lexical item} 'code', 'miser*, 'unite', for example,
were known, 011 questioning, to all the children, a.;1®-*
although it is not evident that the children had 'scheme' in
their vocabularies, it is 'rule of e' that account;3 1°?' tne'

—
.... , r.+ i „ 1 .. 4. _ j
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["'ch.plsj *] ; incense t 'increase'; indict: ;

jpli/sdObS^3-i'v.S .. '^dGiSt'a-evSl'J
piwRij0 . . . '/w&isj bscure: [ob1 ^tosj

[•pssln ... 'pish . ..'p'lS-^h^j |

pP2^^*t'\str 'piaSl' J c jLc ' ... • ...

'ScoS^-cl > 'Sdds^dj ^Scds<j>^cS . ..Sfcfs'id]
['SOuS9? .. SO1 S&Sj

[s'sepj . . ... ['k:ov\l- 'fco^v ...

tp^'t-Suoj jchs'-k/"^ dis'-bapa j
£hpms ] [pWctas^l . . \}\Cfc>0fcs^]
jViks>fd~ . rVkKsi/vt] '■• (Vi k. ... fcrA . .

f t' fcfxp 'fcnp ]

from J.B. (who tends to ignore the £ altogether):

acknowledge: ['d ^ ... knowledge'; action: ...

'attention'; calm: 'solemn'; certain: 'carton';

heroic: 'horror1; muscle: 'music' 'musical';

psrsV fcj u ... Ijj
... 'arlo J , ['SOSA,] ... ' sauce rn * t

['S&.h ] ['d&hlc^sj , i pw^Sld]

i ..die ales « 'don't know' .msp .) se.
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[1^1
[,'fc^eb0 J

flag 2.rs 'lagrn
['I ts»gi 'lci>g£s>s

* : I« r» t

'largn
'' J

Cgorg]

»
, I rJ * •

X.v

i.

'ifcS '*3 >'gei-]

C'ds*g I
•rtfc]

'• >er '; e^^.'/^rate:

pgisijuc] ojL*
('■A,2>A09 J

[Jrtk/vA

' 'o I'j ilii£il§.* 'George'; ;'./ps.v * 'gasp';

fO1 £ A0AA/V^NITJ [l /0 (0/v-i d| J
s QrLkz^d^] f'Ui-eg 't^ogj . 1 ■.. > 1,

capital letter which is appropriate i'or



&.a.g Uij

'^0 ck6 t'gredj
[cj£v\(f\r\ '0EVN(/VS]

[^gg J
^6^/v0ifv\/v^h

'

c'^g 1 ['' <^-<^c^7>c^]
['lag ' n bj 'l£g 'm b| ]
[fVva/g] [VarcpA^ [s<i/-\d^]

uUOot ; ij-V:

•liiis': iutk?e:

s tr [£bng J 'Wlii

J <• £* « « * i 011 "fcS

j»evera. i ait fir& l©010 ■ sltk\L£3il 0X0 eUltuX C'UlOHS Xll

l/iiti t> WU 0 y ve, iO coniexiB Mone%xc rociix^EtxoBi

^"**CClXX0il ' SXl©li u ^ COXiSOimiits • i.ii.©S0 «*&■» navoc

i'roia J. 0, ;

ffcol
'IcoIrja^ 'Jcood 'kolrvj

f'U I '/v\.Pr> 'fcoIcbrvv ' k O I 1 kol
tcQ-' | 9-^|
^kc^f^bdj £tzrc$i^\ 'kf&iwbkj

[di1 bSJr] doubt♦ [d&bpt]
^os+v,] CfQI^I ['hsts-iA
09ti3+v\^ [l^d-PS
h^dstc j ^no-lp-Kd 'nsl-a-^dj

[in1 buiod ] iuicl': listen; 'vision':

[poln^] [Joobd 'J&.uJdj
[9-ss?l ... 'S-otj ...

*9 3b" I j . tonr*b: [tc^A/v] - whistle'. [' Lo>1 sH( •• • 'tblS 0 / J ^
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from b.'f.t

£o(r\^ Al>v\j
r.ess: £'fcl 3cv\>^J deb1; £d&l~ ,(-*np]
['d&.bsd'J jjgou/vyj J

£'S>fc»bl | £'f O^]

from tJ• ai• •

fdop] 5 •' oik: 'flock'; ..iusc ie. 'music' ... ' usical';
[•poll i)*K.; should [fold] j subtlei

['S/vJb ' SfvJof ( J jbon Sbvl J

(fo( 'rwOi^d]
j^k; o(/\aa (/vs j jjko^d] ;

crumb: £kr/wvd] 5 debt» fjb£d . 'btl-J doubt:
'about'; fo1ki lis ten: fghSfrvnj

pWdnkl'] ; lamb; 'land'; . ;us c 1 e : ^'AaiKSk I ]
['P^rv\] [p£W

["tvytSW j

X U ill A • t/ 4

['olfvsrvAd] ]
['0UM] (fW d2.fck] [''jpju/xib j
sub tle t ^SaJo'+ai (]

M.C. i 3 the 'classic' dyslexic j>roblem —- confusing the
graphemes ja and d.



[olrw^d 'Oln/od] [CIAS1 ...

a."3 j
['kol/v^g^ ] [fcTArv^p]

['folk . . 'folkJ . ['f^lk J
[ghsiKd] fWdifc*]

Jhsf- ..'££]
[p&ln/v] [pA1 IAEXA]

['jd*-od"] ['^M? '47vn I 1 SApf7vnl ]
fvM*3

3.2.1.4. Further examples

The postulation of a prinei le of «ambiguity1 as a basi

Tor erroneous response can be further est.iblishod. &, for

instance, is not only ambiguous as to the pronunciations <97
d^ . :Ia,

design, or forms part of a cluster that is 'sile t', for

example, daughtei'. or forms part of a cluster that has a

5
example, the —ou&h groui», a notorious problem for foreigners

learning faglish. fresent examples include, from J.C.:

['Cjrir->«A J ['r<
'iS ... g ri'Sig? '^^->03
[ ^gtA ^

— fig?]

ii«. ' » iiilS & ©V©X*£iX CX0.';.}_pX©3 Or 0,S C©XiCl©SC OA*GO I* COII-"
ion like this.



>i m: 'forage' ; uau.. ['r>3>.q 'r\a^9rd
't^SgjKd-ij

['6nS '<3£S^J ffc]
... . f'fVva] ... £•&•} i ox. i.: TrSfeAtA J ...

. : auxrhter: J ;

'rug'; and possibly the "don't knov" for cough} end from

['cJ/vg^r 'du<0/vrj

..V'.' '
_ 8 rjo ■ } ['A/vg^d]

£(Va g 3
this error in T.C.'s corpus.)

£ also occurs in other ambiguous environments namely

with h but is not necessarily realized as /|fV• The chil¬
dren have problems in assigning the correc I value to tliese;

from J.B.: character: [•if*! ••• 'chi rtes '; echo : 'each';

^Jrv.Sfra 1 iach i [lju'j
. . f^or]

Crw o/xCLrtj^ ] (W' (NA^d-y ]
and possibly the "don't knows" for orchestra md technical:

[^i^jooo> Avr ]
; echo: 'each'; monarch:

stomach:

[rpv1 rtkX*s\ ['^rl
jWvDv-<xrVj^J 'QTIJESW/v^
[s^Atvvj" J .

r /fc/ V6

i'or li.Ihs include ['lj© Tjop , '/vr 'fg.sf-
•V^opr-^s] or irossioiu £11 J ^'P 3 I "i h 1



i»r

['MjUUi-l]
Vjufju]

u

{}Kp r°91]
'.jtkp Wwts* j

f

Quo

jti>p
'-pffc.lA.'j

a/v\. ■ftp,

>hem©

_^s ['sp<xrs4 '^parsxl]
(this is not J.13. •

fboLfcn ]

erentlate

:e devo-

find

['SM']
xor suit)j

the,/ ;i u

that

siay

uB 'SuB ]
N*1 ]

jVl1 fcrou^is]

ioTdnti Here

„A » n n tiu.? tacc

fa 11 rul fv- Ps3 £& X .id. i»« w •

g. (th these last lour examples have
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already been marshalled as evidence for the more general

'rule of £*).

3.1.2.5. Vowels

The above classes of error are plainly represented in

the data from all six subjects under discussion. In them

the ambiguity of consonant graphemes prompted the error.

The fact that consonant graphemes were involved probably

accounts for the ease of recognition of these erroneous

responses since generally consonant graphemes are thought of

as relatively unambiguousf J. still belongs to /fc/ whether

it occurs in pat. top or tin, for example. The possible

pronunciations of any vowel grapheme, on the other hand, are

numerous| the relationship of orthographic representation

to jxhonetic realization is on a one-to—many basis. Accor¬

dingly, assigning a phonetic realization to vowel graphemes

is fraught with problems for these dyslexics. Errors involve

ignoring one . • two elements in a vowel group, for example,

'reply' for reapply from J.C. and S.T.j assigning a pro¬

nunciation or the basis of a wrong analogy, for example,

from J.C. 'breed* for bread cf# £g. in meat; or assigning the

free alternant of a vowel whore tl.se checked alternant is

appropriate or vice versa, for example, from M.C., 'April'

for apple. When ignoring one of two elements in a vowel

group subjects randomly assign any possible pronunciation of

the remaining vowel grapheme, for example, J.C. 'practised'

responses for broad and offered "'broke', 'break', ^brouvd^
^breld^

-rrors involving the pronunciation of vowel graphemes
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and groups of vowel graphemes include.

from J.C.:

1) pronunciation of first element

beat: 'be' believe: [bV I duv ... bV hv] ; bout:
'boat'; carriage: 'cartridge' (Note the ambiguity

of the car group); choir: 'shore'; diamond:

[di1 /v\Ovn] .. * 'demand*! grief: ["drap ... d^'npj ;
healing: 'heading' {this might be bettor described as

a 'whole word recognition' error — see below);

impatient: 'imprint'; juice: 'just'; liable:

'libel'; niece: 'nice'; noise: 'nose'; nuisance:

J : sour: 'sure'? stealth: f"2 •••

"4; • .. ' SS.fr' J ; suite: 'sui ' r tread? ['"hfe'cN 3 • ••

'trade';

2) pronunciation of second element

action: I"9^] ; bft&lx ♦ y CciliyXpi v *

... '[s^]... 'cUiil.iuU ' ... ... ' ... ' b£s(~
; doubt: 1105.1 2 M »

laugh: ['loudr ...'|fc>07 I rough: 'rug*; spread:
' sprayed'; violent: ; wait: 'with',

3) 'practice ** alternating between the first and

second elements (typical of J.C.)

broad: 'br> ho * ... 'ore ... [brou ... 'breid ...

'broudj . ['breid] ; loud: 'lord' ... [i ••• 'load'

*

for comments on 'practice' see below.



(Vou 'foal' . ' rctil' © 'rfrtdrj ■ ■ :

Jspr'td '^pr^eld ' red ci ^ xyed't
4) errors of wrong analogy

? ]
j'K&.u.tnh J ["rijau-h^ ...

'rija.u'Hvx J j^'JouJd 'j<kuJd
.. • '^ou-tdj j through I 'thought'; toudbi I 'thought',

from S.f.j

1) pronunciation of first element

fed.'1 hvj ]
'p'&dj

[jc0r~i p ] jfwo1 r\o<^Cj©r 'rwoirNoug^fJ
.: . ; t : ' ' , agarda ]

... pr^1 Sacll i 'quit' j ' repeal' j

^pouir^
»rn(- i • ». < » .

• • ♦ ' wi | « * • ro i o©ii j auj, v& • oui i j wurea v i

2) pronunciation of second element

cautious S 'curious'j caution: 'cushion'} ccnrolaint:

'complete*| forei- >: 'iorage'j ;aoi: 'gold';

J^&UXX.jV' • F*c^ri] .* ... V liiiih.-.

£cddsM-| ,
J ,i win ' V'i ^ r*" t*\\ *

^^ssi], aaUz« 'rally', jsai! Oral-] , s^,
'soup'| steal: 'stale'; a teaalii: 'starter',

3) 'practice' alternating between first and second

elements: this type oi response is not at all charac¬

teristic of o.T, but there is at least one example iu

P ^•2un'^P'3A\ ... '-p£pn « • •
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4) errors of wrong analogy do not figure in the data

from d.T.; there are, however, several examples of

seemingly random vowel substitutions: chop: 'chip';

^tfolol] ' , pirvvOrdj ]

be regarded as 'whole word recognition' errors though

this does not account for those examples which are

neologisms,

from J»B,:

1) pronunciation of first element

(,s>eUi^0 5 [*6op]
['r' rVpi'r] . ' v'; rolr pr&fcrvi^

T£Jc| (jroFl r-?-y [Jrobj
'show',

2) pronunciation of second element

feather: 'father 'j <t>o1 : 'goal'; leaden: 'laden'
'

_ [ru.h]
3) errors of wrong analogy

jV'p(ok.UC^ £&(aJ f IXrJj
j^U/s j j pour: 'power'; prowl: [pa.1 rr>( J ; reappear:

^fdtudrl
1 4-<~ • ] . ',

from M,C.:

1) pronunciation of first element

choir: (cU.Dfe^ ; fought: 'forget'; nuisance:

||ir\r\r> j ... . .i,.; pneumatic [p&f\' ki-Jdih k: ] >
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persuades 'pursued'; persuasion: ^p<vfJ :
loee t 'price*; quiet; ' ^ui ie '; reappear t 'repair';

routine: 'rotten'; shoe: 'show',

2) pronunciation of second element

action: jb3olvt,K/\*j ; certain; delicious:
; leather; 'father'; gaol; 'goal •;

gauue s p0a.ci^ J; idiot: <A.$'cJo<v\ ; leaden: '
liable; 'label'; lieutenant: 'lenient'; mou

'fwotA-ctd ; oust: 'used'; precious; [■pfg.fc/vrN+s]
rough: 'rug'; rout: cfoot'5 ; saucei

; suite: 'sit',

from T.C.:

1) pronunciation of first element

choir: 'core'; gauge: 'garage'; nuisance : [ju'm s J »
reappear: 'repair'; suite: 'suit',

2) pronunciation of second element

applaud; cautious; 'curious'; gaol;

'goal'; manoeuvre: pVvAd?ua1fj : pneumatic : ||pjuiAdt:'] ,

and from ti.h.:

1) pronunciation of first element

beauty; 'better'; cr-utious: 'cartoons'; ceiling;

balling * (<; visual confusion here giving rise to a must

surely be at the e, rather than the i.) ; fought: 'forgot';

gauge: 'game'; .juice: ] ... 'just'; laugh:

mou th: '.moth'; ^uiet: 'quite'; reappear:

ffSpfcr ...T<p ... '£rj ... 'reaper*; route: pro!"] ;
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suite: 'suit'; violentt j^uXnl/\3 } year: 'yell*,
2) pronunciation of second element

carriages jjfcdLr/v ... ... b/v' r&uj; daughter:
£'d/v0od ... 'du ,..'du0^]; tic i i c i' u : (*d gj fc<\S ] ;
eight: i . . . t " ;.ayl: ! grade,? 1 i J ;

grieve: 'grave* (see ceiling above); idiot: jjAi
... '/Vld>3lr] : liable: 'able *: naughtv: f^Ag/vdJ ;
onion: jj-Ork/w^ ; reign; (jnv\g3 J rough: 'rug
vr: ri ^VS-CDS] .

■g';

3.2.1.6. stress

Not only segmental but suprasegmental features can be

ambiguous. These dyslexic subjects appear to have no

regular guide to stress placement, notably in disyllabic

words where the stress is moved from the appropriate place

on the first syllable to the second syllable or vice versa.

1 'xanp 1 © s inc 1ude

from J.C,:

affront: 'often* ... No! .., 1 ...

'0^9 Kk J o : • . .'TwfeS .. . ' ei rwA»sj. • •
'Amos'; begin: 'beggin'*; betray: £'b ...

'bit- . . 'b'Lls'i 1 ... ' to ... n't ho * better,, *f:
concert: 'consent' ... £k:cW ; constable:

••• 'fcO\S ... '4^'bl ... "] J
defend: ^d<£tpsxv\A' ] ; delivery: [dcld liwr-\ J ; deplore:

jjdi'pi'pJ ; omit: £c/w\(r^ (glossed as ' (Mah) 'oraet * by
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J*C» on questioning)$ patent i " 3 "the end"

... ... p£(/J-fw] ; ■-■■If U- i 'polling5 ;
political: 'Polish'; precise: 'i>r©cious • j protect;

[prou 1 ... proiA1 recent; [r">' SS-fJ"
rn,2£^J'3 * ■- ... OELS1 J ; s.Lio t:

lo^lr ... S>"f Isj/Jf] . it h. c Isui lii.it I . J. the
usual place Tor the full stress is the first syllable

which makes an examjile like ,*con*cert' for concert

with stress appropriate to a verb of this form very odd

indeed especially as the noun with stress on the first

syllable is very likely to b© part of J.C,*s working
A"

vocabulary . file explicit reaction to tho configure—

tion lent in patent is a pointer to the problem of

constable too} if J.o. recognizes a part of a word he

evidently finds it difficult not to give that part full

stress.

from J.T.i

believe: [di'lnv/] ; devour I Qdeivj-s^l | evade: £eivnl
ir.-; £kiwp7(i"]; obey i £'Ofcn ... 'hubby*
. ..jjooJon^ i-.ni : |*oua^v(-] ; ...rcoioug: [pPS1 SpS*] I
precise: £pi? ? predict: [*pnd ... 'pricJsu^;
probably: £pfsf bc5u bl 19 J recent: 'resent'; rol.vt
'really'| suggest: . o.f., like J.C., seem®

to prefer the stronger stress on the first syllable.

*

Very likely indeed since J.C. works as an electrician
in a large concert hall.
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froia J.B. t

^proklrj [V1 pro*\] *

•argument'; betrayal t . ..'b€>£f

...'hzf%n 'bsJvslj; c.rv - ei ;. ( ['fcroaApt 2 #<>
'pi b^d ... ... 'fco/v^ p'.Kd .. "korw'p'ih. .'lt-

'jo^N "j r ' i [" fju1 J

from M.C.i

£'£wvi\.S ]
[bo^4-e^\ ... 'to^teb^/vn/vs .

[sor'-HrvJ [tji'r^fci'Sf ]
['b^Kfexs] ; dipped: disease: ['otisi2_j

P-n/vv^p lo 3 ['W<p:>r/v\ASy\
-Wjoriw , . 'd*.(j^\ j [l ^ <0/\ad [ ^ )

[J pre*- • 'p/"cAK p/v'ratj
['p/v'-krA.s pSr'-j-juio/vsj [n1 ka-ipj

[|S/v\ I \ [^tvO p^act^ ;

T.C. only offered two possible examples, routine:

£ fU^\A J [s A.b' tAI I 3
stress is hardly a feature of his performance,

and from R.E.s

arains ^n.AA ''OA'na.SnoI'J

#

<y
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^cilA ' [>Kp]
^'prok^J [/Opr^u^]

[''b^l'vpj fbl tvi/vfz j
['bt'f-f/O ]

{^"Pia1-HA]
rztzwj [d£.j^b] (Jb^pvd]

£ d SUSfc 1"] f' b€.S"W /va

'bfcSV/OAl] j^lr^ph]
©ntei'tain: 'entry'; entertainment s 'entrance' (noun);
persuade: 'person*; persuasion; Pp/vrs 1 Mi ...

'p/usic^ [pb ret] fpohtij"] •
porrid're: CpOf'SJ"] predict: [•prEdnk 'prtd ...

'1 'pred 'nk 'prad-ifc] [n pzr
'rip 'grj ||rep-/vs J

retreat lent: 'refuge' ... 'refuges'; refusa.lt 'rest-

["SMvvb1 rd-wf-

SAnwdrafcl] ["s/vt: 'rc.1- ]
£s-!/\a' [oiaa]. . Ml"

M d> 1 tj
manipulate. He frequently gives full stress to separate

syllables in a word while trying to find a pronuncia¬

tion, then he puts the syllables together with appro¬

priate reductions of stress. He can also move stress

from syllable to syllable, nxamples include answer:

[&ks 'CXIAS.' uiir 'cbvSujt/J ['b/^s/\AKS
' b/vs^/vs bAsMM] J^bcxrA .., JcAjr&u]

...... ['b&Jl d&l'kyd" . 'dstb^dj
'decade '; embarrass : ['ZtvJoA..., 'rxs ,.. iAA.br!«;,] ;
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pn»\ 'd/vS '"VvcJ-xS "i^dns1 fcM'
^r»<dV S^^lr 'i^g/vS/wNlrJ [M^P '"Mil

I "j

o o

iod.KN-trJ

override

€&£$.*»

£'A/vt Id ]

fgr-i^d 'cjrz^dj
a '

£'A/v\d 3

'a)im » ' j- • o r i «•• ' .' u re '
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viHt crumb. "the j^'s not apposed to be there, is it? ...

[JfcrA>rv\ . . . 'ic/fcA/fb? 'kir^KVAbp . . -■ ■ u . it
there J); with ^listen, "that's plos ... , it's the

[CjS>' I ISh* J ; l t
don't know what the _g means"| with guest. "I know the £*s

wrong ... it's not supposed to be there"; with ..ace.

' ' I'O" . 'o«r\S^ ... " 1 .'-a', ' >ca* is a,
si; '

' ['PBS J ... this u doesn't see;1with an h": with persuade

to be there ... silly place to put it". What J.C. seems to

be saying is that ir a grapheme is there it ought to have a

phonetic value. In other words what he wants to do is assign,

a phonetic value to each graph®mo on a left—to-right pass.

But the so—called 'ambiguities' of nglish orthography are

usually resolved 'after the event*? the context that a given

item is sensitive "to is most often that which follows it.

Therefore, to be able to read hnglish (and many other lan¬

guages) one has to be able to take in information in chunks,

to process it in parallel,since information about the actual

vowel represented by a particular vowel grapheme is given by

the following consonantal environment represented by the

appropriate consonant grapheme or groups thereof. But this

is coding and coding- is what the subjects should be doing in

order to read. When these subjects give an erroneous res¬

ponse, however, a failure of coding occurs? they operate at

the level of the ci her. descriptively it is as though cere¬

bral injury in the case of J. J. and B.T., and sore as yet

unexplained process in the case of the boys, has resulted in
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tlieir being unable to 'hold in mind' and process the

sequences of graphemic items over vhicn context-sensitive

mapping rules operate.

3.2.1.9. Further application of the postulated principle

On the basis of the categories outlined above which

were established by inspection of the errors from all six

subjects,the principle underlying erroneous responses, that

is, a failure of coding phonetic values onto graphemic

sequences, was outlined. Once accepted, this principle can

be used to elucidate other aspects of the data from each

individual subject (providing further support for itself as

it goes).

J.C. tries to avoid consonant sequences by attempting

to construct what may be considered a universal syllable

type, viz. Consonant Vowel Consonant Vowel Consonant

(Vowel), (CVCVC(V)); the examples include am-gauds

[■9'polou ... dn'pold] depth•" ['^'P *•* di'p-Dl- J ...

•depart' ... i.o J ||di'p ... 'dip's ... di'p&^J; iuc,.:
... ... '^"^9 ; -i-march:

... lfw.or\BoirJ'^] j •..
.. ' Cwen'j ;U"owl i £prt>vj J ... ' arole'. s,

groups for J.C, appear particularly difficult, viz. scalds

'cycle* ... J [s... S ... 'SfcS»d ... J scent s

[S ... .. ,,<Sft><2.c>vv.v'] j screech * ... 'Sas^ ...

S&'risj; screws 'sewer'j scrunle s ... j "J ...
h.K.s shrill I ... 'shall'; spin: (hps ... s
... xpirs . 'S(/vfn^ . .. 'Sn/V\p^Jj 8 plrr. 1: ['S>p3 ... 'Sp&J
... - >. iv. p .- J. ci- six z ^ ... JO I <^.3 ... d S ...



S3 pi Qa S . pi £ S>fclH 'Spw
'

pv^\ 'poui^ Sp'Polaia S^'pucvlJ [s
' Sc^S 'Sc^pr3v\ S^'pr-u-J- 'pCm^Jr s^pn^];

3 i'Cti .1 it , i |Hi2 '4i' * c,sh & . 'Sf£j ] , .

'^"5 1 rel l" SU" rz&s

sirs'rnd^
i'oat sue,.. * simplification* of consonant sequences doo«

reflect J,c,*s attempt toassign syllabic value to grajihwei

Mi a ->ae—t — «e basis is aupporio . by examples like inch*

etc, where he ,.iven s \ ilnbie value to each

©X©iP@iii* xii •

J«(/« S^-0-^ii.Q Si- i. QTKl G& ■ Xssll do@S HOt $hOV pOB't***

r

either * consonantal ' as in j. ai or 'silent' in post~vocalie

_jOS ' t-XQ as ris dtHih* • &.>.> w r ca >oi. u u-j unci . f -■*, ■-*, over**

genera Uses ties© two kinds ©1 £ in both direct! *, and in

addition reveals a tendency to reposition an % so that la

the erroneous response /cf directly iollovs a consonant,

hxcusples involving £ in the corpus i'rotn J«C« are ar"ue i

[t0raj su^o- d-'gr^rvx^vj-J
pS>il~ 'SlcvlS-H 'SSuvfp-ri
[JprDfv\3h 1 prorv^-^irj _ f'po 'por

po^rog 'prided 'prckid^d] ['prided
p^'nd^ 'pc&d^d ['praid^d]
j^P DId9 (i 1 i/ [*9' 0f i • d J ^'

'ri39 rL9 "l9r£9 '^3 d rV9idJ
[fed ,.. fed] [fad ■ - Xld3 (tfod ] •
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A strange confusion also occurs in the corpus from

Wilicju Si.iL'llxCi L'O ' .'Oii OX Ui0*U. X i. Oiixy UQC wUS6 xi p6. 4.I01&

c/ch con I'll ^ s fin of* f.h<> phi 1 dt*an. .1 (J ' rfa^djs' ji«« «&w V/ V - .1- V V/ X V4 I w V# li X X U. X a '. * v « V # 4, tf u. t»L 63 »_>.4i U>u

"jO /-yC^fNAn^ '^OCAA/VC^^
] ['^OIAAasJ"^ . fp^p]

[■pouj^ 'P^JJ C'P0]" 'PDS] ; pr-i . . .

'rV£r<cS n'^jux :„ rn'pis 'r^p ri1 p-i z J ...

(Vip Juxaa^^VJ- ri'-^juxrASM^l^ ;

CjuO] .. .. (Jfau^d j£^d] j *Xmw*WI3W * SUX*0 j

['pa_i ] j^kg^f 3-sl- ]

might be considered to be a conflation of Luis error group

p kr<3>Ju 'tdpP
'fcotStju] frwos .. Tweedy «iw^] »

' iurc :ronui,(' xs a so« icvh&tf loose

label i'or left~to~right fn&pping oi' & phone tic value onto a

grapbemic item taking the standard, (i.e. most i requeat?)

pronunciation of the grapheme? LF.C.'s examples include

^fclO ('S-CNSI IcdioOIA »0
jjtVvUd] [sd.p-^1^]

S 2

[ch'sis]

oPfpT* tl1 if* q «? o «iocc j v- i f ap l •' * Kirf * 4. i © y ^ rthv o *' no to

and (Xo0s occur priciRrily oil s which sooris ^onoro^lly to ho
a very troubles. r*e grapheme lor J. C# Must examples retai

s

similar e;. os, via. ['duv\us] amuse* [ri'S£.'A3 *>or
resent.
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'there's no such word";

o.X♦, (.ike J. trios i

sloth: 'slot'.

t Lc or-inTl\ e 3 ]>© L. X £1 X X, nedial)

consonant sequences; his corpus include!

CjLjQ[ * • eposit'

aiypea 'dxpper

(V fWd]
di'poH]

'fofi J
.. 'mouth'j

ilia,

Lionxn >use

(;dip 'dipob

'-fop
[^K'dtsl-^]

j*pn<^sf]
["SCwSLf&v\J ['9 orp ]

Jact that he h

ue a r.cuea t»

«L X • i ■ -L t>0 O JL vil'

his speech and it

r

case for J.C., nonetheless 3,T«

r

t. he ieeds to more

tiou as seems to be the

r

similar to d»

t

no gives argumoir
« a se eat'? bored:

Din oreaa ["ri 1 +0(d(V\
i miserable '• |^fv\i S'rei b(( rv\.q snbl j

t"! ^(1 k/ lA ^ P p r£|(W ' |Q AAIA t'J
[pr^1 sw pr^ju pr^'sud]

C'p»r p 'p3rj*s]
['jarprts] i shrill: 'sheriff CM •

' riveto ';

les:

.xe .03 ure

.nciude wa^j/Li

iiiene—gr;1

waxen

aere oyy

u is

a voc

rGSUiiuDlyj a visual ccnlusionj

no ther grapheme that is arabi/ru

,ed

ifis usually

.c re^reseuxaxian# on 4.

wai ca vj

qual1iv

semicon

usually

P 2* O111111C X ci v j U>

tempt to give i£ the more frequent vocalic
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{jcjcxr . d
["'lofc lokjuj fnAj
f'psrs p$f' SodJ [pv'SudJ

ersuasiont fp3rS 'p^rs pSr'^u 'Suu^kJ
£<S] 'Sil"' 0^ ' S/vf 1J

M.C. also has difi'iculty with . context containing u

Hj . re¬
eding t. (the t being the ambiguous grapheme here); the

[" n d I' % r ]
S*bdpnad]

ie or: les oi" ' • :• Lore o- rnpiiOi-ie reading'

pro uneiatior oi ^ here being

;(! group outlined bovc); caI .: 'column*;

(jt"D IM\aI /VS 1

'orS

Lure : 'seni >tor':

tiie 'classic ' oyc conlusio:. ) \ rua: '.■.male *;

.bote the. t i action. delicious and[p rzkjsirfrl
,irodous the presence oi which signals tno palatalisation

G re<.o i.
, (. .... t is rmr r,.o . — yet mother

example oi' these subjects' lack oi couyrefaousion oi the
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sounds and builds up words bit by bit in a jrocess of con¬

tinuous addition coupled with phonic 's; ellii The exam—

(JfciOrv\ , 'p/vi\r .. icA/vv'pnm^r...
[d- ...

'£ I .'cJeJbfvsj ["'£g 'Ad £'Qr&d]
... "agreed1 j indict; ... 'cJt ... 11 ... tW j

lorible ; . 11 b' 'Isg ' m ... w] »

["rvvis '/Vv.ISM'] (,vt^
. -. 'obshuv]
'
ES '"fjA j o/ p ' f7v J . ■ L-/ .ei'o:

[2. . 'fc ... ' rt> .. .'2tro] .

k...., like J.C, and b.T., "sirax>lifies' consonant

pAbn /\ /^dJ botray: 'better";
brick -9: "bride * 5 x- ti.: "deal; enf i'.hton: "element";

^02*\lay\ J ;
^v'.a.y» 'g&fc •; he a.I in; "heath"; kind; ".kid"; lend:

Pi Ld ^ .. . „ por1 g_(_ , jo
JppAog] ... fr'^] ^'Jd-cp^Arz J ... 0/
"sharpeners'. kote thai in an example like ontleness the

"need* to both assign phoneme to grapheme from left to right,

and to simplify graphome groux>s overrides the appropriate

morphological analysis.x o w

. .
. s/ for

sh —— as if in a left-to-right pass he has responded to the

is before processing the h —j viz. furnish; "furnace" and

refresh;

There is another class of responses in the corpora of
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J.C., J.B. and M.C. which may be explicable within the

grapheme—phoneme paradigm, the class of "don't know" (v.K.)

responses. Or the basis of the categories already ©stab—

lished it seems reasonable to suggest that 'ambiguous g1

and 'rule oi. e.' were factors influencin,, J.L.'s refusal to

attempt fragile* that 'ambiguous £* and the cji digraph

wore responsible for the refusal to respond to character*

and that two- vowel groups plus a double £ proved insurraount—

able in reaoroar. Likewise for J.B», '< -bigitous seems a

plausible hypothesis for the response "dor't know" to dosign

[jcJas
C'f0 'for - 'for , . 'for] ' before
finally giving up-, wid the two consonant sequences in light—

wei-"lit and the rn group in pneumatic seem sufficient to

block an appropriato response* In the case of H.C. similar

possibilities exist, the strange consonant group in mciuer

for example, 'ambiguous in cough and laugh, 'ambiguous £'

and/or 'ch' in ca.ctus. stomach and technical.

3.2.2,1. Heuristics

The grapheme-to-phoneme strategy that the dyslexic sub¬

jects employ provides them with an auditory realization of

the visual array that can then be used to :>-iu access to the

lexicon and other linguistic mechanisms by way of the intact

auditory channel. I have already pointed out above that

' . a. . n ..03 gre• • w use ox 'practice ' j has appx-oach xs to

.realize a consonant kraic' (by nouns ox grapheme to phoneme

natch?) and to try cul. different possible vowel sequences

until he hears one that has a match in his lexicon. This of
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where the 'phonic' practice seems unrelated to the final

for J.C., it is important that he assign a sound to the

written material in that it gives him a base from which to

start to search his lexicon. The sound apparently does not

have to be exact but it has to bo there J it is in fact a

linking device to the auditory pathway to the language

mechanisms. Again like J.G., once il. .. has got a sound to

'hold on to' he operates in the auditory mode. Questions,

or remarks, about; the responses are treated by all subjects

as being relevant to the auditory realization, for example,

one member of a homophone pair is glossed as the other (the

boys gloss meet as 'neat', steel as 'steal' etc., or vice

versa), capitals and word boundaries (or rather the lack of
ft

them) are ignored — amuse: 'a moose' from li.A.j your:

'you're' from J.B. and 11. A. j 'George' for yorsre from J.B.

and T.C., 'Bristol' for bristle from M.C. and U. and

J.C. whose knowledge as to permissible orthographic

representation can be so explicit, tolerates 'begging* for

begin and 'Listen' for listen.

Unconcern about the lack of capital letters and word
boundaries is a feature of the children's performance,
fiiis, 1 think, reflects^ the fact that the children have not
yet succeeded in reading and are unable to make use of all
the available cues in the written text. The adults, on the
other hand, could read previous to their injury and must
have had experience with these types of cue; the informa¬
tion contained in them is thus at least potentially
available to the traumatic dyslexics.
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The strategy o£ the extended practice sequence

employed by «3. a ad . is not only illuminating to the

experimenter studying the performance of dyslexics in a

reading task of this nature, but is patently a useful device

for the;-» .T. also Las a strategy" to be employed when he

has difficulty in reading n vorcl, but his is positively a

hindrance* ihoreas on the evidence of the practice strategy

it is tempting to accredit f. . (and pert;. , a, therefore*

it. .) with 'Itnowledgo1 oi the •code* nature of the reading

process in spite of the fact that he is unable to make use

of that 'knowledge* appropriately, .1., on the other hand,

appears to bo under the sway of the 'cipher', lie attempts

to spell cut the presented words. This kind of spelling,

that is, by the names of the letters, is in fact objoct-

:.amijig, and gives .T. little or no help us to the prouun-

cifttio: • This was clearly shown by ,f.*a approach to a

task in which he was to road r ■nir of words presented

siaulianeously and to sinto if they were the en e or

different. The pairs af words were composed of stimulus

words which had previously been read by .J, plus the corros-

nding erroneous res:-arses. fiver : u,.ipi. - uocf spon¬

taneously spelt out each word correctly —- and said they were

different. When asked to road them again lie road both as

' unch* • I;o was reminded that lie hud aire -.dy said they were

different} he then claimed, that the first word was "en

instrument for waking a hole", and the second was "when you

Ui somebody".



3.2.2.2. Visual errors a la Orion

The analysis of the data has proceeded up to this

point in terras of the relationship between the orthography

and the phonology, ouch an approach to the erroneous res¬

ponses can provide an account of the great majority of

errors. The literature on dyslexia, however, has laid

great stress on the visual problems inherent in the nature

of the reading process. Since Orton's (1931) theory of

"strephosyrabolia." visual confusions and reversals of

letters and letter sequences have been, in the popular

Gjsinioii, the hallmarks of developmental dyslexia. The

•classic* errors of the type do not make up a very sub¬

stantial part of the corpora from the four subjects here

presented* M.u, confuses jb with & in banana a j

beauty s 'dirty *; biscuit; 'discuss '; comb: £fcctfv\d] ;

debts ['bed J done; 'bone'| doubts 'about';

fibre; J ; lamb s 'land*; legible t [W<0/vid(J $
ii. . has three examples of b/d confusion, viz. aid; 'able*

label: Citd] and thud; 'thumb*, "'ore troublesome for
2. are those letters with strokes that protrude abovo or

below tJie line of print, that is, b, d, f_t h, 1., t versus

ilt Lt iif u.9 X? errors involving ascender-descender cor.-

fusions are cog; (fob] ... ho » fbofc] ; crumb 8 [fcfAfwp] ;

design: 'desk'; Xacouer: flddj] (seen as something like
laciior?): lamb: 'lamp*; leaden: [I \ p ...'p£d] J

obscene: ['OpS ... 'Af ... ' Obs ... ' "ObS-h^ J ; obscure;

['Op ... S ... 'OpSSi- ... rj ; path: 'bath' ... Mo.' ...

fjO ... 'A J ... 4 scrapie: 'scribble'; tan: 'tab';
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thud: 'thump'; tough; Hook'. J.B. and T.C. have no

examples.

3.2.3.1. *Recognition1

While visual errors of the 'Orion' type are very few

in number there is a more substantial group of errors which

can perhaps be described as visual —• errors which are made

by both the traumatic and developmental dyslexics. J.C.,

as usual, has something to say a pror-os these errors,

heading elenhant correctly he adds "1 can't read it but it

has to be 'elephant' ... only thing it can be"; gaol he

reads as 'goal' but he is puzzled ..... "I know it's 'goal'

but look at the way it's spelt". Judgment elicits

"'justice'! ... some words I recognize ... I don't read

them, 1 recognize then"; laugh bothers him " f'louf"!
... Qlteejl ... it's a simple one an' all ... can't get it
... 1 know that one ... 'lounge', is it?" His response to

photo is "that's like 'telephone* but it's not the full

word ... ffou?] ... 'phone' or something, that's part of a
word of 'telephone'" and to sauce ..... "'sausage' ... I'm

not reading it ... I'm only recognizing it". 'Telephone'

is J.J.'s response to telephonist but he's "just guessing";

thorough he gives "'thought' ... can't read that but I

recognize the letters", finally he confides " ... you see

some of those words I recognize straight away ... I don't

read them, 1 recognize then ... like 'telephone' is a big

word but I recognize it"!

All six subjects make errors of 'word recognition';
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from J.C.

abl.v: 'able'; affront: 'often'; an: 'and'; and:

'end'; apron; 'oj>en'; beak: 'bark'; blame:

'balloon'; both: 'boat'; bout: 'boat'; bridge:

'bride'; bristle: 'brittle'; burn: 'born'; coin:

'coil'; cough: 'caught'; dead: 'death'; direction

'decision'; feather: 'further'; field: 'feed';

filthy: 'faulty'; friend: 'frightened'; gaol:

'goal'; goal: 'gaol'; grieve: 'grave'; half:

'healthy'; healing: 'heading'; high: 'height';

holly: 'holy'; house: 'hours'; .judgment: 'justice

lace: 'lice'; largely; 'lightly'; little: 'letter

lock: 'look'; lush: 'lust'; medal: 'medical';

one: 'on'; peer: 'pair•/'pear'; porous: 'pause';

precise: 'precious'; sauce: 'sausage'; sow: 'saw'

sewed: 'sawed'; share: 'shore'; signal: 'sign' ..

'signature'; sour: 'sure'; strength: 'strange';

telephonist: 'telephone*; thin: 'think'; thorough:

'thought'; threat: 'third' .*• * thought'; through:

'thought'; thud: 'thought'; tough: 'thought';

truth: 'trust' ... No! ... 'thought' ... No! ...

'through'; wait: 'with*} wheel: 'while'; who:

'now'. An important feature of J.C.'s 'word recogni¬

tion' errors is the pattern of response; the response

is immediate, frequently recognised as wrong and sub¬

sequently corrected, for example, bout: 'boat' ...

No! ... 'bout*,
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from d.T,

applaud: 'apple'; anricots 'ajjproech* j ate: 'eat'j

bored: 'bird' ... 'broad'} bout: 'boat'} burled:

'barrow' ... 'burial'} capable: 'capital *} card¬

board : 'cupboard'; chain: 'chair'} chop: 'chip';

circle: 'circus'; complaint: 'complete'} c om—

petition: 'completion'} compression: 'confession'}

delicious: 'delight'; different: 'difference';

difficult: 'difference'; eel: 'seal'; fragile:

•fridge'} fried: 'fruit'; gaoli 'gold'; govern:

'governor'; grieve: 'grave'; healing: 'hearing';

height: 'high'; high: 'height'; holly: 'holy';

house: 'hours' ... 'hour'; howl : 'now'; July:

'jolly'; kernel: 'kennel'; knot: 'knock*; loud:

'lord*; nellow: 'melon'; meddle: 'middle';

moist: 'most'; months: 'mouse' ... 'mouth';

natron: 'petrol'; peer: 'poor'; pirate: 'private';

politics: 'polish'; oour: 'poor*; probable:

'probably' ... 'properly'; precession: *x>rogress ';

ounish: 'punch'; relv: 'really'; scratch:

'stretch'; screw: 'crew'; sew: 'saw'; shallow:

'shadow'; sight: 'sign'; silent: 'silence';

simply; 'simple'; site: 'set1; sour: 'soup';

sow: 'saw'; stealths 'starter'; straight:

'ati'anger'; strength: ' strange '; symphony:

'sympathy' ... hoi 'symptom'; telephonist: 'tele¬

phone'; thorough: 'thought'; touch: 'tough'; us:

'use'; vice: 'voice'; watch: 'match'; whos 'oh',
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from J.B.

arrangement: 'argument'; ball: 'bell'; boak:

'deck'; breadth: 'breath'; broad; 'board';

certainty: 'certainly'; dived; 'divide'? echo;

•each'; leather: 'rather'; aaol: 'goal'; gome:

'George'; hoiahi: 'high'; indistinct: 'instinct';

.mice: 'juicy'; loud: 'lord'; meddle: 'muddle';

moist; 'most'; months: 'mouths'; muscle: 'music*

... 'musical'; natural: 'nature'; our: 'out';

•peer I 'pair'/ 'pear'; noi.-'or: 'paper'; phrase:

'praise'j nond: 'pound'; nuaish: 'punch'; quite;

'quiof; gaiety: 'safely'; scaly: 'scale';

scratch: 'stretch'; screech: 'stretch'; sew;

•saw'} shoe: 'show'; ainn: 'sign'; sow: 'saw';

spiral: 'spider'; sum: 'sun'; teach: 'teacher';

thorough: 'through'; thought: 'though'; touch:

'touch',

from M.C.

after: 'often'; amusement: 'amazement •; applaud:

'applied'; annle: 'April'; compete: 'complete';

early: 'already'; evade: 'invade'; feather:

'father'; gaol: 'goal'; gradual: 'grumble';

horse: 'house'; intense: 'incense• (vb.); Jail:

jewel; liable: 'label'; nau-;h ty: 'nightie';

necessary: 'necessarily'; peculiarly: 'particular';

niece: 'price'; precise: 'precious'; ;uiot: 'quite';

sculpture: 'sculptor'; s-clash: 'slash'; tall:

'tai1'/'tale '; that: 'what'; tough: 'through';

tread: 'tried',
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from T.C.

broad: 'bonrd'; cautious: 'curious'; certainty:

'certainly'; comb: 'tomb'; compete: 'complete'?

complaint: 'complain*; dived: 'divided';

furniture t 'future'; pool: 'goal'; uge:

'garage'; gome: ' CJeorge '; leaden: 'loaned';

miser: 'mister'; nib: 'nip'; once: 'ounce';

pain: 'plain'; peculiarly: 'particularly'; --hase:

'phrase*? pirate : 'private'; "-roc ension: 'possession' ?

t'uiie: 'quiet'; stale: 'slate* ? thought: 'through',

and from 11. ..

argue: 'angry'; beggar: 'bigger'; bridge: 'bride';

cauti-ns: 'cartoons'; coilin,::: 'calling'; certain:

'caution'; certainty: 'sentry'? clothes : 'clothe';

complain: 'complaint'; cough: 'couch'; depth:

'death'; direction: 'director'; dived: 'divide';

echo: 'each'; examination: 'expedition'; filthy:

'filling'? foreign: 'forgiven'? fought: 'forgot'?

fried: 'friend'; gaol: 'goal'; grieve: 'grove';

hep. 1 tlx t 'heath*; heroic: 'heroes'? house: 'horses';

information: 'informal'; kind: 'kid'; knob: 'knock';

lend: 'lead'/'lad*; lightweight: 'lightning'; lock:

'look'; loud: 'load'; manoeuvre: 'manner*; Message:

' messages'? mice: 'nice'; months: 'moths'; mouth:

'moth''; much I 'munch'? muscle I 'musical*; offend:

'often*; pepper: 'paper'; persuade: 'person';

iiosjh: 'push'; precise: 'price'; quiet: 'quite'?
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3~ -u t: 'reel 1; ru ,; 'root' ; scald: 'scold' j sew:

'saw'j sic.'--:; 'soak'j site: 'side'; so: 'saw';

s-- -die : 'south1; stranxe: 'siring'; 3ca: 'sc. n'j

Lola -1st t 'telephones'; thistle : 'thirsty';

tliorou::1.: 'throat'; unite: 'until'; wild: 'will';

wisdu.'.!i-.iston*. k.g., was, at the time of testing,

very nonchalant about sclioolwork and not at all

bothered by his reading problem; he was thus more

likely bo operate 'off the top of his head' and so

wrong 'recognition' is & likely source or error for

him as is indeed evidenced by the ixumber of errors 'of
this type in his corpus.

'.hole word recognition' errors are characterised by

their similarity in length and shape to the appropriate

stimulus word. This is in line with work in various word

recognition tasks under degraded stimulus conditions, for

example, using a tachistoseope (Holmes, Marshall and

koweonbe, 1 57 1; -oh.e~ and Marshall, unpublished data;

leuinnies, Comer and Lacey, 1952) in which, typically,

erroneous responses (that are lexical items) have roughly

the same number of letters as the stimulus word, begin and

possibly end with the same letters or configurations of

letters and have similar shapes as determined by the inter¬

nal characteristics of the word, that is, the number of

ascenders and descenders and the patterns of curves and/or
vertical strokes making up the loiters (for matrices

indicating the parameters of confusability, see uibson and
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her associates (Gibson, Osser, defaiff and hmith, 1963?

Gibson, ochapiro and Yonas, 1968)). One might also expect

a noun bias (Holmes, Marshall and Newcocibe, 1971} iiiegel

and Hi©gel, 1961) and a high frequency bias (Howes and

bolomon, 1951} McGinnies, Coiner and Laeey, 1952} Solomon

and Howes, 1951} Solomon and Postman, 1952) operating on

the response (i.e. the response is likely to be a noun

independently of the status of the stimulus and likely to

be a word that is of higher frequency (more common) in the

language). :re of this in the following charter.

3.2,3.2. Syntactically- and/or semantieally-related errors

Marshall and Newcombo (1966) reported that during the

course of examination of their patient (G.li.) they "noted

the occurrence in the patient's reading of what (they) then

termed 'visual co j> lotion errors' (for example, bo;: was

read as 'beggar', entertain as •entertainment *)" (Marshall,
Marshall nd Newcombe, 19 70) which resulted in. further,

more specific testing of G.if, 's ability to read adjectives,

verb.,, r d their 'related' nominale (for example, hi:it:

height, arrive:arrival) r©x>orted in the 1970 paper, and in

the drawing up of the nominalination lists presented in

Appendix I.

Ihis type of semantically- and/or syntactically-

related error is represented in the corpora from the present

The use of 'semantic' or 'syntactic' to describe these
errors reflects the use of these terms in the dysphasia
literature. Linguistically speaking, the relationship may
more properly be labelled 'morphological'.
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subjects. J.C. read ably as 'able', dlIforent us

'difference', enlighten as 'enlightening', ove as 'eyes',

govern as 'governor', hinh as 'height', judgment as 'jus¬

tice', politic:.; as 'political', silent as 'silence', tele¬

phonist as 'telephone', yard as 'yards' and year as 'years'

u.T. offered (which is how he read able) for ably.

(?* owledneable) for ucknovloc.;e« 'apples' for

apple, 'eat' for ate. 'burial' for buried, 'difference'

for different, 'eight!..' for eight. 'enlightening' for

{Vi1 4ci^\ry\^r\> J
feather, 'governor' for .ove.ru. 'high' for hoi..lit and con¬

versely 'height' for hi ah. 'hours' or .our. 'knowledge¬

able* for legible. 'noise' for noisy, 'probably' for

probable, 'refreshment* for .refresh, 'silence' for silent,

'./f . o' . o.l.. v■ 'ncio -! vo .• i . iso. 'vege¬

tables' lor vegetable and 'yours' xor your. (In addition

3, has so:;e examples consonants wrongly placed in the

03-e\' SEpI j
["a'-WsiA -kiuj

0Snbl 'Snbl dj JHobahJ as well as
odd examples of loss of part of the stimulus word, notably

0b 'bavsrvVSi^jj
[sMk+eWsrw9-^10] 0b^b^»re;(rj

0C5>«Ajy\eJit*3
Of the children all but M.C. make errors of the

structurally—related types J.b. gives 'knowledge' for

acknowlodre. 'lightning' and 'lighten' for enlighten.

'nature' for natural. 'high' for height and 'remove' for
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removali T.C. offers *'banislmoss* for "jaai«h:.ier,t» 'cost—

plaint' for comolftiiu 'enai' for ex .. « 'distinc t1 for

indistinct. 'strengthen' for strain th: and H. . reads

'0 C1 O Li: C , CO- t f ft -10 u ■ . O C ' i'Sp 1 a J- .. i L , ~^ ^'v iVa'Ti ^iif ;ji **'" ^

•director', ...'rinhfon as 'frightened', heroic as 'heroes',

information as 'informal', teasnge as 'messages', revision

as 'revise*, shnr moss as 'sharpeners' a. te .. , :,^n.lst as

'telephones *.

T.O. also has a distinct class of vcouresponses of

a similar tvpo: he read enlighten as 'enlightened',

fasten as 'fastened', frighten as 'frightened' and Glisten

as ransgreasing the 'silent consonant' rule for

glistened). He even over-genera1 i a ed this tendency to

include the inappropriate (?*ofteaed) as a res¬

ponse to o.. tor. which suggests that the -ten configuration

nay play some part in signalling the verb form —ed«

Although, these semantically- and/or syntactically-

related errors look as though they might be errors of

'whole word recognition' and thus be visually based, this

is evidently not the whole story since the core of the word

in most cases has been correct!; apprehended# An appeal

to a higher frepueacy bias nay be necessary, especially in

the case of T.C.'s —ed class where the only item in his

entire corpus which ends in —ten, and is correct, is

listen (all others having been stated above). This is

also the only one of the —ten/—toned pairs for which the



one in which the form of the response apx.ears to have been

influenced by 'repetition* s either the stimulus word has

repeating letters or sequences oxie of whioJ is ignored in

the response, or the response shows perseveration of

letters uv sequences that ire not present in the stimulus,

-xcnples include, fro.. h.C., reappearx •repair1, remember:

(VtA^wbtr ^ psg.'rv\-iPfc.jjj us opposed to £iiS.s
• 3"fc»I*t 1 rigGHO3363 ' | x IT013 • • G ♦ fj* it/ou 'J

pfc&l'Nsl . . ["/vvol^pn J
e*, dived: •divided* and

'inffliffit ['por-i'S ,'ciid^] y - iici JC ro •- • • y ij[o »t' h-.i x tip s
1 sentry1 , oatertai;.: •entry1 and entertainment:

c.»i trciice • as '; ^■ hriiet.i. to ri.....11, xiio « • ci;jli• p oro■_.it.c-*»-t*c^Lro *

[SmW fcr&K>] .... fsteclifwd 'SkLd"] . . < I'd :-

3•3• Coda

-3 a coda to this chapter in which the data 1III S been

presented and, as far us possible, categorized, one might

mention (without comment) a more general type of analysis

that is usually ei with in conjunction with reading errors

with the exception of the 60-word List (see
Appendix lj in which the words were matched according to
their frequency in the language as assessed by the
Thorndike-Lorge word count (Thomdike and Lorge, 1944), all
remarks as to the relative frequencies of individual words
are bused »u. the re recent analysis of present—day
American nnglish of Kubera and Francis (1967).
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The most common 'analysis' of dyslexic errors in the

literature is in terras oi 'additions' (A), 'deletions' (D),

'substitutions' (d) and 'reversals' (it)* mch analyses

are unhelpful since a), any formal statement (for, say, a

computer) of the four 'operations' can be expressed in

terras of only two of them, that is, addition aad deletion

can account completely for substitution and reversal, and

b) to give a wrong response there is little else one can

do apart from sorae i>ermutation of adding and deleting.

As an illustration of the limitations of such an

'A.iJ.fci.U. ' analysis, the total number of errors made by

T.C. which would be likely to be described as 'A.D.d.it.'

are presented in Table 1. (T.C.'s errors have been chosen

simply because he jjresents overall the fewest number of

errors enabling the point to be illustrated as briefly as

possible.)

Table 1 (I.C.)

htiraulus -o . •. Classification

exaggerate
examine
fasten
forestry
frighten
furniture
goal
gauge
glisten
indistinct
item
leaden
meddle
raiser
monopoly
nuisance
often
once

xaggerate fcte.. . '-h/et- ] D
dexam

fastened

fporivSH ]
frightened
future
goal
garage
^IVSHacS]
distinct D

D + A(+&wp... fcKJ
leaned

mister
£aad(/^P-I^)

a
il

ounce



btimulus

pain
Xmtron
peculiarly
peer
phase
pirate
pneumatic
political
porous
porridge
procession
quite
reappear
revision
scalp
stale
strength
symphony
telephonist
thorough
thought
very

To collect together, say, all examples of deletions in

the above table offers no insight into the nature of the

errors made by such a dyslexic t an 'A.ii.S.ii. * analysis

does no more than re-state the obvious, it offers no sig¬

nificant generalizations. The comparison between this and

an analysis in auditory (i.e. grapheme-phoneme) versus

visual (i.e. 'whole word recognition1) terms seems to ;e to

speak for itself. An account of what in fact the present

analysis might mean for a theory of reading and its break¬

down is proposed in the following chapter.
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Error
.besnonse —r—r— , .——* — oxassxfication

plain A
pattern ' + it
particularly A •+• D
appear A
phrase A
private It + .

Epjuailc]
)(1i) ticn11

{jporhijas J
(pon3.. .'chdvl
1ossessioi
quiet It
rtpa\r
frt* uiyvs]
Kfcolap ]
slate
strengthen A
{jSTv^or*"]
£+3*nsK)
through A + ii
every A

o *r

A



CHAPTER POUR

TO CONCLUDE

Lir Henry Head, whose contribution to the study of

aphasia was second only to that of his teacher and

colleague, John Hughlings Jackson, wrote " the

'golden rule* upon which Dr. Jackson insisted — 'lut down

what the patient does get at and avoid all terms such as

amnesic, etc.' — had it been habitually followed, would
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have saved neurologists from many years of wandering in the

wilderness" (Head, 1926). It is a sad fact that, in spite

of Head's reminder, Hughlings Jackson's injuxxction has

frequently bee? ignored by more recent workers on aphasia,

and appears quite unknown to •• any of those working in the

field of reading disorder, especially i children,

A firm belief .in the logical consequences of Jackson's

dictum — that solid empirical data will still endure long

after the hypotheses constructed on the basis of that data

havo been proved wrong — is my justification for having

presented the data in Chapter 3 and Appendix I in such

(possibly overpowering) minuteness of detail. There is a

gross lack of such information in the literature which makes

it impossible to judge the validity of individual theoretical

claims.

In Chapter 3 1 have presented a large proportion of the

errors made by the six subjects under discussion, and I have

indicated that these errors can profitably be viewed as

resulting from a breakdown in the coding of x>honological

information onto graphic stimuli. glance at 'whole word

recognition' errors supported the findings of previous

workers with respect to those features of individual letter

and word shapes that are confusable on the visual level.

Both these aspects of the date, can be seen as coxxtributing

to the elucidation of the reading process particularly with

reference to teaching. These data clearly outline an area

of difficulty for the child who is beginning to read.

A body of data of this size, however, should also
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provide material relevant to more theoretical approaches to

reading.

4.1. Implications for Models of Reading Behaviour

The problem for the reader has frequently been seen as

a prebleu in information processing. Clinical evidence from

the dysphasias has revealed that factors relevant to the

processing of words in recognition and recall include the

general appearance of visually-presented vuua (an erroneous

response frequently resembles the stimulus word in length

and shape), the frequency with which the item is used in the

language (patio its have more trouble with less common words),

and the syntactic class of the ite (brain injury can cause

a highly selective deficit affecting only United areas of

linguistic structure), ouch facts have been incorporated

into psychological approaches to language behaviour and thus to

reading (for example, Morton's (1969) 'iogogen' theory

postulates a ^ored set of word units whose thresholds are

affected by •cquency of usage and, perhaps, by syntactic

considerations).

Having shown that those factors not only operate

generally in the performance ...f both normals under degraded

stimulus condilions tu:d patients with brain lesions (Halpern,

1965; iegel and fiogol, 1961) but also can be demonstrated

to give comparable results frora both of these groups tested

on the same controlled material (Holmes, Marshall and

bewcoi.be, 1971), i examined as a whole the data from the two

groups under discussion fore (namely the four dyslexic boys

and the two brain-injured adults) with respect to the
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frequency and the syntactic class of the test items and res—

peases to tae.m.

4.1.1. Kir see ox-orating on the responses

The data from the twenty normal subjects in Holmes,

Marshall and l.ewcorabe's (1971) experiment, diagrammalically

presented in figure 1, indicate the presence of a 'noun

bias'. These subjects were required to read sixty words

matched for syntactic class (nouns, adjectives and verbs)
and for frequency in the language (between 1 occurrence per

million words and AA as assessed by fliorndike and Lorge

(1944)), which were presented tachistoscopically by an

figure 1 i the .. ynlr:otic and frequency Bias

5
0

01

• < w

pIs
n
<_

r

■i
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4o
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Adj echoes*
Verbs
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ascending method of limits. It can bo seen that nouns were

recognized ut lover thresnolds than. ..djectives u*.u adjectives

at lover thresholds than verbs, with higher .frequency items

across all syntactic classes being easier than lower

frequency items• -analysis >1 variance indicated that the

effect of syntax w.-.s significant al the C.01 level and that

01 frequency at the 0.001 level. Xhe interaction between

the effects of syntax and of frequency (v - 0.03) was inter¬

preted in the light of Figure 1 to mean that the effect of

frequency is greater on verbs than on nouns.

-v similar pattern has been consistently found in the

performance of normal subjects reading words presented both

centrally and to each of the visual half—fields by means of

a tachistoaeupe (Marshall J.O. and holmes J.h., unpublished

data), and in the errors of developmental and acquired

dyslexics and normal children learning to read (Hewcombe F,,

Holmes J.I. and Marshall J.C., unpublished data).

4.1.1.1. The syntactic bias

fhe errors of all six subjects which were lexical

items were considered in terms of the syntactic class of the

response as a function of the syntactic class of the

stimulus. The tables do not necessarily represent the total

error output of each subject; only those items where the

syntactic class of both stimulus and response was unambiguous,

or could reasonably be assumed to be primarily of one rather

tun; o iler c 1 -• s,s, vorc cc:xisidere I.
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-Cable 2i oyntactic 01 at, 3 .0, ..U-i.uj.us ca a, ^.c
Aop('QM9

jiI-ulub Noun
Nesoonse

Verb Adj 'Other'

J.C. Noun 38 (27.7) 6
Verb 17 (12.4) 12
Adj. 16 (11.7) 6

1Other * 2 ( 1.5) 1

S.T. Noun 34 (33.3) 4
Verb 13 (12.7) c
Adj . 21 (20.6) 0

•Other* 1 ( 1.0) 0

S3-4! 5.9)
7 ( 6.9) 0 (0)
4 ( 3.9) 1 ( 1 .0)
5 ( 4.9) 1 ( 1 .0)
2 ( 2.0) 3 ( 2.9)

J.B. Noun
Verb
Adj.

•Other*

23 (34.3;
11 (16.4
11 (16.4;
0 (0)

1 ( 1.5) 3 ( 4.5) 3 ( 4.5
8 (11.9 0 (0) 1 ( 1.5
1 ( 1.5) 2 ( 3.0) 2 ( 3.0
1 ( 1.3) 0 (0) 0 (0)

M.C. Noun
Verb
Adj .

'Other'

27 (37.0)
7 ( 9.6)
7 ( 9.6)
0 (0)

2 ( 2.7) 6 ( 8.2) 0 (0)
9 (12.3) 1 ( 1.4) 1 ( 1.4
2 ( 2.7) 3 ( 4.1) 4 ( 5.5
0 (0) 1 ( 1.4) 3 ( 4.1

•G. Noun 11 !?!:?! 1 ( 3.3) 1 ( 3.3) 2 6.7
Verb 4 6 (20.0) 0 (0) 1 ( 3.3)
Adj. 1 ( 3.3) 1 ( 3.3) 2 ( 6.7) 0 (0)

•Other' 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (10.0)

ii. . Noun 36 (36.4) 8 I( 8.1) 8
Verb 17 (17.2) 5 I! 5*1 3
-^-ij . 7 7.1 5 I 5.1) 3

'Other * 1 ( 1.0) 2 i( 2.0) 0

( S.I) 1 ( 1.0)
3.0) 3 ( 3.0)
3.0) 0 (0)
(0) 0 (0)
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The figures in brackets express the numbers of errors

in that category as a percentage of the total number of

errors.

Inspection of the error tables reveals a strong response

bias in favour of nouns which is, to some degree, independent

of the syntactic class of the stimulus word. This suggests

that, in a search through his internal lexicon to find a

lexical item compatible with his preliminary processing of

the visual array, the subject finds nouns more 'accessible'

and thus is more likely to respond with a noun. This kind

of finding allows one to start thinking of a lexicon in

terras of a store of words organized according to a plan that

bears some relation to the structure of language, that is,

to a plan in which the structural possibilities of a given

item will influence the way in which it is stored,

experience with language will enable the user to formulate

a heuristic principle of the sort: "in the absence of more

specific (detailed?) information, try the noun store first".

Further examination of the above tables suggests that it may

be possible to extend our heuristics.

The overall noun response bias apart, there is a ten¬

dency for verbs to be given in response to verbs (rather
than to adjectives) and, slightly less, adjectives in res¬

ponse to adjectives (rather than to verbs). This leads one

to speculate whether, physically, there is something

specially 'verbal' about verbs, or 'adjectival' about

adjectives, that serves to distinguish them from other

parts of speech. Clearly there is: it is a fact of the
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language that, for example, the past tense is often

signalled by an -ed ;ar er on verb stei s and that final -s,

indicates plurality, etc. Gibson (1971) and Bone (1972)

have presented psychological data -which suggest that the

presence of an inflectional ending oi a lexical item may

serve to "convey more information by the reduction of

uncertainty" (Bone, 1972) — possibly, in the context of

the present discussion, by enabling the heuristic prin¬

ciple to be extended to, for example: "if the final

configuration of the visual array (known to be 'informa¬

tive' (Bruncr and O'Bowd, 1958)) is of such and such a

for..., try the verb (adjective) store first; ia no

*1suitable match is found, try the noun store". The data

from f.C. involving stimulus words ending in -ten where,

it has been argued (see Chapter 3), the -ten configura¬

tion has 'called up' -tened. supports the view that some

visual patterns may have more practical value for cutting

down search times for particular types of lexical item than

others. If such a principle does operate, it does not

necessarily mean that the response item has to have the same

It may be that there are also such markers in word-
initial position, for example re-, in-, con-, pre-, etc.
Vernon (1929) noted, in this connection, "subjects .....

frequently in reading the longer words gave the prefix
correctly and also the suffix, for example -ion, -eel

*2
It is interesting to note tnat f.U. is the one of the

six subjects who does not show the overall noun bias in
Table 2. Tor him verbs are given in response to verbs,
and adjectives to adjectives, rather than to nouns. As
T.C. is, of the six, the 'best' reader this suggests that
he is making more efficient use of heuristic principles.
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ending as the stimulus item; different aspects of the

information available may contribute to the degree of

acceptability of, say, a verb as a response than served
itl

to start the search in the verb store in the first place.

The examples of 'verb-to-verb' and 'adjective-to-

adjective ' frusi the six subjects were examined in the light

ox this possibility. Unfortunately the number of errors

was not largo and the corpus was 'contaminated' by grapheme-

phoneme errors/2
There are twenty examples (out of forty—eight) of

stimulus words which are verbs in which the final configura¬

tion of the stimulus word involves & or £ and <£, a config¬

ure tion with a high probability of signalling a verb

(dibson, 1971; Bone, 1972). Of the remainder ten are good

examples of 'grapheme—to—phoneme' errors, for example,

-.rotect: 'protest*, and ten are likely to be 'whole word

recognition' errors, viz. sew? 'saw' and scald: 'scold'.

'Adjoctive-to-adjective' is an even smaller group,

and there is a greater range of possible 'adjectival'

*1
A similar principle underlies Thome's "computer model

for the percejitiou of syntactic structure" (fborne, 1968).
*2 All errors which were lexical items were considered
together in order to examine the data from the viewpoint of
frequency and syntactic biases —- to give an adequate cor¬
pus to work with. This was particularly important since
the necessity to reject neologistic responses, and items of
which the form class was ambiguous in both stimuli and
responses severely reduced the data-base for this type of
analysis. A drawback of this procedure is, however, that
frequently one feels that a given frequency and/or syntactic
bias is secondary to the assignment of phoneme-to-grapheme
on a one-to-one basis (see Chapter 3).
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endings. 11, wever, out of twenty-two examples there are

three instances of -al. two of -bio (with secondary stress),
two of -ious. onto of -y, one of -or and one of —ioth. Of

the remainder six are examples of 'grapheme—to-phonemo *

errors and six can reasonably be considered to be 'whole

word recognition* errors. Thus, while the present data

can in no sense be considered adequate to establish the

importance of verb or adjective 'signals* in the visual

array, it does suggest, in the light of the other experi¬

mental findings, that further inspection of dysphasia/
•*1 o

dyslexic errors for this type of 'signal' might bo fruitful. '

This notion of 'signalling' or 'surface raarkodness'

may also be reflected in the increased incidence of houn—

to-adjective' in the corpus of, at least, J.C. and T,

Given that both nouns and a large proportion of adjectives

(those not derived from other syntactic forms) are unmarked,

distinctions between them will be less clear—cut than

between other forra classes.

It is important to bear in mind that here it is a
heuristic principle rather than a deterministic one that
is being suggested; it is obvious that one can easily
think of other parts of speech than, say, adjectives which
end ih -y;» for instance*

*2
A list of words intended to elicit errors which slight

have been influenced by the appearance of the stimulus
word in just this way was used with J.C. and S.f. and is
presented as part of the corpora from the two men in
Appendix 1. Their responses are not inconsistent with
the above position; however, a more closely thought out
list needs to be constructed to examine this aspect of
language properly.
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4.1.1.2. The frequency bias

The effect of frequency,which means that words that

occur more frequently in the language will be easier than

less frequent words,has been illustrated in Figure 1. It

was felt that the body of errors subsumed under the 'whole

word recognition' lij.bel might be raore susceptible t,> the

effects of a frequency bias, but the appropriate calcula¬

tions indicated thai around 36 per cent of the resx^onses

were words o-. nigher frequency than the corresponding

stimulus iter in both Use 'whole word recognition' group

and the 'grapheme—to—phoneme' group, accordingly, the two

groups of data were considered together.

The exact percentage of items of higher frequency

which is required to establish or infirm the statistical

significance of the response bias is unknown. However,

the putative significance of the figure of 56 per cent is

supported by the fact that random selection of items of

all frequencies will favour items of lower frequency rather

than high (as one consequence of one of Zipf's laws (Zipf,

1935)), and in addition, the ' response bias' oj,era ted over

the responses of all six of the subjects; an effect of

word frequency over the data can probably be accepted.

4.1.1.3. Jyntax and frequency ' teracting

Having envisaged the internal lexicon as a store

organized according to the structure of language, and having

suggested that successful search in this store can be

facilitated by the employment of heuristic principles (that
is, on a probabilistic basis), involving likely form class
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markers, then it is possible that any effect of frequency

in the responses of the subjects nay be influenced by the

syntactic category of the stimulus item.

The number of items in the data where the frequency

of the stimulus was greater than the frequency of the res¬

ponse and the number of items where the converse was true

were examined in relation to the syntactic class of the

stimulus item over those items where the syntactic class

of the stimulus was unambiguous. Considering the classes

•noun', 'verb1 and 'adjective' only, it was found that not

only were the examples in which the frequency of the res¬

ponse was greater than that of the stimulus (il>6 .) in
X X

excess of the examples of the cowers© condition > ^,)
as expected, but also that the discrepancy between

and S -> a., errors was much greater for verbs and adjectives

than for nouns, a result that was true for all six sub¬

jects, and which therefore required, explanation. Ihwever,

calculation of the mean frequencies in the language of the

nouns, verbs and adjectives making r. the stimulus classes

revealed a huge disparity between the ranges of frequency

of items in the three syntactic classes, the verbs being

very much less frequent than either the nouns or adjec~
*

tives. This indicated that the three syntactic

cl sses were not comparable in difficulty, a.d in

This can possibly be accounted for by the fact that
the items in the stimulus categories were selected to be

(continued overleaf)
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Tact a Spearman's rank—order correlation ovor the ranked

lean frequencies of the stimulus nouns, adjectives and

verbs of the six subjects and the rank-ordered ratios of

> >
XX 1 I ■■■'01 y::

interpreted to «ieau that any apparent interaction of the

fre uency of the responses with t. e syntactic class of the

sti...uii was an artefact of this particular body oi data.

The possible effect of frequency was examined as it

afiected the syntactic class of the responses, over 377

nouns (mean frequency — to the nearest whole number —- 89

occurrences >er million words: . .i>. = 11.8), 108 verbs

(mean frequency 87 occurrences per million words; b.ii. =

13.6) and 82 adjectives (mean frequency 155 occurrences per

million words: 8.1), = 26.4), a t-test indicated that there

was no significant difference between nouns and verbs,

whereas the difference between nouns and adjectives, and
X

verbs and adjective:., was signifies ,t at the 0.05 level.

(continued):

unambiguous. It is likely that, as most of the verbs that
are common in the language can be used as nouns ( 'or exam¬
ple, walk, laugh). the requirement of unambiguousness res¬
tricted the choice of acceptable verb sti mix t low
frequency items, a restriction not so limiting for nouns
and/or adjectives.

# •, ; o .'a &lH|
x.ie t—tests were carried out over the frequencies of

the particular nouns, verbs and adjectives found in the
corjms o-u errors from the six subjects. This does not
take i: to account the frequency mean and standard devo¬
tion of the total populations of nouns, verbs and adjec¬
tives iii the lt i u

, o — information which is as yet
unavailable.
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'l'his selective effect of word frequency on adjectives

appears to reflect at least two facts of the language; the

Siuiiier j -r.ber of adjectives (types) relative to nouns

means that particular adjectives (tokens) wiii be used

more often, and the normal use of an adjective in conjunc¬

tion with a noun will boost the frequency of adjectives

relative to verbs as a consequence of the structure of sen¬

tences in ionglish — roughly ( (a) N V ( (a) K ) ) —— in

which the syntactic classes Noun and Adjective are poten¬

tially more frequent than the syntactic class Verb.

The inclusion in the data of the *60—word List1 of

Holmes, Marshall and Newcorabe's (1971) study in which words

had been matched according to their syntactic class and

their frequency allowed the syntax and frequency effects,

as they operated in the performance of the six subjects, to
#

be assessed statistically. The results are presented

diagrammatically in figure 2.

Friedman, two—way analysis of variance showed the effect
2

of syntax to be significant at the 0.02 level (0(r = 7), and

a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed—ranks test indicated a

significant difference between high and low frequency at the

0.05 level (two-tailed; TasO), Inasmuch as there is on

effect of syntactic class and of frequency, the results

In the case of «i.k., a score tor the adjective class
was provided by taking the mean of the score for the other
two syntactic classes at the appropriate frequency level.
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2: Mean Number of Items Correct on 60-word List
— Dyslexic Subjects
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corroborate the findings of Holmes, , arshall and

hewcotnbe 's (1971) study, in terras of the precise nature of

these effects, however, it is clear that one point — the

low frequency verb point — is dramatically out oi line

with the findings ..-resented in Figure 1. Hie fact that

syntax and frequency effects can be found suggests that the

•internal lexicon' of a .Language user is organized in such

... w-v as to reflect the 'junctional aspects its contents,

and to facilitate access to those items tlmt are 'needed'

... I the present time psychological research is mainly
concerned with linguistic categories that linguists would

(continued overleaf)
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more often. That the performance of the dyslexic subjects

is similar to that of normals suggests that, ir the case

of die brain-injured adult, injury results in interference

with the mechanisms of access and/or retrieval rather than

oi' storage.

Evidence from the aphasias, namely from the perfor¬

mances of patients with 'nominal aphasia' or Wernicke's

aphasia may suggest that the output of such patients is no

comparable to that of normal subjects under degraded

stimulus conditions in that it seems that noun retrieval

can be selectively impaired in these patients; a 'nominal

:■; basic might be expected to show << reversal of the noun-

verb relationship on tasks of this sort. In reply to this

it can be argued that the theoretical construct 'nominal

aphasia' may be misleading, in that it may reflect the

problems inherent in testing for, say, 'verb aphasi; *,

given the structure of language. 'nominal aphasia' is

usually posited on the basis of psychological tests like

'object—naming* (see, for example, hewcombe, Oldfield and

tfingfield, 1965); it is difficult to see how verbs could

bo tested in like manner.

la the case of the Wernicke's phasic whose output,

though fluent, is thought to bo devoid of nouns with

(continued)

consider s. :iewh. i gross, no:sely categories of nouns, verbs,
adjectives. It seems however, that a lexicon may be
structured with :.uch finer detail within these categories.
Caplan, Marshall and Holmes (forthcoming) have found that
wit. .ri the noun class, for example, different derivational
types of noun are differently processed.
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definite content, it seems likely that the restriction of

she impairment to nouns is aore apparent than real. It is

fact of nglish that there are many more relatively

unspecific verb proforms than noun proformsj constant use

of, say, thing when the patient cannot 1 find' more con-

crote noun will be very noticeable, and will tend to hide

the fact that in using go he may be substituting for walk,

drive, etc.

Up to this point all discussion about the performance

of the dyslexics lias been about single word reading. It is

plain that one can justifiably put the questions: What has

the reading of single words, completely divorced iTorn any

li-guistic context, got to do with reading proper? tfhat

about the part played by language itself thai was thought

to be so necessary in Chapter 1?

To throw some light on the potential interaction

betweori the response to the visual array and the effects of

context, the subjects were asked to read short passages of

continuous text (represented in Appendix i by the football

xcerpt for J.C. and the boys, and the hews xcerpis for

d,T»). These revealed that, with the exception of J.C.'s

"the was too hot .». —• ohi — ... the pace was too

hot", context provided little or no added information to

help the subjects, and that their attempts at those

individual words that were problematic were directly com-
*

parable to their attempts at individual words in isolation •

In the case of J.C. and .T. who attempted to read a
short list of nonsense syllables, the nonsense syllables

(continued overleaf)
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When they are attempting to read the subjects' impairment

means that thoy get no further into the hierarchical

edifice of language than the front door steps J

4,2. Import of the Comparison

Any discussion of the subjects which purports to be

in h. neurological mode must of necessity be constrained by

the limits of, and limitations on, our knowledge about the

human brain and its functions in development and maturity
— and breakdown. With this (not insi ;niL'icr.nt} proviso,

however, s eculatiou in this area may not be without value.

It was the medical fraternity who first recognized

the existence of developmental dyslexia (.iS, then, 'congen¬

ital word blindness'). The early neurologists viewed the

deficit in children in the light of their experience with

•word blindness' resulting from brain i.jury in adults.

Thej laid great emphasis on the similarity of the reading

performances of children to adults, and, s a consequence

of this emphasis, they attempted to .expli in the two mani¬

festations of the deficit in the same terms. Knowing that

word blindness in the adult followed injury to the left

hemisphere of the brain and being able with reasonable

(continued)

wore ..uckled. in exactly the same way as other items. It
seems that 'immediate word recognition' (dmith F,, 1971)
is not always available to the subjects. Recognition in
the sense of assigning sounds to the visual array only
tokos place at letter level; an auditory pattern is the
way in to the language mechanism for actual words for
these subjects.
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accuracy to localize the damaged area in the parieto¬

occipital region, the early workers in this field postu¬

lated damage to the angular and supramarginal gyrus areas

in the child with specific reading disability. This

extreme view, completely unsupported (then — as now) by

any pathological findings, xj*ovoked a reaction which

'threw a baby (the similarity of the reading performances

of' child and adult) out with the bathwater (the 'damage

hypothesis')' for the next seventy years.

One would not logically expect a breakdown in the

lc. uisition of the reading skill by the child to ;o.ve all

the possible ramifications of a breakdown in the already

acquirer reading ability of the adult — for instance,

far sis ,11 and Hewcombo 's (1971) case of 'deep' dyslexia;

there usi bo direct connections between the visual array

and the 'lexicon' before this type of dyslexia can be

possible . however, 1 have shown that at least one, more

'peripheral', type of error can be present in the reading

performance of subjects with both acquired and developmenta

To argue that 'deep' dyslexia is not a possible syn¬
drome of developmental dyslexia is not to argue that the
child cannot make 'semantic' errors. Marshall and
Newcombe (1971) note "semantic errors ^*j§» are charac¬
teristic of discourse reading in both children and adults;
they are furthermore characteristic of i,uod rather than
poor readers", and they cite Clay (1969), Gill (1970) and
doodman (1969) as evidence for errors like Mother askon —
'/'other said'. Morton (1964) has also pointed out that
"functionally equivalent" errors are common in adults
reading under time pressure. 'semantic' errors of this
type illustrate the ongoing working of one's linguistic
competence and are not directly comparable to 'deep' errors
made in the absence of contextual information.
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dyslexia} this tempts one to speculate about the possi¬

bility of mechanisms common to both deficits.

The child comes to the reading task at a time when

far the greater part of his cognitive experience has been

in 'visuospatial' terms. He has had to learn to control

his own body and to operate in his visual environment,

lessons that do not, in all probability, depend solely on

the visual modality — if one can extrapolate from the work

of Held and Hein (1963) who demonstrated, with kittens,

that it is not sufficient for the development of the

animal's operational efficiency in its environment that it

be able to see (even with movement), but that it must also

be able to control its own movements in conjunction with

the seeing, thus, presumably, getting kinaesthetic feed¬

back and the reinforcement of experience in the tactual

modality.

This extension of the scope of 'visuospatial* is

important} Hecaen (1969) pointed out that the inferences

to be drawn from the clinical work relating to hemispheric

differences in function "make it obvious that these defects

(in visuospatial ability) are not related to one sensory

modality", that is, the right hemisphere is not simply a

'visual' hemisphere. Given hemispheric specialisation, it

seems that the right hemisphere could be speci^^-2®^- £°r
the type of processing that underlies 'spatial' ability

ixxdependent of modality, a notion better expressed by models

like that of defames (1968), Levy (1969) or Cohen (1973)

(see Chapter 1.4.).
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The so-called 'visual' element in readiiig is now seen

as one asj^ect of visuospatial ability subserved "predomin¬

antly" (Buffery and Gray, 1972) by the right hemisphere.

Given the child's relative inexperience with the other

major cognitive component of reading (that is, the linguistic)

coupled with the wealth of experience he necessarily has

with visuospatial abilities (in the extended sense), and

adding to these the potentially misleading nature of the

reading task which looks as though it should properly be

approached with those same 'visuospatial' strategies, it is

not difficult to see how a child might beco ie bogged dowxx

in "visual details and visual operations" (holers, 1969),

relying too much on the ability of the right hemisphere.

The clinical findings relating to the localisation of

brain injury and the consequent functional deficit (see

Although it can be argued that the child has control
of the structural properties of his language at the time
when he begins to learn to read (McNeill, 1970), he does
not have the range of linguistic experience which enables
the mature skilled reader, when reading, to rely primarily
on his linguistic competence with the bare minimum of
attention given to individual, and perhaps widely-separated,
features of the visual array.

Biemiller (1970) has presented evidence demonstrating
that, although he may not have the full range of linguistic
experience to draw upon, the normal child does 'call up'
his language skill; he found that normal children,when
learning to read,first made 'semantic' errors, then refused
to attempt a response, then made grapheme—phoneme errors,
followed by a mixture of both 'semantic' and 'grapheme-
phoneme'. serhaps in the case of dyslexic children the
first stage, that is, making 'semantic' errors, is omitted
with the result that it is more difficult for them to adopt
linguistic strategies at a later point in the sequence.
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Chapter 1.4.) have been supplemented by work with 'split-

brain' patients who have undergone surgical resection of

the corpus callosum for the relief of epilepsy (Gazzaniga,

19705 Gazzaniga, Bogen and bperry, 1963, 1965, 1967;

Milner, Taylor and operry, 1968), supplemented by the

evidence supporting the notion of functional differences

between the hemispheres from exxseriiaents in which an

(ethical) attempt has bee . made to 'spilit' a normal brain

with either dichotic listening techniques (Bakker, 1967;

Chaney and Webster, 1965; kimura, 1963b, 1964; Knox and

kimura, 1970; iilner, 1962; otuddert-Kemiedy and

ohankweilor, 1970) or with tachistoscopic presentation of

material in left and right visual half-fields (Bryden and

iiainey, 1963; Cohen, 1972; Durni'ord and Kimura, 1971;

Gibson, Kirnond and Gazzaniga, 1972; Kitnura, 1967, 1969;

•KlatzLy u d . Ikinson, 1970; Mc heever and Gill, 1972;

Mckeever and Huling, 1970, 1971; white, 1972). This evi¬

dence confirms the findings of the clinicians that verbal

abilities are associated with the left hemisphere and non¬

verbal with the right.

The demonstration that the two hemispheres react

differently to different kinds of material in the normal

brain, and the possibility of a 'right hemisjjhere set'

because of his previous experience, suggest that the problem

for the normal child when faced with reading may be in

'realizing' that language is a necessary key to the process.

On this interpretation he must relinquish his 'right

hemisphere strategy' (operating on visual details and their
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mutual spatial relationships) and must establish a 'balance'

between the left and right hemispheres with the weight in

favour of the left hemisphere which contributes its lin¬

guistic coiaxsetence and the implications thereof — a contri¬

bution that will get steadily heavier as linguistic

experience enables the child to make greater and more

efficient use of his linguistic 'knowledge'•

it has been thought that, although the maturo brain

exhibits lateralization of function, "there is no evidence

(at less than fourteen months) of cerebral lateralization

of function" (Lenneberg, 1966). This has been interpreted

to mean that the human brain is, at birth, undifferentiated

with respect to hemisphere function, and develops lateral

specialization as it matures, an interpretation supported by

the evidence from cases of traumatic aphasia resulting from

injury to the left hemisxHiere in children, buch evidence

suggests that complete recovery is not ruled out beyond five

years of age which in turn suggests that language need not

be uniquely a function of the left hemisphere at this age

(Zangwill, 1960). However, the fact that language need not

bo uniquely a function of the left hemisphere at this age

does not rule out the possibility (indeed, given the weight

of the evidence, the probability) that it is preferentially

a function of the left hemisphere, Kimura (1963b), for

examx>le, found a right ear (that is, left hemisphere) advan¬

tage (using dichotic listening techniques) in children from

the age of four onwards, and Taylor (1969) found evidence

from epilepsy to support the notion of a shift of functional
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activity from ike right to the left (language) hemisphere

at a time compatible with the early stages in the acquisition

of language. Work with heiaisphe reeternized patients who had

been so treated to relieve infantile hemiplegia indicates

that, whilst language can be reacquired by the right ho.si-

sphere, better recovery of function is associated with younger

. ;e rt time of operation (Basser, 1962; hrynauw, 19505

HePic, 1961). The evidence from hemisphe re e touy is also

consistent with establishment of language in the 'minor'

hemisphere as a direct result of disease in the major hemi¬

sphere. In such cases the hemisphere which was removed would

no longer be the one that was the 'dominant' (for language).

Taylor's (1969) g>aper not only indicated that the left

hemisphere becomes "functionally active" at the time when

language is being acquired, but also presented evidence

consistent with the shift in predominantly right—hemisphere

to predominantly left-hemisphere "activity" being earlier in

females. It has long been a popular belief that girls are

more 'verbal' than boys (Broverraan, Ivlaiber, kobayashi and

Vogel, 1968; darai and Bcheinfeld, 1968), a belief

reinforced in nil probability by the fact of the female's

general raaturaiional advantage over the male (iiutt, 1972;

Duns ted anil Taylor, 1972; Taylor and uunsted, 1972). This

includes the develoxmieut of speech (Terman and Tyler, 1954).

The nature of the 'verbal' superiority of females needs to

be clarified. Hutt (1972) examined the evidence and

stressed that the female's verbal superiority is one of

fluency rather than reasoning, comprehension or size of
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vocabulary} she considered that the female's excellence in

verbal, as veil as in some non-verbal, skills Lies in the

execution thereof.

In spite of this proviso about female excellence in

verbal abilities, sex differences in the sensory capacities

basic to different functional abilities (inclucuug the

verbal) can be found. In those —- auditory — skills which

necessarily uxi&erly language girls have been found to be

superior (Corsa, 1959} Kagan and Lewis, 1965} ochaie,

Baltes and btrother, 1964) in contrast to boys who are better

at visual perception (Burg and liulbert, 1961; Kagan and

Lewis, 1965).

Although the fundamental perceptual mechanisms for

audition and vision must be bilaterally represented in the

brains of both males and females, the evidence, though

circumstantial, does indicate that, in respect of the more
*

specialised aspects of audition and vision that are

predominantly subserved by one hemisphere rather than the

oilier, the different roles (reproductive, social, behav¬

ioural or what you will) of males and females have resulted

It is those aspects of 'audition' and 'vision' which
are fundamental to man's 'reason' that are Interallied (see
text following), btuddert-Kemiody and bh&nkweiler (1970)
have argued for the existence (in the hemisphere destined
to develop language) of a mechanism specialized to extract
1inputs tic parameters from auditory input, and Vella, Butler
and Glass (1972) presented evidence that suggests that the
temporal lobe area of the non-language hemisphere (the area
that corresponds to that area in the language hemisphere
which is thought to mediate more 'central' language processes,
namely Wernicke's area or the supr&raarginal and angular gyri)
may be predominantly involved in the 'high-level' processing
of information from the primary visual receiving areas in
TirH-.h nrrir.i-fsl 1 f-.hraa
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in the development of different hemispheric sets in the two

sexes.

Note that one does not have to support a theoretical

position that argues for a selectional advantage conferred

on the male, in his role as, for example, hunter, by visual

(spatial? — see following) skills. The differexit abilities

of the sexes could be a consequence of a more thorough

'read—out1 by the I chromosome of the male of the information

carried in his genes (Ounsted and Taylor, 1972). The extra

'read-out' by the X chromosome of the information relating

to those skills thai the organism has to learn first (that

is, visuospatial skills) saay require in the human male, more

(left) hemisphere 'room'; this may result in less 'room',

relative to the distribution of function in the female, for

linguistic abilities in that left hemisphere.

Buffery and Gray (1972) have adopted the above position

with some fervour. They argue for a specific (possibly

spocies—independent) spatial ability in the male which is

not learned, but which is part of his genetic endowment.

The consequences of this position (in the light of the other

evidence) then include more clearly demarcated hemispheric

sxiecialization in the female with respect to linguistic

versus visuospati&l skills.

The implications for reading and dyslexia of such

sx>eculation are manifold. I have argued that reading has

two aspects, the linguistic and the, now, visuospatial.

It is plain t h,a t these two aspects must be integrated by

the reader, and, indeed, it is hardly new to talk of reading
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as a problem in cross-modal integration (ivatz and beutsch,

1963). 1 have also shown that the clinical and experimen¬

tal evidence points to different locales for the processing

of these two aspects. The 'cross-modal integration' is

thus between modes of representation in the two hemispheres*

The fact that the mechanisms for the more utou&tic

behaviours of the human organism are bilaterally represen¬

ted, whereas the 'higher' cognitive faculties requiring

coxiceptualization and reasoning are asymmetrically repre¬

sented, together with the fact that 'non-reasoning' animals

show little evidence of hemispheric asymmetry (but see

Nottebohm, 1971, 1972} Webster, 1972), links asy. otric

representation with the higher cognitive processes and

suggests that the more complex the function the more

autonomous should be its control — and the less the inter¬

ference from the other hemisphere. In this connection

Diraond (1972) argues persuasively for the concept of the

"double brain", each half of the 'double' having control

over its own sphere of operations without (necessarily)

having to confer with the other half.

If tliis is so, then reading is a cognitive skill of a

new (phylogonetically speaking) order of difficulty .

Unilateral hemispheric control of different cognitive

functions must be established in the brain of the developing

Gazzaniga (1970) claims that the child is effectively
a split-brain preparation since rnyelination of the

(continued overleaf)
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child before that child can learn to integrate these

functions at a 'higher* level in order to master the reading

skill.

This hypothesis can shed a new light on various

aspects of developmental dyslexia. If mixed and/or lo.i

handedness is taken to be an indicator of mixed laterality

(see -napter 1.2.}, then, jiTen the increased incidence of

mixed and/or left—handed children in the dyslexic, as

opposed to the normal population, the reading problem can

be ascribed to the failure to develop sufficient indepen¬

dent control of the hemispheres and their individual

functions with the resulting increased difficulty of inte¬

gration. The concept of a maturational. lag can si?ailarly

be accounted for in terms of a delay in establishing

laterality with the added advantage that an answer to the

question, Why does the delay specifically effect reading

and not other cognitive skills? can now bo formulated. It

is evidently not critical for the development of the other

(continued)

cross-callosal fibres which relay 'high-level* information
from on© hemisphere to the other occurs relatively late in
development; if true, this suggests that even ontogen¬
etic,lly sneaking integration of the functional abilities
of the two hemispheres is 'new*.

The fact that the child can name objects at first
glance casts doubt on this notion of the 'split—brain child';
however, perhaps the 'high-level* nature of the information
transfer is crucial in that what the corpus c&llosum is
really relaying is information by means of which the res¬
pective contributions of the two hemispheres are
systematicall,v transformed.

t
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cognitive skills that lateralization imply totsl separa¬

tion of the functions involved (Zangwill (1960) stressed

the number of ill-lateralized individuals in the population

at large, and Buffery and Gray (1972) argued for some

degree of natural 'mixedness' of function in the language

hemisphere of the male). However, it is no I unreasonable

to suggest that individuals with lesser degrees of cerebral

asymmetry of function will be more 'at risk' in a situation

involving integration of two differently processed abilities,

without this implying illat they are in any way inadequate

when using the component skills in isolation* The notion

'at risk' also speaks to the observed incidence of both

sex—and handodness-differences in relation to developmental

dyslexia, days will be more 'at risk' in the development

of lateralization of function ter se and/or more 'at risk'

in the development of a sufficient degree of lateralization,

thus it will be more difficult for them to acquire the

skills required for reading; there are more boys among the

dyslexic population than girls* Given that laterality and

handedness are correlated — however imperfectly, then the

left- or „ixed~hai«ier will be more at risk with respect to

reading; there are more left-or mixed-handers in the

dyslexic than in the normal population, and more boys thaii

girls are loft-handed.'

If the general trend of this speculation is roughly

correct, such a hypothesis has an added 'perk'. If

reading depends on a 'balance' between the abilities proper
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to each hemisphere (however weighted the balance might be

in one direction rather than ax.. ihex), then a major dis¬

ruption of that balance (caused by, for instance, a

gunshot wound or cerebrovascular accident) will disturb

the reading skill. The dyslexia (or, indeed, other cog¬

nitive impairment) that follows such e lesion may result

not simply from loss of a particular component oX the

reading (or other) ability, but rather from interference

with the integration of functions..' subserving' .reading, .or

other cognitive skills (Von Monakow, 191•>).
Certain consequences follow from this positi on. If

reccing requires both left ;ud right hemisphere skills,

then damage to either hemisphere could rpoteatially result

in dyslexia, there is little evidence available that

speaks to the issue of 'right'* 'nendsphere dyslexia' with

the exception of a study .by Hurdle, iibcaeu, Dubois and

Aagelergue# • (lf65) which 1 ed these authors "to .postulate
.

the presence is that (rig.ht; hemisphere of certain basic
elements of speech production ..... in connection with the

spatial arrangement of n/ritiea signs (dyagraphia and

dyslexia of a spatial na thre.vith parietal lesions in the

first case and occipital lesions in the latter ease)"

(Hecaeu, 1969). fib© cossposition of some of the relevant

clinical populations (that is, of those whose injury is of

external origin) does' not, in .fact, augur well for the

likelihood of finding such evidence; patients with such

injuries as enable tfhe cliaieian to make reasonable claims

ao w Ui« iun«id wl the insult arc, in the ;.;ain, men
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(that is, soldiers with bullet and■shrapnel sounds), and

the fact of their being male (if Bufx'ery and. vray {'191(2)
arc correct) vill moan that they have left hemisphere

'spatial ability* thus, presumably enabling them to process

written input intrahomispherically rattier than inter-
.y

hemispherically. in populations where the lesion has an j ,
internal origin (for example, cerebrovascular accidents,

- ■ ' ' i ■ i

| . •' >
tumours* absesseB^ etc#) sex differences hive been looJ^ed

, " - ' _ ' AA)'v f

for but infrequently, to my knowledge no studies have

been reported which bear on the nature and cortical,

correlates of acquired dyslexia as they eight affect the

two sexes differently*
-''1 ll '

A hypothesis each as the foregoing is at this point in

time speculation based on eircumsiajatial evidence*. Its

main attributes are that it can. account for observed facts

in developmental dyslexia, e*nd that it can bring both

developmental and acquired dyslexia under the same

theoretical umbrella*

If developmental antl acquired dyslexia are brought

together, then the inference to bo drawn from the analysis

of this data is that brain injury to the adults has

resulted in *regression* (a notion%put forward —~ but not

substantiated — in the context of aphasia by Jakobson

(1968)). This means that the emphasis of the early

neurologists was wrongly placed. Developmental dyslexia

is riot like acquired dyslexia; what is interesting is that

acquired dyslexia is like developmental dyslexia. Brain
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A large question mark hangs over this exposition. It is

a question highlighted by one aspect of the present data.

The subjects o: assign so no kind of sound sequence to the

orthographic array; this suggests thet the left and right

hemispheres are working together at some level when the

subject is, i.i so o sense, 'being dyslexic'. But sounds are

being assigned to symbols on a one-to-one basis rather than

being decoded as a proper part of language. Where is the

boundary separating 'higher* from 'lower' cognitive

abilities?

It seems that we need (as always) to know more — about

language, 'space' and the brain.
i

/i
•

, % - *
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APPENDIX I

The following is a comprehensive statement of the responses

unle by each subject L the words resented to him ior

reading, plus a transcript of his reading of a short passage

( excerpt fro:;; a newspaper article foe thai 1 for J.C.,

J.B,, M.C., 'i'.C. and k, and excerpts fro - news items for

o.T.). A short list of nonsense syllables which J.U. and

E.T. attempted to pronounce is also included. responses are

given as lexical items (in single quotation marks) where a

lexical item was considered to have been offered and in a

phonetic transcription elsewhere; no response or

"don't- know" is signalled by "D.k." The letters and digits

on the 60—word list indicate the frequency in the language

of the ite.. as assessed bp Thorndike and Lorge (1944). In

the passages oi continuous text errors are underlined, and

followed bp the correct item in brackets. The lull text of

the football excerpt for J.6. and the four boys is placed

before J.C.'s attempt at reading the text; the full texts

of the news excerpts for o.f. precede the transcript of his

attempt at reading.



2

Traumatic dyslexia

J.d.: "air. List

wie f'&b-.■ 'AJo--'ob' • • <^balL ■A.'ba.lj
uove 1/

acknowledge .k.

, . .L..

l. C tui ^

affront 'oi ten' .

• • . . . 'op»Vs(-J . . . D. <
x litI ^

ausi

.ia

align l).h.

a ...» I'M. OnS ■ . . • . .

. . . L/

. J >up 1 L/

x . ^ t, ^

an ' and'

,.»i c i.r ■ *a<^stoe»1

axid 'end'

j „ x f'dts .. ,'du.. 'a.s<oei-?1- • •

T*h 6J
-li-e - f<Xp.. :<xp.. ..'czpa. ■ ■

dt!ps.: j . .ki^p^e^'
" jt' X"' ^

fei'pr^s ...'preis.-.W? -'Ap
• - ■ r£j(". <kplifrei(-j

r.-ii r c. ' ... ^Pprdm]
arrive ^

a Sk ^ 0 C ... iiO ! • . . X--/

ate ||'at. . . Sk j ..
. "b.K.

aunt o/

baby c

ball

banam

barge 'ba rgai '

bathe •bath*

beak ♦bark'

beas t

beat 'bet' ... 'ber' '
'beat' ... ♦bet' . . . VX"

beautii'ul ^

bed

begin 'begging'

be lieve £ bi11 fov . .. ba'/Aiv ... bv (ivJ
bend |"h<5wi - - 'bg^dj. ./bCLvn^eub J
between ^

bicycle |"baik! . ..'bdJk/j...'b/'te5
bide £bn k J . . . ^
b i rc ^

b i r tiid ay ^

biscuit I'boskj ... i/
blame 'balloon'

blue ^

board ^



J.C.i lu List (continued)

boat 'both* ... No!.. .['bou'J

bout 'boat' ... No J ... l/

bread 'breed'

.. fbl<aid...'bl-id?d]
...lbridged'...'br;dge'.L.

bristle 'brittle'

buried U.K.

bur '. o '

^bc5>2.T J . . . c/
buzz 1/

. Fkat^...'k&jT...'Uf.-'u..
'fc^u.h 'UJV... 'fcAsj[u]J

can

0/

] • ■ .'cariridic.'

[pof] ■ - .MKDugU.t''
• -. 'SAh^g J . .. v/
... ^

J^dJk....• - ■' ■ - ■'
character D.K.

1^... s ...f...'0...'(o]..
'

'SKOW?0'

circle ^

ci t \s*

clo

close ^

clothes 'cloths'

CvHio £kob...'k.cb] . ■ "Ce>d>>
cog

coin '' ... do'. ••. 'Co\ I'

f'kols\...'kptdnei .. .'kol. ■ ■
■fcotplo./ ...' kola • • -'hpI • - -Vs ...' ko'-..'vvgjj

j^bfoAA . . .'fcfiiiodoe • J . .. 0/
-;i or i, i i o j^kon-fo^. ..'kp^foj... ^

res. W.... s ... Kki^p... (caaa ... p
...■2.1^7 4COA^po?<ki 0n ^

... kOK\s1. . £Coi*,se</J' J... do1.
[kpi'x'SSl'J

{^gk . . ,'kp^ . .. 1 kp^k]
cough 'caught* ... U.K.

[k J ... "b.k .

Fk/o/\* . .. 'krR>f\Jos>...'kr^^Jo?
^

- ..



o'.O.i . in List (continued.)

...... ^

£d'i... cSi'bH-... cii'bg.1']
y

I. o ... >j ..

delicious JU.ii.

L/

£&... dad'h^n]
dip... <d.'p... d't'polr...

di'ppK .. di'pou.fj .. deh-pO-rf-'. ..
Wo (describe u.

design D.&.

£chs---'dlS.-• dns'Jps... fcinsj
Fdi. . ,'di ■ • • cJi'i^exv..

ci'i' /v\ o ...' elQj^ 0j*jz£ J
Pci; P ■ ■ .'ci'iP... cii'fei^s...

di'fs...'fciWi... di'fe
f'diP.. .'d;P -.. di'fes...

di'^i-sl • - • eh'^nsj]
[di'grg> ... di'grsj-J
£di'p... 'dapj.. .'eL&fe^d'

direction 'decision'

dise tX 3 0 ["'dns - -. di'^'isj
^'dsws>-d -..'dsu/... 'cisve

- -d sw s-d 1

■ - ■ 'dios\ ..Sc^iJ
aoor vX

^dfcb^-lrj ... "b.K .

k/

y ... ... o/

*... c>i'-ftn-d•.. cb'-fW;-.. dofe^
• ••

. 'dipfe-re^ce5'

sacn

k/

i/

v>

y

eight

elephant

... y

^>v\ ... n/dbts>s... 'b'bos]

engine ' n rain'

>/ ' i. 1;*

enough i).K,

Js vd • •• "ivrd J
£tOi... cX'w>&....' iud< . ..'its'J

exaggerate U.K.

££fcsp.-. SKS'pl€iju\j
eye 'eyes'

fade

«L £t X til

['f*d ]
^ . . ''j-i.bJ • - • ' j-DlA-flCs '

r _,P-foOj.rv<-£i>(^-. .'-■£>« if. • .'-fdMif ..'-fou/wCif ..

... AOI' fojMoujcd. ..ffo/wousi
^p. ■ ■ 'XjtoSlr .- • '^tOSfvxj
y

f©ather 'further'



J.o«; fain List (continued)

ee< v/

i'ibre pplbf? . . . 'pibn J
field 'feed'

.filthy ' faulty'

ire ' j ir •

jlp3 ■ . . - - v/
L/

' (lor' ... 'for '

['Pt?lk ]

'' '
... vio!

■ . . 'for 0;^lel^•,
('Pon.-.<ffoS+y>. Klo1. .-•

1/

jip;d--. fiA\dj
irieud ' rightened*

frighten

mi 1 ^

gain •/

gaol 'gaol*
V/

O wo ^

fw

t/

gauge h.h.

x/

gesture U.K.

get ^
lasses v/

'
r s t e ■■ ^TS.-.'las+e^ ... 0a'/rs-fvi j

■ 1 OVi ^

goal 'gaol'

gorge
••9s _

government

Fkouq.. .'Opuq... 'qpq ■■. qs'r&uq
pa' rfe^i... . .. b 6 .

i/

1/

grading

gradual

i 0 £dr-p... d?1 <"ip J

. . ' i:Oi

grieve ' -rave'

grind ' rinned'

group U.K.

guard 1/

guest U.K.

gyp»y 1/

half ' heelthy' ...

hammer

head
\S

healing 'heading'

health
•

■>

A_



J« C» ; . .ain List (continued)

[•Ai]
heard 'heard'

• • • ho'
'head'
'head'

\S

! eight t/

heroic D.iv.

high 'height*

*,is

hiss [^J1]

horse 1/

hour ^

house 'hours'

howl ^

hutch ^kcolr.. 'Kol-■ • AohJ ...\/

icicle D.h.

ic!o. ['ci.<d|
idon I i fdi1 d i . V ciet/J-.. P^'difi

- ]■ ■ ■ 1/
idiot • - 'ind? • ■ • Vdpf-j
ignorant F'v\ . ■. . .. l>.k.

i . . o £>\... •••

imagine .o<)!gei
iir.j i . tie. ['m^p... 'ou . '-Vwpouz ...

'iaaX>OX ... . .'iK^pr.^h'

['igg .. . '">rv^pj
incense ' increase 1

inch P. .'W?...
'""^k-vs • - "i^ts . .y"n~'kJ;J

ind i. c t f i^d-3..-iwd.. SiA.das...1

pVxcitoSK. • Ii/\ci&>sl'-. • ■
l-Vvd&3l's>i»s y.

Insect 'siskj..

ieres £fh'J ... t/
n/\... fc •. .'VkK.. '/vvel h.

...'•Vx'-W.-.f-J. . . v/
intt

J -■ trudo £r\. ..' 3*\l-... Suvd- . -W+J<5>b. •

o^+vfecTj'. .. KIO'. . ■ - • c ei/douSf"1
\S

{JfZls^ci - • • 'ids^dj
xssue »/

y

j ud gmen t 'justice'

juice 'just'

kernel K*

^•fcOQfc . .

kiss h.K.

kni fe ^

knob ^

knot

■ 'knoJ l/



J.kMa i n Jk c-' t ( c or.tlnued)

1 bo I ^

lace 'lice'

pi'tMod J .. .

u/

>w

1 n r.'-.eli ' 1 ititly' ... hoi

lathe

r <*> Tld©/
I lc?u_lr I fc>0j . . . 'lou-vge3

aver

! p «ve ^

'o i1 ■■1 <■> ^be.... 'bgrj^bT - - 'la^bo
^ *0]

' : Mo ' ' el'

,

life 'lift'

ii h two if] ^

; W

i/

! ' t an [' lasbo... 'hslp^l. .

^Lj Sfo *v 3
: ' 110 ' ' e t or ' ... W

lock 'look'

h ■ Ic p fog ... 1 fcQs ...' log ..! logs]
'load'

lush

-USt

W

i/

manoeuvre jJ.a,

mare haJ
r/w^Qano -.. 'rv^G.q<?iA3 ..

'rKCX^'S'rS*^. . AM3'Cj&w J .. .
■

; ) or • •' r**3 • • ' oaoJ
o ^

;eat ^

edal 'medical'

ie FoAad'...'jvv%dl . ..'fvoch •. Wad'
- -

- 'A/odl J. . . v/
t, e 1.. ^

!el low -/

ess.we £M.£.S .. . Sndgj-- • ^
;n e ta ] ^

...ice w

r: id die ^

il< ' i;ii J.k' ... hoi ,.. £/vv\lcf^J... */
ile 'milk' ... No' ... 'nils'

'. ild ' ... 'mill '

foiS-. ,'^SS3.. VS.S?n...'/Vv£S.. .

L 'rutsrn 3 • • • '/vdseru 3
javxak. -. k.. '«A.a('J

...o. j'Cii j|/v\prvcdrj"...'rv\OA3rto^..'r*.o^3filj*J
'

o [(V\ pl/"VJ... D.t.
months ^

...-.• U. or

w
-J1U tux
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J.C.: Main List (continued)

mouth

£rw OS • ■ .. 'rv\fc>sj
(V\ tog ] .. . ^

muscle 1/

f'h. olrz^l --• lnDfcl'3trvl[...L ' Voctwvveu' 'J
f iT\C^r$v\...' Ti. . . .'itnCsIX . • ■1 1 ior^S ^

fnouzh. . .'ndufih]
['r\ b\<zr-\ ] . . . o/

£ Kj U (Ail - ■ •
' '

. . . . .jJiA-xdj
iioco 'nice'

noise 'nose'

r strl"; ['now2.1 .. .'</n02u3<"*i...
'loozdr I "I

/ 'not >/

now

'/VCbS .. . 'S&wjd.-.'^^h-s7
^ tKvo^€^se->

it [oUrvuf-.. .' OrwttJ
K/o( [pn-.-'Dns]once

one 'on'

: i/

i/

orchestra U.K.

our 'hour' ... No.'

['<iuo\... J... ' Otog^'own

pain

^polr^N J . . . i/
j'PA^-- 'pd^J ■ ■ ■Lpa^)

[pA.hr pioj. .. V/. . /pch/o I *
o; < o w/

peal

I>ear

1/

fop<&s •• .'tobo:.sJ...'aJb9ewu.>^
• • . [fcb^C^]

[«op ... 'obs ... ob'Si&sJ...b.K.
j^p3s/i... 'pish.. ,'p; mi]

peel i/

oi •off1

W<

offer

! oer 'pair'/'pear'

pea ^
o • i : fp^ci/\sj

penny K

po er [ptopj . -
i/



[■■>f-q---[tjlo,]

y

*M*fTOSTTJ3OD0.I

fndcs.cj

-jcfesJ••■-idis.v.j

'"■d[z^j•••-)»S,LJ''"c"-sLj,-sejJ

tr̂s5̂-

*̂*(JJOO.r

y

y

/>

y

y

y

©1rno

taxn'!

UOTISOI

neon

■^z^J^
■■■%%<vqj

/>o/,e<J]

iJTV I,tw,J•I

c<r)arod,-■[r̂ajd,]

<20v>3j3-<d,■••ĵ_lp*K>jd,•"rOjCL,

'"[$z±y°jd-J^yojdJ

y

"[L|eqdc/J

y

yjd]

l>0«2r<

Tnvnoj

y^

"

■&LTlscl"SLzlej

y

1WQSOJtd

>q-^-israjc'.-'-js-iJcl,"s^--pajd,

Wp^jd,

--'is^szj<JiJ

OSTO0JU

snoioaid

■■■plpr̂ja;•t>pi-j,«d'•p?pLjdljo[pSp^jd,•-

p?pi.jdi"DOJ,cc)
•JOd,'odj

':r(i

/->

T33T^.TX0

(&^'//

Qc/,'[')p*~>oSl■■-nodJ

y

•'•[iviod.J

*M*fTot̂tnsmatiet

ell

•'-*ycj-,---rs»(djw

[•rejd,

•■■');3|d,"'pcp!?>idlj

y

01

UT'

,

oxbjcI,-*<>

•••,0Xi3T<r(^in

qq,

"•i.°n,

**rtt>tn

I

tu®lu|

OXK.IT

aoXIT

0TT

fstjnod.,,

•••5^,ed
'"ĵjdj

>1or?'
c3v,Q^^

[svdi

■'"sd̂]

■}-q;

oax®1'

ns.isd
•--[dfcE.cid■•-ujiztec)J

•;yq••■fi-swajJ,
■■--fevvcuc/j

(ponrrtxoio\Xo
T1"

*•*0*P
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o • i* * I

res .rg.s-f-3<\i'.. rts'-fe^j
re*

rough

rout

\y

•book'

\y

rauJr.. .Tdnt-7... Mo'. ..J Vuq>

rpDu . .'rou.i-v.. ^o1. ..

Tdul-J
roi )' O | (ES-u^o/x : - •' n*L J ... •rijdiu.t'VV.J

fseifsrfi]

wb'.fs...?
• ..'SteSo«cf- -. 'sais^d]

[strop ... sfcu€J.pl--'saeap1
Mo1 ...jkfcrd.p(...'streipl] &j [skrap! j

[ s ... 'Sgj/dr ... '

[j sfcrtorv^ .. .'SfcTKifw ...

£'Sfcrcif\^J

ere j^S^riS ... Sft»s... Sto'os"]

k.fc.

l/

circle

• an« »

•/

share 'shore'

y

pJouJci ...'jdaxJdjoP [jom-ld]
jjou^ld?] . .. v/

Ofsd...f£ri] »8»d...5id^'^]
shri ! 1 -• fsu«it\. . ['J-il]

FsatcsS - -.' SAi. ■ .'Siq^7. .. v/. ._. Mo1.
'Sig^-1. -. Mo! - -. \S • - ■ - •

si 'sing'

b.t

'sign' -ure

... <S-i'l£uJ\.. s-p'h-J'.- St' Is^f --■

SVlfcMr-- S?'(TM']...<:SilfcuCe.)... [jSAi 1 IfciMrJ
1/

l/

'slot'

fsCblo?-.. Sob. ■ • Spbfc] .. .'Si/J2>i/^rbs;
.[S<*»b ■ • • ' sob ] • - ■ */

i/

solve £?>olv/...' se; Im .. .'seW...' solv/]
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■■mueaJ

SOUl© V-/

(cfU ^ 'Su6j
fjdui^ci ■ ■ •' j~£i/vcJ J

ff... '(teqoros.. .'(kas • ■ -'fccsci...
'Jkfpsi-.'. .'j&gsrpsf'_.. 'S2gj^s>s(-J

'sure'

V-/

('503. -S . ..'plr. ...'Sup>> ■ ■•
i ^ ' ]'^nr^pn„J

|spa... 'sp& j... D.fc.

IU1T

suite 'suit'

\y

£ S<^ <£>d .

symphony . h «

. 'S^Pcij

o i >JL X'U X

six Fbps... S^'pldS.-.^'plSkS...
S>'pleis - • ■ Sa'pias ]

Htu...'Spu ••• S^puA.-.'pon ...

'pOuir> . . S^'poulkn ■ • • S>Vpui^3
F"bpn 6 - - ■' spread ... reid] ...t 'Spra^e*}J |W" & 0. .. '4 clb J ■■ . i/
[ s ...' sc&s.. 'Se&prs>f\... SGi'pn^f' --.'pn^r...'Sc&prn^l-J

teciu

tele i

. t 0 "IiX vctX

aliono

U • Iv«

telejXilO XXX 3 t * telephone'

tent l/

^
.. . t>.fc . 1

that fee. 'Go... '&&2J

£s+P... 'S.4juw>^. .. v/
[°S+k. ..'Sffiwvv .. . '=>•*]... i/
Fsfs.. ,'stx.. .'reiK.. SV3'/-fcd*

--• StX'/'nd^ . - . 'S+Sf-id^j
strength *-

Til©

s "towax

SlOii.t c

strange

^'^3 ] - - [jQei'S-./GoSj
thirtieth fO-30j...cfc&U0Uj'>

---'GoH --.'03(4 J
8 uride ' s tund' 'stayed'

or 'starefl1 ... 'stirred'
'iiwrred '

.. 'S+pj ... bK.

CM---*-*-SUD

[ S . . S . . S&'S£wci .. .
Scs'Sfc^tJ 1 ' ov ( 'SCsS'id] - -- i/

[Sou' S£S ... SO ' S£sj

[Sfcd§] ■ • • v/

borough 'thought'

treat 'third' ... 'thought'
i rough 'thought'

iud 'thoujht' ...
fun »

* V • • • •

X -1 «X' i * • • • v;1 • • •

tin;,; rt fM'UOb - - -'*tUil(-.. .'-fUiS&
L

- • ■ 4viQGj
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Main List (co^i.x ,ueu)

i fcn 2... fc J ■ ■ ■ ^
ti 1/

t...,hy o/

j4tfcfV\ J
\S

t v/

l/

tough 'thought'

d*u^
. . .' So gl.. .HrtxciC*

; l- ... HJ <e^ {-J ■ ■ ■ ^
. - |So ]true trusti. ♦

truth 'trust* hoi 'thought'
hoi 'through'... i/

two l/

ugly ^

Ut i t u"

unite 'unit'

us ^

use F^rs^aJ . .. Kio! .

various ['V/fc] . . . b-tch
very ^
vice ^

violent f'VOinjWi ... 'vt>ipn.
'UOI&iaK .. VJ31 laWvl J. b.fc.

wage \S

wait 'with '

scales •walls'

want [ <wW]
watch i/

water u/

wave <y

ways

>/

wea 1th s/

weight ✓

what 1/

wheel 'while'

when

which 'wis! '

fuyisi-l ... 'tons
... 'tohste j

'now'

width

wild

jto1 & J . .. u/
v/

wise '■ ' •... Fi/o-j-z
^ t

wish i/

witch I/

yacht h.k.

yard '/ards '

.yawn [' jour\ . . .^) AuJ . ..

year 'years'

(zO> i St\'

ly°u>



yell ^

yellow t/

yes ix-

yet

y»u -ye». ... Noi _ ^

your

zero ^

zinc l/

%
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J.c. * 60-wo rd List

Noun

door AA i/

Coat A u/

pond 30 u/

fern 13 y/

lint 2 v/

river AA

plate

apron

snail

easel

A •plant'

17 ips^]
1/

valley

parent

|.)illov

tomato

cactus

A

33

11

i/

2 [pastes]... 'casw?3

village

factory

sparrow

balloon

apricot

AA ^

A

22

17

6 J.K.
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J.C.: 60-word List (continued)

Mil.

soft AA i/

pink A \S

mild 32 jvwild J
sour 15 'share

lush 1 'lust'

large AA flag]...
rough A • rug'

moist 19 \y

stale 10 \y

soggy 1 i/

narrow AA i/

silent A

purple 37

mellow 11 'yellow'

X>orous 2 'pause'

natural AA v/

regular A h, K.

shallow 27 1/

intense 18 \y

fragile 7 O.K.
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-J . -. : t.'-'-v rd List (continued)

v9Tb

send AA b/

bake A
1% u/

lend 35 (jh^dj
omit 14

oust 2 f'OSk]

carry AA

greet A

relax 17

evade 9 ['&WJ
elope 2 [a*p]

arrive AA v/

do a Oi.d A

punish 36 y

meddle 10
y

pamper 2 [pfcrv^jj]

suggest AA

protect A 'protest'

stumble 25 ' s turnj>'

abolish 18

applaud 8 (V pOlou..



political 'Polish* ...

'particular* ...

i»G i ... l/

■-lee fdip] • ..'depart-'. .fd'tpou1
■ ■,a\pJ... c/L

high 'height'

thin 'thiuiv' ... NoJ ... )/■

weak ^

sick ^

beouiii'ul ^

gentle ^

strange t/

broad 'broke' ... 'break'...
L'brou.-.'bre-id. . 'broudj »« pbreidj

ca , fko(.. .,fcpl&fVx...,lcoiAl] ... b.t....
'.. . Klo' J'fc&l... 'kolivij .. .'CDIUMkP

cautious ^iko-.. kotij... bX.
cera; f'ksh..'tan■ • • ^3(0^]•• •

v tcaiA.tioU)
soli ^

true £+Ju ... "ta fc> ^ ^

hot ^

sin CjoupJ ■ • ■ ^
y

wise 'wish'

f'pDlJ...CpolitiC<x(>

Ftiip... di'poK.. cii'poP] .. .'6epaJ~l~'
... Kiol .k^dip.-.'dips... d<'pca.^3

k j... y
sickness ^

h-0 • i. ^

gentleness 'gentle' ... x/
o i.range.noss jjvl id^ns... 's+reidg3v\s]

£brel2.. . 'brei h..' br e. i J

['k<*l.. .'<v\Dr»...'krolc>«\A... 'fcol...'fcroi*,
... fcs11 csir\as J . ,/cofo ur less1

Ci U ['kfe,lr. ..T^r1]...<Cc.SUJo^,...»lol. ...
'fc&h. .'son . . . 'fcfet" ... Jon J

eerta i,.i , Qs-vh- .'Vi»Jr3r-i -• •1 Stv\V"9n] ..

a • iness

truli [-fJu .. .'tJ P0 .. .'kulrSj
strength 'strange ' .. .psf*alal

^S-W cogger \.. Mo'. s ■>
he:: 1. £h'< Q ] . ..

sharpness
. . . k.K .

visa .. "wisdsnn J
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JtC„: honinaiizations —verbs

Verb -■.on. Verb

arrange v/

UUUSs. ['dMfcS .. ,'TWfeS. . • 'e«(v»fe»s]
. . >AVW3^'

• i UO (i«-grs> ] . . . t.t.
arrive v/

['b<V\.. . a/

boir.i,. fbfcK..'bg>•• • 'bs+r'.]^ cbcLrt«JV|5 • - - t>K .
build ^

dasiii.
, e/

ex nine .'tbsoAj^fj
remove

revise Ffiv .. ■ 'rivi • -• ri'^ss"]..
1 V&oerse5

report ^

bake i/

teach ^

sing (-Sl^kJ . . . \S
y

beg l/

manage

(• twJr...'&uJT 9 ■ ■ ■ &/0r 9 f *->1
• • ■ v/. g JjEK^otet'/N.

i. 1 «-/

arrangement

a [•Aaa... a.'/v>oiz.rv\.a^i-J ... i\ol"1

<5L/Wi^e/V> C-wJr5
r is no a £<a.grKsrv\o>"vl''. • - eVgru fwsu/OrJ

I' Lv. i Fri...r'<va; ...'rival •• • ri'vol.--
r<"ve.<I ...1 rivol ... rVve'il]

banishment {jb&f\ • ■ -'nj1 J. .. t/
belie- pbi... b;11 top ... bi' I af ]... b.t.

{"'bit*.. .Te»'.. .'bit-a-rei.. b~i laral
..b?rara-l . ■ •' beTs.be>ar»l3 • • • "b-fc.

ueatrue lioi Pdi...,d-u...'disl'... dtsl-1...
"•d'SoApi- \S

■ - ■ [feksph- -'Sksplou. .'S.kspj
- . ■'•'VIJVIA.K . . '£ksp/?nj..evplOtAa+ioiA >

L/

revisic J|ri.-.lvos...Vtj»^ • r,lu-^ J
I'egur o ['ft ■.. >po] ... y
or ker

teacher i/

song ^

furniture v/

Fr-i... rVfjfcS... r\'Au2.--
rvfrts...'r*f ... *0-^,

ve ... 'gc»vi»"] • • .c^cxj &

£biqs>.. .'bicbu.. .'bnqs.. .'b-\aa...
MoigVP •b-.ga^j a ^

refresh lout 'Iutjvxs^J- ...

n l"pJU2.A^^I'3
government ^

uvgei ient p'vvd^igsrvi-^l""J... i/

infer:...' tie fi^'Xbrvx.. .&e>i\a.. • V-pO/vvfeai-
... nKV-pb/vv-stAjj



J.C, ; j-, (,•; ligations

19

verbs (continued)

Verb

Cu:;;:lai .^korVx^.. . ^
C. e ie ^kpA/vp... 'ko^Vvp fcA-]

: r. vo ^c^pnavj.. .'oprcxjj
persuade [•p»sj... b.<.

\Sreiuse

boa. Verb

complaint >/
eo. ipetitioii 'ko/vv.. .'p&K/...

^ 3 ... 'Cofwp Ujiovi J
i'.sva i £ap-.-'<kpj • - • ^

persuasion fpsjij... bt.
re-us I fr< ...'jjul]- ^
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o«C» f j . 5 a •

walked •w ik' ... v/

sewed 'sawed'

seed i/

shed 'Jid-.. j"tdj ... '. • ' ...
red i/

fled ' ; 1 ... jlp EdJ ... '

tveed '-H^e . .. '-koDj ... LX
speed [SP'pid]
ragged :d] ! ... [<9g .. .'ri

,n0re3- -'riS-

happily

jV-i ID] . . . ! »

holy i/

holly 'holy'

jelly c/

jolly i/

usually

ably * b i e 1

simply

pkej ... 'k^p . . . 'k&p.. . b] ..

['fV\9S • - ■ '<Vo s^bi ]
probable V/

ta b 1 e \S

■'.M

(•cut Uj 1 ' )

,'jSu'd - • /fid

v/



J*

"> ■%
*£» I

' t 1 c > i i u, u. y

e • b I o

vsjje table

syllabi©

constable

pigaty

pretty

wagry

Spy

•able'

€j . . . 'V &d^T - - . '-ftJ>(ol J ...

Jsei . .. 'seil^bl ] .. . *8rtloubie1
f kOmS . . .'4ci bj - ..'kon.-.Mcibl • • .'fcorxS... '4eibl . .

'kor>> ...'4eib|... 'ktWedoj . . . 'kons'+et'bl ]

['piq .. .'piqpsh - ,piqs>h...'p£q...lpaq...'piq.. .'€SL u
-pn ... '9%h ... 'pigsWn ... 'pigz .!%i J

v/

'aby1

doakoy

July

obey

rely

[d o^k J . - o/

^'dsjuJ .

J'Ou ... 'oub ... ' £>b . .

Cr' 3 • • • ' 9 ky1 -

.. i/

• '®*' J - - • ^
.

. [ri1 lei ]

reach

read

resign

c/

L/

firi ... 'is ... q . .. Ti'siaj.. ,'he.s ... 'ri sag9L
Tekisng? ... ri'SigafaJ

e: [ri • .. 'ri . . . ri'pjfes . ..'rip .. .'re! pj-,fa.

ri1 s-igs..

rial al ^

ale </

asleep ^

an ant [ On.. .'£*\... '£ur\ .. .'6nrJr.. . ~J ' I I

a door

* niece

v/
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jLdtU I'laflB Marker List (ceaUMued) «■<*

addrtea jj0>d>rg-S . .. ei'drtsj
a '•■jjaftjf F p£9... dd pS.^... 9'pg ... ^k>K>? ... 8*p£ • •• <^'psa J

...♦a pair'
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J«C,: .Nonsense Syllables

fgeb... fged]
(J toco Ik - . . '(ocolfc . .. Ik J
(j r\ O 0 2>-r 9 s J
kj/os ... 1 k</oi... 'k-KiT I p&p - - • ' I - . jDtsf ]

jVv&.k:S ... kS - - • 'c^SkS J
[ k • •. 'tflt... •+<' cp>s .. . '-Hd^h... '-izd^ir..
r r '~f~ifd^9f]
'ri.. .'-fo<v\ . . . ri'-foA» - ■ ■ 'n'-fo/M ... 'ri-fpAA ... 1 rAiforv\ 111 [V ifdim"] J

rix ^^ks3 - — ^1°'. ^olr ( ... JV n ks]
tev [fbex/ J
vtd"<jab fv D . .. -f - ■ ■ 'kixj ■ - • 'vol.. .-qtf ]

['-fi . . .'-farI . .. '-teMg.2 . . .

j. ;j [t&s - • • 'pos .. . 'ffdts -- .'-pc>s-" • '-ffAS j
Cf^l

tali j^4-<d.lA - - • t . - . '"te J
['V/R»S--- 'vcigatid - - - "vtvssfed . - - gj

ki, ['k^P ]
j^fVvou.1 - . 'r^votM-fJ

lair [VsLf - - . ' <A ?.? J
vibvua [vt.b - ■ ■ 1 Ui9 .. . ' J
. • • . -ee [jp^P - - . ' AAA .. . jp^'rvxdK . .. fa ]
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iQxt of Football hzcerrt

Jon't try to set a limit on the potential of these giants

r Leeds United. Make no mistake they stand alone, a

te ..:i set apart by a level of professionalism which seems

i soar still higher with each now challenge. Last night,

it is my cool and solemn conclusion, no team in -ngland
— or Luropo — could have lived with them. The pace

v •; too hot, the pressure too cruel. Against the untouch¬

ables of Hand itoad one of Europe's crack teams, boasting

i ur embers of Czechoslovak!-" 's world cup team,

si rivalled in the heat. Football flowed from Bon Reviews

team like lav . And it hounded the men of Sparta Prague

in the depth of desx>air in this third round first leg
" irs cup tie,

John Hughes, the young Blackpool kid who will readily for-

give rayone 'or : t ever having heard of him if they live

If «i mile away from the Tower, almost made a name for

iinself at rfrexhau last night.



%) • 1 «xcjaj

«.. . 3 • • • ... .«* £ ^
. ■ ■ 'hivnlrj ... j'poul^j , . .

i/vi

(po-teatial) oi'

(th (3se giants)

got all It, a t y

thej ... fs^]
♦ * • tea a set .

e ♦ e 0.7 . « »

f

CO

i h&v*

..is take

6 4 • V ♦ » . bv hvj... £ g'l iu I J by i.h& level

Wy jTtl La If«

pO BBlDXilLV •

so isthing *—~

Vt.ic." . . . SHS&i-:* I

h Ol - . . 'h <*i

s'fejn •••ps'ftsabl • •-pa's^f-gLbl ] ... ™-

|jpa'^&sgbih+i 1 ... — I think it's
jiplp Snbt h-hi J

(i.y o level o£ j r,<« essional is «} «•* v i 1.

* •
. T° • • • - 'S£K • .hoi ■ ■ ■ S£t-'Koif-gJ

j (which see*.is to soar stxll higher)

with each *ew I' t"(a^ ehampi.

1

^rw£ .. .ijtojyvQnQP} ] ii-i i. jl Q t Q } «
L*t> S&t iiXi l> wi. t» JL Jb ess

CO :> 1 and ... and |s ■ • -'"Sfccai ■. -'Siccus* - • 'SfcfoloM . .. 'SkralQ) ■ . .

'Soul <v\? yOr... ST* ? i ^ i iA « J XX

start amli

x &&*&!£ C O1*C 1 Ul X Oil)

x■ i,si.. xaxiiJ «* f or 1'iiroi-»o • * • cciUi1
_ - ,hg toa® in i

... . ['p i S J . ['P i S J
to >• • is • .• L • •« j'";*"" oh I <*www tfe@ • '»nc © w<is too ao% p

Fpr-5S - • ■ pr»' ... * ... _:j !
It ion (pressure) too ... too |jkr?-■ 'fcrol • ■ • ,fzr^f] ...

[krpjJ ' pfcrolJ
* . * ;: , •> .

'. J ■

gib I j , [i? . -.1 i2 ]

• •« wa S

the ...

the .t>os

iin * caaiiei
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eland JUL '■UiiUi JL&JL
■ '<■. ' j, H. EUi | 1 &- It i V • ———

No, it's not, it's — f?' t j *** read * *« ['itrpu ] —
n othing *~~~ ( Hand koa&) (one) ... o£ ... oi ...

... —- tone of the words are iOO big, 1 can't get

tic ... start further down, I i .tight get it there —~

football ... floudj 'lowed ... football flowed ... fro
Dor: ... j^riu • • . 'fExi? • • • r i 'y/ ss... 'r ,\j &J (devie' s) ... teas, .»

like 'Itn/?] (leva) and it ... it ...

^kfo^da-d -..'kOKdstd- — or something —
(hounded) the con of ... ... vanish «... ~~ oh J —

...cccc that's funny, 1 can't do that I •—- (Sparta

.... < r».r<|>. . |^. -* r* tit ^.r^* ..i*i * * ,.i!riC
'di -.-'pen^l ... 1« this ... the ... »«* round ...

.irst round, like -— ... (in the

despair in this third round first leg i?"*irs cup tie).

J ... hughes, the young ... Blackpool ... kid who wiii ...

pr i .. .' r< ... 'r.'d .. . 1 dill. . .'n'ch h... '-fy. • »». f o r.t! 1 ve>■

, *,orgivo) ... any ... any ... anyone 1 or ... Xor

... ..., ... cf-]... fur not ... even — No I —- ..

not ... for noi ... over ... ever ... ever having ... heard

ox his ... heard wi him ... if they ... live ... half ...

live lo.ff i; ... "die away ... from the Tower ... alcst ...

^ 1 ... ii. X>».-./ 3 t ... i iUU® ■1 ... i . ' 3 t w.l vC ... wi CI-.- .0ai

himself a 1 ... at ..'u^SlrS9fvv...'toSfcSftpj (« roxha«a) last
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d.f. ; Nain List

able J
above 0/

accept C^'SSpJ
c ck . ;v 1. ec o £ A-1 163 Qbl J
action ^

actor

^ 0>d J
alter c/

alter... ^

again s t v/

^h^n"]
j'Olon . . .1 £d rv\ J

almost ^

a iw .. c/

aa c/

C5>^k(Ai"9-f .
u 0
v/

K/

anchor

and

answer

appear

apple

apricot 'approach'

apron 0/

arrive 1/

ask 0/

1 J

ate 'eat'

aunt ^

baby v-/

ba 11 0/

barge ,/

bathe 'bath*

beak ^

beasi w

beat ^

beauiix'ui ^

bed ^

bepii 1/

believe ^di'lod^
bent

between

bicycle *>

bike c

bird n-"

birthday 1/

biscuit 1/

bla.ie

blue

beard 1/

boat *■/
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. r. ; ^ain List (continued)

boil ' bowl' ceili;

book v/ chain 'choir* ... c/

bored 'bird* ... 'bread' chalk v/

bout 'boat' c bara c Ie r ■ • ■ J^'-fpj^3
boy c/ children ^

box v/ choir ^

brain V
chop 'chip'

bread circle 'circus' ... »/

bridge 1/ city c/

bring \S clerk ^

bristle ^ close ^

Bristol ^ clothes ^

brown Cade ^

buried 'barrow' ... 'burial' cog P'kou • . • '^OU03
bug- coin c

bun v/ colonel *-/

burn c• .b c/

bury V/ c r.fortabie i/

business compression 1 confession'

busy concert pkOe\. . . 'konsj
buzz \S contrast c/

/•

cough fgof J
cactus £kt23s] COW V/

can c cris ^

cardboard 'cupboard* crane 'cru b' ... pkroiAk:
carriage 0/

caught
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o.i.j Main List (continued)

daughter each

dead ^ ear i"

debt (^'cSz^V- . . • 'chp 3 o;-rly ^

decide ^ echo ^

defend ^ eel 'seal'

delicious 'delight' ... 0/ egg ^

delivery eight 'eight' ... 'eighth'

depth 'deposit'... Pciip ...
4d>'« ppf-.. d'i1 pot-]

describe [6"iS'fcr*\b3

elephant ^

elm ^

do sigit ^ elope ['^3 " '
. n/

desire ^ embarrass b rt-S j • - c€*aJo fis.ce 5
diamond ^ emphasis

different 'difference' engine ^

difficult 'difference' enlighten 'enlightening'

digest ['cK^tsh] enough

dipped 'dipper' evade ' eiui ]
direction ^ ■—^©£©

disease [ dnS.tr i - -• di' tris .

di'trls--. d>i'ii's3
dived (jdtw]

exaggerate [c^dp
exx>losion ^

... 'et6?Vieiir .. .

' t- J

dog ^ eye ^

done v/

door ^ fade 'feed' .. • f'ft® J
doubt [^6.... .'dcdo-^f^ faith a/

dug ^ famous [^cyjvvfcsS 3
during c fasten L/

rat ^

feather 'feathers'
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foain List (continueu)

feed.

fibre ['-fsrb'}
field ^

filthy f,f fit,
final ^ H" -Hd
fire ^

fireside ^

live ^

fly

foam ^

folk ^

follow ^

food ^

for 'fourth'

foreign

forestry ['(por-krdu ]
fought v/

four h/

fried 'fruit' ... No J.. .f(?£>6
■ • ■ WF

friend t/

frighten 1/

frogs 'frog' ... c/

fruit ^

gain

gaol 'gold'

garage

gaudy

gauge 'queer' .. i'tato&q...'d?a>q7
general ^

gesture £chsfc:- - • do^' kjur J
get t/

gl.loSOS ^

glisten w/

glove ^

gnome ['Qou^ ]
goal ./

gorge [g%3
government ^

grading fyr&diQqzJ
gradual ^ ora.s - - . 1 ^ C01 J
grief C'0r^ P ]
grieve 'grave' ... ^

grind ||gn<\6 - - -1 ]
group <-/

guard ^

guest ^

gypsy ✓

half La

hammer ^

head l/

healing 'hearing' ... t/

health l/
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b.T,: Main List (continued)

hoar ^ insect \S

beard ^ interest

height ^ intimate f'toK'Vi.gi (-j
heroic on s -. . 1 ^ ori s J into u-

high 'height' intrude ^

his •/ iron

hiss u island

history lX issue

horse v/ item J lR>i/vl J
hour 'hours'

house 'hours' or 'hour' jail \y

howl 'now' ... ^ jelly c

hutch 0/ judge 0^

judgment

icicle l^'csCl J juice

idea ^

identity [2l d£(A.rs>fj. .. ^ kernel 'keni.el'

idiot ^'dudal-J kind L/

ignorant FoW Qori^&^lr .. .

lJo>^l0O-.rfv\5>-vvJrJ
i i na ge {k3u ts* fid cJ J

kiss

knife

C/

U-

imagine r\e<d^ ] knob

impatient [<?rv\'pei - - knock

imply (j ^ m J knot ' knock'

incense S£>? . . . "5nv.'S£ws7
L

... 0/ J
inch v/ label 0/

indict [d*\'dfos] lace [j^s]
indistinct r£r\.. . ^v'd&s

- -

... s><^' dg.S+SW'J
locnuer J
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0.1.: Naiu List (continued)

lad,) <-/ ,cuvr© CftAo'rvouqar.. .'aao^.. .'(\acv\ ...' oug^f. .. 'ywpno uga-rj
iamb ^

1. Ui..' c ^ ■ ■ • o/

large 0/ mayor \y

largel
%

lathe
2_rs ... .. Icugn.. .Ma»gn]
'letter'

meal

meat

y

y

laugh L/ medal '
.i' . ■. j|<v\orci( J

layer ' liar5 meddle ' liddlo '

leaden y meet y

leaf l/ mellow

leave l/ OS,. 0 ^

legible 'knowledgeable* metal y

lend l/ mice y

liable pic b| ] middle y

lieutenant r.iild y

lightweight y mile y'

lion ilsei ['mss»r]
list y :.:i to jdoiaKj . . . ^
listen y moaarcl

little y monopoly [Mpdpoal-i ]
lock y months 'mouse' ... 'mouth'

logic ['logr . ■ Mfcgcos ■ - •
mother y

loud 'lord' motor

lower v/ mouth ✓

, ish pi much y

lust \y mug y

; .uscle o/
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o.T.: Main List (continued)

na tura 1 a^

a. Lure [V+jsh/... d-'i/uj
naughty pr\aqs>rcJn... 'c\e*qa<d0

• •• r>.?g3-fctA j
;ecessary

open

orches

our

out

tra [<oa.. .''ornzS+ST--
^'oraadva-c] ■ ■ ■

aepliew own
1/

nib

niece a^ pain

night ^ palm

noisy a/ pane 1/

nose 'nose' ... 'noise1 patent .. ,'p
nostril a' pa tii V

not patron 'petrol'

now v/ peace
1/

nuisance ...

• ■ ■ trvov\se^se>
peal

pear

\S

y/

obscene p 0)&vs>.r\-- 't2>pvov\...L 'topss^s...'ObS3i^s3
obscure pfcbkjuf- - . 'cabkje-r 3

jieculi;

poel

: rly ffolrj, .

of ^ peer •poor'

off ^ pen

oflend ^ pencil L-'

offer penny L/

often ^ pepper <y

omit pOrv»l'j permit ...

once ^ persuade [pr^'Su...
0;. e a' petrol i/

onioi a' phase 'race'

only a^ photo lX
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.Main List (continued)

(Jffco-Z. J
piece 'price'

['pil • • • \^ ... \y
pillow

pir; te 'private'

plu.i I l/

piu li'orru v/

1 "'cu
.r.r ° Kr '' fep - • • MHp®'" ■ ■ ■

polish ^

= o 1 i i i c a 1 ['p 19 ... *pl a.. .'pe&bp^s
• • ■ poub1 pcs^

polite 'police'

poor ^

porridge ^

port ^

posit 'pose' .. .['pus].. .'"poSe.'
pes I i/

pour 'poor'

proei ..us Hptes ... pr^'soS-. •L pr&'^ps]
precise [<p^. . . p ... 'psrfcsj
predict £pr\cl • ■ • 'p
proso ^

probably [pfS> 'bda bin "]
procession 'progress' ... (Xf

, roteot fprout^-.. . 'prou? ]
prowl 'prowl' ... ^prol]

pure v/

pylon [ifiouvN ...'-pt Gii/n J

quay

queen ^

question ^

quiet 'quit'

rain

range ^

read ^

re illy 'rally'

reappear 'repeal'

receut, f'Ciics^J-... f i1 J
recipe f'ri k.. ,1o"a - • • <"«' k<~Ap ... 'fcrs>

- - - 'fcnp.-.'^Ap]
recognise fri. .. 'kounas-.. ri'fcoo/visj
rei use ^

reign 'region'

rein ^

re; e; ber ^

resent < 'S2f.ia . . . ri's&n^

resign ^

rliy thin ^

rifle

rock u/



3rj

d. i',.t Ha in List ( continued)

root

rough ^

rout (Vc* • • ■ 'not-j
route ['rc>u(~]
routine |~ CpVeja ... ' foh]...

safety (jseiw^ch]
saffron j^>e=»£iiQ0 .

sauce |jsps3--- 'Souscu^e,5
scald ^

scalp c/

scent ^

scheme £sfcri/VN]
scratch 'stretch*

screech ['c.tri ] ...

screw 'crow'

scruple fsfcrsspj ...

sculpture "making statues"

sea ^

semicircle 'S^iw-.tSsNcl ...
L 'Scsi^s 3fkJx' 3

sew 'saw'

shall ^

share ^

sheep ^

shepherd ^

shoe X

shop

should ^

shoulder ^

shred ^

shrill 'sheriff' .. fjir&'t]
sick e/

sight 'sign'

sign c

signal

silent 'silence* ...

sing

sink

sip ^

sit ^

site 'set'

six ^

sloth ['Sltsh]
so 1/

sober j^'Sot/ch ^
sold ^

solemn ■e-rv\3
solve ^

some v

soothe [•So-fh j
sound o'

sour 'soup'

sow 'saw' ...
t/

spin
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o.T.: Main List (continued)

s_..ira 1 j^'SpcXr sd... 'SpirsU J talk ^

splash ^ tall ^

spoon

pre ad */ technica •• 2S'+-if^]
sprint * sprout' .. 'spring' Iciophu O c/

s tape o' telephonist 'telephone'

V/

3teal 'stale' thai v/

stealth 'starter' the ^

steel

stovard ^ ijiii'u

stomach ^

straight 'stranger'

ihirtioU f s'O'SrcS... s'O-SrcJe'&Srd...
'&3pcL8 ■■ Ss'&-3rtJi 8]

thistle QGtos}... v/

strength 'strange' thorough 'thought'

stride ^ iitcugii ; c/

['Stop] ]
sun L1 [S ... 'Sftdoj ] through 'thought*

succeed. ^ thud ^

vU ['Btrp]
V ; c. i-/

suggest [/jfega-S(-] tiger ^

suit ^

suite 'suit' £'-i"Pv"^ ~]
SU,u ^ tana ^

sw j rd ^ total ^

symphony £>rn2/' «• JMo • t»oucii tou^li ^ • • •

fsyrjpto m1
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T •
- • i • • Main List (continued)

tough L/ we

town- v/ wealth y

tread u-' weight y

treat \S what s/

true C wheel y

truth when y

two v/ which y

whistle ^

ugly OglJ... ^ who 1 oh*

unit \S width ['uintj1 ]
unite 'unit' wild \S

us 'use' wise \S

use 0/ wish \S

witch

various 'factories'

very l/ yacht

vice 'voice' yard \S

vieie.t ^ yawn

year

wage 1/ yell

wait y yellow

Wales yes ^

want yet ,y

watch 'match' you

water L/
your 'yours'

wave >/

ways v/ zero v/

zinc ..,<3urd'J .. 1/



d.T.: 60—word List

Noun

door AA

goat A

pond 30

fern 13 t/

lint 2
i/

river AA

plate A

apron 17

snail 8 ✓

easel 1

valley AA

parent A

pillow 33 y

tomato 11

cactus 2 U.K.

village AA

factory A ✓

sparrow 22

balloon 17 l/

apricot 6 d.K.
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60-word List (continued)

soft

pink

mild

sour

lush

large

rough

moist

stale

soggy

narrow

silent

purple

mellow

porous

natural

regular

shallow

intense

fragile

l/

1/

'soup'

\S

t/

'most'

•stall•

C/

\S

'siienee'

'melon'

t/

[•do-vis-rath]
\S

'shadow'

U.K.

'fridge'

AA

A

32

15

1

AA

A

19

10

1

AA

A

37

11

2

AA

A

27

18

7
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ci . i . 2 60—word List (continued)

Verb

send AA

bake \

lend 33 \y

omit 14 founv/v-nlr]
oust 2 [fe.Sk]

carry AA u/

greet j. » •green' ... ^
relax 17 i/

evade 9 ||§A/a.rd]
eioye 2 \S

arrive AA \y

defend. A \y

punish 36 •punch•

meddle 10 \y

pamper 2 \S

suggest AA pSacjsrt-]
protect A

stumble 25 \y

abolish 18 [o'bl uj° J
applaud 8 'apple' ... No J
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v.-.r.: ..ominalizc tions — adjectives

Ad.i

poli tical ("prou... 'prt>ulnP...
*• proulV

deep l/

high 1/

tliin ^

weak ^

sick 1/

beautiful ^

gentle ^

strange ^

broad ^

calm ^

cautious {^korijss].. .'Curious*
certain ^

sort ^

true ^

strong ^

hot ^

sharp

happy i/

wise i/

politics 'polish*

depth ^

height 'high'

thinness v/

weakness

sickness ""

beauty w

gentleness [*9^aJ • • • <9f<3-dt^ess)
strangeness ^

breadth 'breath' . . . fbreG-d]
calmness

caution 'cushion'

certainty [•tOnT- -. 'fclSn ... kpry'lZrvnJ
softness ^

truth ^

strength 'strange' ...

'stranger'
heat

sharpness (jjo.rpr£.s J
happiness ^

wisdom ^
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verba

Verb 2to;i. Verb

'exam'

arrange 0/

a:,use jV(V\usJ
argue ['0 03-p]
arrive ^

banish ^

believe ^

betray ^

builcl

destroy

examine

remove

revise [rVvTlJ... v/
report ^

bake ^

teach ^

sing ^

furnish ^

bog ^

refresh * refreshment1

govern 'governor'

manage ^

entertain jVI'+Ci^-WASirNb J
inform ^

arrangement

amusement ^ Q1S ty\ ^ J
argument 'agreement'

arrival ^

banishment

belief ^

betrayal [cb 'i/6j| ]
building ^

destruction [dns'+ny... dWknji^J
examination ^

✓removal

revision £ »S -.. ri'vi... CVvoiSrv J
reporter ^

baker "

teacher ^

song ^

furniture ^

beggar ^

refresh .e .t £Vn' -j^wzjs^-^Jr J
government ^
management d? 9- - .'w Ovaa...b 'm o«nci'^9/vrJ
entertainment +

information 'inform* ...

' informal it'
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6.X.: Nominalizations -—verbs (continued)

Verb

complain ^

compete ^

approve ^

persuade [p^rl*jud]
refuse

complaint 1 coH^lete*

competition 'comiJletion'

approval ^

persuasion J
refusal ^
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"t't* ,

waiked

sawed

seed

shed

rod

a led

nosed

tweeu

speed

ragged

h&ppi ly

rea I iy

holy

holly

jelly

jolly

usually

ably

simply

capable

miserable

probable

table

♦walk' ... ^

\y

c

yS

1/

yS

o/

j--Ho fed ^ * • • ' twiddle'
l/

yy

\S

yy>

•holy'

yy

V/

£<**>! ]
•simple*

•capital1 ... lit J ... '.

| rvxns'rei'bl, • • • 1 iwi Si b•
•probably * ... * properly

i/
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f > x Class Marker hist (continued)

cable

V Q££Q "trfi b 10

syl lab.le

curie to bi e

i ig«ty

pretty

angry

spy

etc. nkey

July

obey

rely

reach

read

resign

reapply

animal

ale

asleep

an aiit

tlOOf

a piece

y

'vo e h ' • ' ...

fsibl ... 'sibld]... I
k/

fpigss-H ]
L/

\y

1/

'jolly*

'Obi -.. 'fc>bi ... 'Uoibi .. .'Cib-i .. .' c>ujp-i J
t

'really *

f

V/

'reply'

v/

c/

y



 



fqexj]
£je&l-Vs»fc... 'j c£>l

jwcgras]
I ps£- ]

[Kafcs ]
[fefdt.ah]
['r"4"pv ]
rAks ]

- - KJ
"■fcsf ■ ••

[wt]
tf*s l

...[fig - ..'f£9kj
['4did ]
______ . j|vdz .. .'^Cfcdz/idJ
C^p]
£f\Oud J

_ £io tisl+nk]

[*f]

'vigbou J
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Text of - ovc .xcor to

oil* John ..aen, Minister for Industry, warned the Commons

yesterday that the supply of fuel and energy for the winter

vus cv usi-.g wcrr,;: . The Coal hoard's stocks have dmi;.ped by

re than 12 .illion tons during the year to about 7 allien

to..a. rover station stocks are down to 5\ weeks* supply.

!. reserves have been further reduced by the unofficial

miners' strike, Sir John said, and the losses now about

2,100,000 tons would increase,

. .iddle-ugeu. farcier who had fallen in love with a young

hired an assassin to murder his wife, it was so id at

ieverstle Vssizes yesterday. Mr. ilenry Scott, J.o.,

prosecuting, told the jury "it is a cruel and heartless

business you have to consider." nr. dcott said the body of

the Tamer's wife was found in a shallow grave in a wood a

hundred days after she had been reported missing. The body

was face downwards, the hands were tied behind the back and

a sill, stocking was tied around the neck. Mr. dcott said

that the pathologist would say that "her face was stove in

as if she had been kicked." nhe died, from the blow in the

i uCo and nspby xm.
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ev3 -is

-•XI Ikl-i see , ■ A ^ . Q ) # • * i'O 1'^ ,,,^-.r», -';-|ir ,.,r»,|,»:|u. *w* - \^| - i * i X

... ..0.x'*([ r,ti. ?r ...tn»foSf*i *j i&rixs"lr©x ior Xixd.ii3%x*,y^ • • #

wxn»8u "tii@ ^oi3fciioi.i8 yfrS't'©!^ ^- s-i iiiXo ^*S "J • • • ol
< u©X (iiiii « «• C @ooi*} • *« i ur Un©

winter •»» was •* * {toS±J. ♦■<.«■ 3&EE&U& (causing 'worry*).
*2e v.- 1 o .-.■ Vu ... f-1 -ib. ... (the doe 1 Board's stacks) ...

have dropped by ,.;>/r© tmu\ 12 .ii. lion ... uur.tu;. i.be . our

(12 million tons during the you r) lu about » ,iiilio» tons.

... J^P^r ^ ... * ' *'-) ' O t ■- ojlOU 3 *Q- J Ci :v 4 . . ; / .. 0 . , ■ ^
weeks* supply, boal aeserve (reserves) ... ^ii

(have been further) reduced by tire ... [***] ••• unofficial
miners* strike, ■-•i.r uokn said that -12e ... loss (unofficial

luiusrs' strike, ^>ir vVku said, and the losses} now about two

•,tr|.ii,ryy* 4 r- .s, (d, 300,000 Ions) ... w*, u. .. ...

fl0«t€i . - • '^] • •• increase.

"This is a yery nice thing to see — nurder}". —A

ruddle—aged farmer win ... had fei 1 (fa Lien) iu rove villi a

young v-v.iUi ... hire., an assault (assassin) to murder his

wile ... it was sai>, ■, ■ the J\ev.e.&g.t.l e [s-'sisraj r |[nf 0. »o f t> Q T

(at Newcastle assises yesterday). Mr. John ... Mr, £'0-f ] ...

Mr, lienry ocott, j.-'-., ... y-roteatin-- (prosecuting) ... to

Pp«3 ••• told the jury ... "it i© a cruel and heart ...

heartless business ... that you have (you have) if ['kzp^s ...

tOto" SEavdj* •. consider, to consider*" Mr. .-cult and the
bod.:,' (said the body) ol' the farmer's wife was found ... in a

... v, shallow grave ... in 0 wood under yards ... a hundred
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S.T.: News Excerpts (continued)

clays ... aiter she h&ci been reported missing# x'he body was

... the body was faced ... downwards (face downwards) ...

the hands were tied, between (behind) the back and the ...

and the silk stock-in,"- ... a; d ... tried again ... tied

again ... —- No I — ..» stocking and ... try around the

neck (and a silk stocking was tied around the neck). And

the ... Mr. ocott and the ... the ... ['pg1 «»» "n'you
see the1.1 names then? that name there? ... I can't pronounce

that. 1 know what it is, what it means, but I can't

pronounce it. JMlii What does it mean? t Weil, this here

means that Mr. beott and ... 1 know the word ... a doctor.'

He's one of these ... @r.' ... I know this, they're asking

the'; to take a look at the body of this woman. JMlii It's

a 'pathologist' j (_b.T. repeats 'pathologist*I can't

pronounce these big words, you see". (Mr. ocott said that

the pathologist) would say that ... would, say that her face

was sloved in ... as ... as if she had been kicked (that

"her face was stove in as if she had been kicked".) ohe

died from the blow and the face of ..«j^"9S • ..'<ks ■ ..'^Sp ■
&fcs'pa>... a&'p&fcs.. jjisacks... as'paks'] (the blow in the face and
asphyxia).
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Developmental dyslexia

J.B. : Main List

v/
Da by ("bAb")]

able ball 'bell'

above v/

acknowledge^]...'knowledge' be r e ^

action £C5O+£J/\^ • - ■ccoU€<^tioi^'> bathe 'bath'

actor L/ beak 'deck'

affront beat 'bet'

after beautiful v*

afternoon k bed ^

against begin 'beginnin,

aid y
believe ^

almond ii«K.» be-

almost between &

always c/ bicycle u'

u i ] c e ^

anchor fdllA ] . - .
bird

and \y birthday ^

answer i/ biscuit jJblS ^ • •

apple bin me ^

[dl'pro^x] blue ^

arrive \y b- rd ^

boa t o-

ate ^ boil ^

aunt ^ book ^

bored j^'bo.. .'been
[b] . . . v/

1/

. D.K
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■■lain List (continued)

boy v/

box 'book' . . . tsj0l .

brain l/

bridge ^

bring ^

bristle ^

brown 1/

buried ^

bug ^

bun ^

burn i-/

bury

business ^^3 • • • ^

y/

busy

busss

v/

v/

circle

city

clerk [HdSrfc.. ... v/. ,.|k.lsrk]

code

clothes 'cloths'

cog ^

coin ^

colonel J'kel to. - . 'fco - . .'kol<Kr\J
conb 'cone'

comfortable [>^(1 ]■■ ■ ^

cow

crisp

crumb

compression f'ko^\ •• • 'tona... 'kor^flCK ...
trOf^pri.. .KOr^fdri ' KSM--- fc'CW\)Orv,l->£*vS':*\J

cough

(/

i/

V/

can ^

cardboard

carriage 'garage'

caught ^

ceiling 'selling*

chain ^

chalk ^

character

children ^

choir ['ki/c>3te ] . .. o/
chop

daughter ✓

debt ^cJe.pi-'} .. . c/
l/aeciae

de fend

delicious ^

delivery O.K. ■. .pcisJ...
describe 'disturb'

design [*cJaS - - .'desj - - . i>-fc .

desire [dos'-ks . ..'cJtS J - . - v/
different

dif I'icult ^
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J.B. : 'lain List (continued)

dipped f'cJnpsr - ..'dipt]
direction 'cJnp-Ars^
disease ^

dived 'divide'

dog ^

done ^

door ^

doubt [dop] • - • v/
dug C

during ^

each

ear ^

early

echo b.k. ... 'each'

eel ^

egg W

eight ^

elephant ^

e lm ^

embarrass \rvn/VN*!... D.t:. F£iwb-.'SjvJOI-'i-h'&vJoir- •-'E/vJb^rJ. ..b.fc.
emphasis iJ » J\ •

engine ^
enlighten U.K. .. fs-i] ...

'...[■ I m+U j ... 'hgMevJ
enough

ewe [" iw .. . ' i uii"]
exaggerate

explosion [fcfcs'pb.. .'Lks .. ,'£Jcs...
'Eh?s,pl ] - • ■ T> K".

eye u/

fade [fa...'ft] . . . 0/
i'amous

fasten ] • • • ^
fat c/

feather 'father'

feed

fibre h.K.

field ^

filthy ^

final . l/

fire ^

fireside ^

five ^

fly

folk 'flock'

follow ^

food v

for i/

foreign j^o.. .'for.. .'for.
forestry ^

fought ^

four ^

fried (V ]■ - ■ c/
friend ^
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frighten y^ health ^

frogs ^ hear ^

fruit ^ he ;rd

heigh t m

gain 1/ heroic 'horror'

gaol 'goal' his 'hiss *

gauge fge?J... DX. hiss 'his'

general o-' hi stony ^

gesture ^ u.c ] i torse ^

get - hour ^

glasses house ^

glisten h»k•
</

howl

glove ^ hutch )

gnome ^

• ^ icicle £aiJ • . . l/
gorge 'George t idea ^

government ^ idexitify U.K.

gradual f'0a.r. #n.t id i* i/"

griei f0rA J ■ - •
i/ ignorant ["V^j - --C''WwlgrcxtA.!-1

grieve G.K. i • . e ^

groi fg/h n\/\ j ... ^ 1; ,.;;i..e ^

guard impatient ^

gytsy i
, -'-vw.. M/vph"].. . !>.*:

inch

half ^ indict G.h.

hammer ^ indistinct 'instinct'

head interest 'interested' . . . ^
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J .ii. : Main List (continued,)
into u/ lathe 'Leith'

iron laugh i/

island layer i/

issue 1
I
"IS - -.'TS .. Sju] . .. v/

leaden 'laden'

item £
/

V + iiw ... ~l\rj . . . b k. leaf i/

leave

jail \y legible

jelly i/ lend 1/

judge 0^09^ •"tj(^U' liable ' labe1'

j u;l.-: .g ' t f ] • - • "b X .
lieutenant U.K.

juice 'juicy' lightweight JJ.k

lion

kernel ffci3r^ . .fc3rv\ J list

kind i/ listen

kiss little

knife lock

knob loud ' , ord '

knock lower

knot

sanueuvi' e

label mare \y

lace 1/ margin

lacquer flo mayor U . «

lamb \S meal

language L.L, meat

.large \S medal

largely \S meddle
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J.xi.; Main List (continued)

meet S/<

message t

metal v

mice ^

middle

mild '.nine' .frvvad]
mile

miser

mite

£ rv\ 0/\Jj . Klo1.
mouojjoly ^
months 'mouths'

mothei v-/

motor

>u ti. ^

mug

muscle 'rausxe' .

'musical'

natural

nature

naughty-

necessary

nephew

nib

night

nostril

'nature'

1/

'nursery'

not

now

nuisanc:e [aaJ .
bX.

obscene ['obs'ms]
obscure ^

off ^

fvf-'tf] ■ •• ^
offer

often

omit

once

one ^

onion I).K.

only

'amount'

1/

0X3611 1/

orcl.es trc 'ostrich ' . vlo' fos • • •

•orCj. . .lorl'Us+c-\']... c/ '
our

own

'out'

[Aua] • - • c/

l/

|'po - ■ • 'pol j • - •

pane b.K.

path c/

patron £'pcVKn\/iJ
peace 1/
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J.B,: Main List (continued)

peal v/

peculiarly fpSrSVkjiji -.. 'fc/iu •'Vi.-.'lrhl
peel v/ ^
peer ['P^]
pen

pencil ^

penny

pepper 'paper' . . .

persuade j«p*2rs. -. p^r'sod]
X>etrol v/

phase 'face'

'praise'

l/

photo

phrase

piece

pile

pillow

pirate h.K.

platform

pneumatic h.k

political ^

l>oor ^

I>orridge

port ^

posh

I>ost

pour 'x)ower'

precious ^

precise ['pri 2.J ... v/
predict 'x)rotected'

price ^

probably

procession j^pr^sV kjuj']
prowl fprA. -• p/v'rol] • -. «/

o/

1/

j/Ure

pylon

quay 'queue'

queen ^

question l/

quiet ^

quite 'quiet'

rain ^

range [Ye ] - - •1 rwtnge'
really ^

reappear |Yi ■ ■ ■ r~>' pir j-.. (h€pour}
recipe C'r« ] - l>.tc....[ri,b£pj
recognise (Y» J ... b.fc:... J-ri... '^ogj
reign £f£.tXA ... 'rtkj . . . c vector *
rein ... <h€ ...

remember ^

rhythm

rice ^

u-"

rifle
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J.B»; bain List (continued)

c/rock

root

rough [r ]
rout jVujr... r&uK. ,'ruf-J
route £rol']
routine jVo"2]... 0/

should

shoulder

shred

shrill

sick [s"] .

sight [/=>"}

'Jo., [fold].. . ^
1/

['Ord]
CH

sign iy

safety ' safely'. -Is.-.s] signal y

saffron £V-s].- . "bX. silent

sauce c sing 'sign'

scald i>. k. ['Sto... 'skold] sink y

scalp 'scale'.Jk sip y

scent £*» ...si..: "D.fc. sit y

scheme site [ Sn'-H ]
scratch 'stretch 1 six 1y

screech ' stretch 1 SO 1/

screw sold y

scruple 'cripple 1 solemn y

sculpture y solve si • ^
sea ^ some

semicircle h.h. soothe hi ■

sew 'saw 1 sound 0/

shall ^ sow 'saw'

sheep spin

shepherd y spiral 'spider

shoe 'show' splash y

shop 0/ spoon L/

v/

« • jQ • }v«



J.B.: Main List (continued)

59

sprint ^ the

stage [s] . . cS>+o^ thin

start [*SH . .. • ■ ■ v/ third x/

steal ^ thirtieth

steel ^ thistle U.K.

steward [s ... k -.. 'sVj ... v/ thorough 'throu,

stomach [|ju" thought 'though

straight £s+cxrk] . • ■ "be¬ through ^

stride ^ thud

stupid ^ thwart 'thought

subtle ['S/0o - - - S^lolf \ j tickling ^

succeed tiger 'trigger'

success £S"DSaJ-- tSobuOu-^ today i/

suit ["=■]-- • 1 Vi tr * tomb

suite [s*| . .. [*S#vH J took \y

sum 'sun' ... ho.' ... ^ total
>/

sword ^ touch

symphony ^ tough 'touch'

town x/

talk ^ tread f-U /v\2..
tal 1 ^ treat x/

ta p ^ true I/

technical J ... \S two xs

telei^hone ^

telepihonist ^ ugly \^-

tent ^ unit x/

that ^ unite 'unit *

Nlo'. - .. k/
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J.ii.i : tin List (continued)

us

use

c/ 1/

various Fve.'verl... b.t:.1 V^3
very

vxce

violent

yacht

yawn

year v

yell <<

yellow

yes ^

on

wage 'wag'

wait ^

want

watch ^

wave

ways ^

we v/

weight *■/

what i/

wheel ^

when ^

wilier. ^

whistle S . .. 'wtsI'aI]
['Ko ]

widtii e/

wild ^

wise ^

witch ^

yet

you

your

n-

zero

zinc U.K.
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J.D.: 60-word List

Noun

door

goat

pond

fern

lint

AA

i/

30 'pound'

13 vx

2 e*\lr

river

plate

apron

snail

easel

A

17 [/Opro^]
8 v/

1 U.K. . ..['SS/vlJ

valley AA v/

parent A fp»]
pillow 33 V/

toraato 11

cactus 2 V/

village AA i/

factory A \y

sparrow 22 ✓

balloon 17
\y

apricot 6 pap-
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J.B.: 60—word List (continued)

Mia.

soft AA

pink A

mild 32 frv.de]
sour 15 'sore'

lush 1 V_/

• - • trwi>'\ci1. . . Klo . [rvvvcJ J

large AA

rough A V/

moist 19 'most'

stale 10 v/

soggy 1
v/

narrow AA ^

silent A v

pur|jle 37 "

mellow 11 va¬

porous 2 'power'

natural AA 'nature' ...

regular A ^

shallow 27 ^

intense 18 • £>•£".

fragile 7 ['fnfc] . . . T>.fc .
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J.B,: bO-vord List (continued)

Verb

send AA

bake A

lend 35

omit 14

oust 2

carry AA

greet A

relax 17

evade 9

elope 2

arrive AA

defend A

punish 36

meddle 10

pamper 2

suggest AA

protect A

stumble 23

abolish 18

applaud 8

i/

'amount'

h. K.

i/

Cgr>vn ] - - • ^

\S

\S

'punch'

'muddle'

'damper'

\S

^ A-1O ... A.'b^ hj1]... ^
[N'plau... /Opla^d] -.. "-aJppl^exL'
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J.B. : Nominalizati cms — adjectives

A<i.i» Nora, Ad;i

political v/

deep 1/

high <✓

thin

weak i—'

sick ^

beautiful i/

gentle v

strange C

broad 'board*

calm Fkolr^l. -. Klo'... .

1 J 1 SOICWn'
cautious FhA>.-• 'fcAfc. ..'tdikJ-os]^ • - • tCA©fvsJ J

certain 'carton*

soft ^

true

strong ^

hot ^

sharp ^

happy

wise ^

politics 'political'

depth »-/

height 'high'

thinness ^

weakness ^

sickness ^

beauty f

gentleness -fobs* ...

strangeness £ti-hf e^dj- - .'Stvewci^/v]
breadth 'breath'

calmness h.k.

caution U.K.

certainty 'certainly'

softness *-/

truth ^

strength ^

heat w

sharpness ^

happiness ^

wisdom ^
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J.B.: Koriualiaations —- verbs

Verb horn. Verb

arrange ^

amuse ^

argue ^

arrive ^

banish

believe

betray [btJrz n]
build ^

destroy ^

examine i).h. ...VLQZ...

remove ^

revise ✓-

report ^

bake

teach 'teacher'

sing ^

burnish

beg ^

refresh jV;p]... ^
govern fara/ .. . 0/w3<v\J. v/
manage c/

entertain ■ ■ .'ErJr'ir.
■ .. £W i"3f lrrv\ 3

inform.

arrangement ' argvu eat1

amuse. .oat

argument v

arrival f

banishment ^

belief ^

betrayal ['bsZ.-.'bEhSr. ..'bsJrzrt...1 'b£>sr/slj
building ^

destruction ^

examination U.K.. ■ • .[fcq'zduvN...
sg'zdrwiA 3...

removal 'remove' ... o/

revision ['n -.vtjn J
reporter ^

baker ^

teacher ^

song t/

furniture ^

beggar 'badger'

refreshment £ri p ] • • • ^
government

management >-/

entertainment fgw-.-'+^r J ...

information jn^'-porn^ .. .'/vv€.^ . .. ^
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J .B.i Noniinalizationa -—verbs (continued)

Verb -.:o;ru Verb

conjplain ^ cornplaiivt ^

co ete ^ coinpetitio . rb^arwpip....'fconApir
... 'tofw'p.+r^j-. .ltorv\'pii~. ..To^]

approve ^ approval ['cXp"]--- ^

persuade [p'&r'sixd ] persuasion ['p3>rs ...'psrs... p^r'sa
■ • .'Suui^^O

refuse ^ refusal c/



(i {

J.B.t i-'eotbal I xceri'i

Dor.'t try to set a lid t on lire [pO- • • 'pp'ir\h . .'poio Wv. - - • 'hj]
(potential) of the • *. these ;c.;t-a (giants) . rom Leeds

i i o-i. [*«0 is i - • ' c to?

set apart by a •. • level of |*pr''*] • • • (professionalism)
which seems to [■So]... r [s. .. 4l IJ ... s iOr

.■. 4. ■■ ... (vi thy e .eh now |j . (c . • .c.. »} [hj . . . . lAst
night [jll-.. '<vm fc •.. (it is ray) cool and solemn ...

/.v tea..) (solemn conclusion no team) in hugie rid or urope

could have lived with the.* ©no. the;... (the®,) the ... the

pace) was too hot, the ... pprg.Su*"J (pressure)
too [4vJu 3 cruel against (cruel. Against) the ...

(untouchable®) of '..Hand doad. ol the ur-'.-fl's

(fllmid Load on® of i-.urope*s) \ fc "j (crack) team® boasting
for (four) :;e^bors 'ho ... word cu (r.io.nbers «

Lao*choslovakia*s world cup) tea® ••• (shrivelled) in

the heat. Football i'oilowed (flowed) fro® Don .. .

T&v3r - • • 'rvivzj (fievie's) te&ia like ['U ... Mftvet] (lava) and
in (it) jVvotr*bvci]» • * hounded the men of £'i>pr\- - ■ 'bpcxr(r j

nperta itague) in th© depth of fdn].. .

despair sad (in) this third round first [IE.cK 1 (leg)
. i'e cup ... cup tie. "It just says ] g does

it stand for title?" .

John 'h/\. 'K/vJrj-ix.J (hughes) the y< . Jackpot) I kid who
will ... |fid^iln J (readily) forgive any ... anyone for not
ever having heard of hin if ... ii they live I.ali ... o mile

away iron the ... lower rf oi. ... the . . c (fewer, almost
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Jt'Vr yoo.tpali xcerr-t (continued.)

md« & name) (for) himself at ... j^Orfcj (Wrexham)
last night.
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& iv » * kaiii hist

a cm bona: A ' n <V\ i J
able <y barge 'barrage'

above y bathe 'bath *

acknowledge ^ beak L/

action ^Icl'r\n ] beat y

actor beautiful ^

affront b « a bed y

after ' often* begin y

afternoon ^ believe ^

against y bend i/

aid ^ between ^

almond | .. .'rwoAd] bicycle ^

almost y bike l/

aIways y bird y

an ^ birthday ^

anchor |['cWjor] biscuit 'discuss*

and ^ blame y

answer
y blue y

apple 'npril' board y

apron
y boat y

arrive y boil y

ask uy book y

ate y bored 'buried'

aunt y bout 'boat*

boy y

baby y box y/

ball y brain
y
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Main hist (continued)

bridge 1/

bring

bristle 'Bristol'

brovn ^

buried 1).K. . . . j|b/\vo-idj
bug 'dug'

bun ^

burn ^

bury

business ^

busy i-'

buzz ^

clothes 'cloths'

code 'cod'

cog v/

coin ^

colonel [*ko' (on<k)
comb ffcorvvd]
comfortable ^

compression ^

COUgh C*f3 - - •

cov ^

crisp ^
crumb ffcox /v\d J

can

cardboard ^

carriage 'garage'

caught

V/ceiling

chain 'chair*

chalk ^

character j/Ja.' r^lrir]
children u

choir 'chore'

chop

circle ^

city ^

clerk ['kl3>rb]

daugliter £cj 3rv/3 r J
debt f7b&d---'bs-l-j
decide 0/

defend l/

delicious [behtAsJ... b-fc
delivery [dV1A/ivfsn]
describe 0/

design «/

desire ^

different ^

difficult «/

dipped 'depend'

direction ^

disease
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n.u.; l-kii-. List (coatiuued)

dived V/ rule [fad J
do;; n-" i; : ;Oi.s ^

done «-<.. or "bone1 M l rosier ^
'bone•

door l/ fa t ^

doubt 'about' I' eather 'father

duo. ^ t cod ^

durii:. ^ rib re [faidr\r]
field ^

each ^ filthy JlpvINi j
ear ^ L i;,a 1 "

e ar iy ' a 1 r©adv * xire

echo ^ fireside ^

oc i ^ f ive ^

G ' fly

eight ^ folk ('fdlk ]
eie .f, ;.;. ^ follov ^

ei food ^

erxbarrass • .a. for '

e; p.has is ^ foreign

engine ^ forestry «/

enlighten ^Iai+IA "] fought 'forget*

enough ^ four 'hour' ...

eve [huou] fried ^

exaggerate ^ friend ^

explosiai ^ frighten h.K.

eye frogs

fruit ^
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: i'i»t (continued)

gain ^ to role

gaol 'goal ' his ✓

[<g - - • '9^3]- -'garage5 jbiss ^

, ,0.U0 • j ^ his r ^

gesture 'jester' horse ' use' ... ^

p0£>%l~3 hour 'tour' ... ho J ... 7/

, lasse ^ house i/

^ lisle, ^'glnShAorv ] howl ^

vo hutch 'hut'

gUG::i© ^

goal ^ i c i 11 © c/

[qor] .. .'garage5 idea 1/1

vo, ^ o. ... i/"

gradual 'grumble' idiot £ac • -. ae1 do^v j
griei v ignor a nt piAcIjA ... 'Tvd^fwan
grieve ^ i:... ,-;e ...... ^

; ,ui «/ 1 ; • i. o ^

1/

OyiW *gttap'

Id/vd p0r... irvv1 na-•.L '^pA] . .. t>.V
['"I'Vxph ]

inch ^

iua.lcl [c^'difcl-j
... er ^ [ur\chs'-kr/nfc;f-J

Lead ^ la to .rest

tea Iin into ^

hear ,/ iroi t-"

heard ^ island ^

height ^ issue ^

item ^
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M«G,t Main List (continued)

jail 'jewel' legible ["'/VgA-ndl J
jelly ^

judge ' jug'

judgment ]
juice t/

kernel [fcA^rvtl]
kind

kiss

knife

knob

knock ^

knot v/

label

lace ^

lacquer ii.k.

larab 'land'

language y

large </

largely ✓

lathe ^

laugh U.K.

layer */

leacle £l\do j . .. (lcxxdcf
lea ^

leave ^

.lend ^

liable 'label'

lieutenant 'lenient'

lightweight

lion >/

list ^

listen ^

little •/

live ^

liver ^

lock ^

loud v/

lower 'lew' . .

manoeuvre b.n.

mare 'mayor'

margin ^
mayo r ^

meal

meat ^

medal ^

meddle f^idl ]. .. 1/
meet ^

message ^

metal ^

mice
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i.e.; bain List (continued)

Middle *-/

mild 'middle'

mile ^

riser L/

rite ^

;.ioa ta r c L n\Or\cWlrj^ J
monopoly >-/

months ^

aother ^

motor

nouth 'month'

much ^

mug v/

muscle (jrvy/vstl ]

natural D.K.

mature ['r\&.lr3r]
naughty 'nightie'

necessary 'necessarily'

nephew ^

nib ^

night ^

nostril ^

not ^

now ^

nuisance D.fc.

obscene 'obsession'

obscure h.lv.

of 'off

O if ^

offend 'oftei '

o,ior ^

often ^

oaiit [or^\nt~J
onco

one

onion

only

e . ^

orchestra n.L

our

own

pain ^

palm ^p&.irvs'j
pane 'pan'

pa th ^

patron 'parrot' ... hoi
'pattern'

peace >-/

peal ^
peculiarly 'particular'

peel V

peer



o

M.U.: 'lain Liai (continued)

pen f pro12.2...

pencil ^ jrov.L ^

re.-up ^ pure (jpo j
: o,/ >er u/ ryio : ^

persuade D.K,

petrol 'patrol* fjuay f'fc^oe ]
phase ,uoeJ; i/

photo ;ue sti ' ^

phrase ^ juiot ' uite'

piece •price' juite ^

i I e

: 1 w ['p^plo ] rain ^

pirate fpre(-.. 'pfob.. p^TedJ li{ e ^

pirifor ^ really ^

::ou. a tic [pgvs'tuidsitp i^3 reappear 'repair'

oiiticai *•/ reel o [rVk/wp]
poor recognise

rridge u-- ei frang*]
. art reii. jVana ]
posh c remember D.K.. ...[J

s t ^ rhp tii o/

pour 'power' rice </

precious ^prs.kA^t"?] riile ^

recise 'irecious' rock i/

predict ^ root ^

rice ^ rough 'rug '

>robably ^ rout 'root' ... iio

PCo 2-Sjn]

. £^/w.b3rj

u/
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Main List (continued)
route

routine 'rotten'

surety

saffron Qsovirvvm]
sauce

scald (jsfceAd"]
scalp (J^kdkl/vp ]
scent

scheme fSkSrvx ] . .. e/
scratch c/

screech ^

screw

scruple [sfcrxlol ]
sculpture 'sculptor'

sea ^

semicircle [sg; no?kj "]
sow ['Sot |
shall «■/

sheep ^

shepherd ^

shoe 'show'

shop ^

should ^

shoulder ^

shred ^

shrill ^

sick ^

sight ""

sign

signal ^

silent v/

sing

sink

sip ^

sit ^

site 'sit'

six

SO v/

sold

i o 1Leran [SoIaca]
solve U.K.

some *-/

soothe ['Su 8 J. .. '
sound ^

sow ^

spin ^

spiral f^pnrAl]
splash 'slash'

spoon t/

sprint ^

stage i/

start 'star'

ste * 1 i/



M.C.; Main List (continued.)

steel «-/

steward ^

s t oma ch J. k.. ..£sl"A.' rvsdU^ J
s t re ight 'strike 1

stride ^

stu id £s+k ... S+K' pr\-\6]
1/

v/

subtle

succeed

success vx

suit

suite 'sit'

su; i/

sword ^

symphony

tell.

tall 'tail'

i;r

technical 1). 1..

telephone

telephonist

tCIit 1/

that 'what1

the

thin ^

third

thirtieth

77

thistle 'thirsty'

thorough 'through'

lh OUght

['Qrih]threat

through

tJiUd ^

thwart ['rv\ork*]... t.
tickling

tiger ^

today o/

£-Ka^~J. . .
tomb

took ^

total ^

touch ^

tough 'through'

i/

'tried'

1/

town

tread

treat

true

two

ugly

uiii t

unite

us

use

'unit'

v/

v/



", C,: Ha in List (continued)

fb

various \y year c/

very yell

vice L/ yellow k/

violent OrDij/\llr] yes L/

yet

wage [Wg.. -.cUM<V you

wait * what' your v/

want

watch \^ zero V/

wave zinc £'2_/\~i s ]
ways \S

¥3 ^

weight 'white'

what

whoel

when -

which

whistle ['i/ovsbv l]
who C**]
width 1/

wild i/

wise

witch \S

yacht

yard

yawn



H.C.i 60-word List
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Koun

door AA y

goat A

pond 30 'pound

fern 13 y

lint 2 1/

river AA y

plate A y

apron 17 y

snail 8 y

easel 1 1/

valley AA [VAI]..
parent A y

pillow 33 ['rv\£j0 .

tomato 11 v/

cactus 2 A # iv •

village A.A y

factory A \y

sparrow 22 y

balloon 17 y

apricot 6 y

1/

'03...
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■:»C.8 60-word List (continued)

so ft AA

pink A

inild 32

s our 15

lush 1

large AA

rough A

moist 19

stale 10

soggy 1

narrow AA

silent

purple 37

mellow 11

porous 2

natural AA

regular A

shallow 27

intense 18

fragile 7

y

U--

\/

\y

'laugh'

[•aaottsI-]
v/

y

jvn I .. ... 7>k.
y

>/

[p/Okf/vS - - p3r'-^j in

y

frSg]._. ✓
y

1incense• (vb.)

y
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...w,: 60-wuru List (coatinueii j

Vrrb

send

bake

lend

omit

ovist

carry

greet

relax

evade

elope

arrive

defend

punish

meddle

pamper

suggest

protect

stumble

abolish

applaud

L/

'used'

[■s&h]
y

[n'-f l&ks]
' invade'

y

\S

v/

1/

y

[prA'^tw]
y

•applied'

AA

33

14

2

AA

A

17

9

2<u«

36

10

2

AA

25

18

8
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■i.CJ.: Nominal izations — adjectives

Ati;i nO.'i » - .U..E ■

political -/

deep v-/

high ^

thin ^

weak i/

sick

beautiful ^

gentle

strange

broad ^

calm 'column'

cautious Pk:orv4€^...'to^4€d?/v»N/vS
• • • fcotrt Hed^c^Sj

certain £sfcv\... Sor'+'u^']
sof t ^

true ^

strong ^

ho t ^

sharp ^

happy ^

vise ^

politics 1),K,

depth ^

height ^

thinness ^

weakness >/

sickness ^

beauty 'dirty'

gentleness ^

strangeness . 'strangenesses'

breadth ^

calmness oI/mw(/^S J
caution h.k.

certainty i).K.

softness ^

truth ^

strength v

heat ^

sharrmess 1/

happiness ^

wisdom v/
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■.i.e.: jioiaiaaliaaticms — verbs

Verb kora. Verb

arrange v/

use [e-'/vv/vs]
arguo ^

urrive

banish

believe v/"

[b*J -U J. J"b*>reujaP
builu ^

destroy ^

examine

remove ^

revise ^

report ^

bake 'back*

teach ^

s i ng ^

furnish ^

beg v^-

refresh ^

* vo ri. ^

an nag© ^

ontor t .i; ^

i ./

.1 rrungomea t ^

amusement 'amazement1

argument ^

arrival ^

banishment ^

belief

betray I ^

building ^

destruction ^

examination ^

reaavni ^

revision «/

reporter ^

baker c/

teacher ^

song i/

furniture <■"

beggar ■/

refreshment

vei':. 0 t

• ge en y

entertainment

I ~|<\'-| orrv\fKcs
. . 'e*tpN] . . b. fc .
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M«o. i Koiainalizalions — verbs (continued)

Verb

complain ^

compete 'complete' (adj.)

approve ^

pa rsuade 1purs u@d *

refuse ^

Ion, Verb

complaint ^

competition f'ko«vv.. .'koo-vp/vA .. .

^ ''' ^*YVs-prsrN' "hp"> 3
approval <-/

, ersue.s ion £p/v.r1uJ - • ■ b.t.
refusal v/
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l.d.: .in in List

V

able ^

above ^

acknowledge «/

action </

actor ^

affront ^

a Iter ^

afternoon ^

against ^

aid

dj
almost ^

always

an ^

- v [*dr)kw>srj
and o/

answer

apple

apron 'prong'

arrive Vf

ask V/

ate

aunt ^

baby ^

ball ^

banana ^

barge 'barrage'

bathe 'bath'

beak ^

beat ^

beautiful tx

bed u"

begin

believe ^

bend ^

between ^

bicycle *f

bike ^

bird. ^

birthd ■ ^

biscuit u"

bi.. :0 ^

blue ^

board ^

boat ^

boil ^

book ^

bored v

bout 1/

boy ^
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T.U.: Main List (continued)

box f

brain ^

bridge ^

brir. ; c

bristle ^

brown v/

buried ^

bug ^

bur; ^

burn ^

bury 1/

business f

l/

bus z ^

c i ty

clerk ^

clothes ^

code 'cod'

cog ^

coin ^

colonel

comb 'tomb'

comfortable

compression

cough

cow «✓"

1/

crxsp

crumb

C V/ daughter ✓

cardboard ,/ debt

carriage ✓ decide ^

caught ✓ defei . t/

ceiling ^ delicious ✓

chain ^ delivery ^

chalk ^ ( escribe [dhs' trnph]
character 'actor' design X

children ^ desire ^

choir 'core' different ^

difficult ^

circle ✓ dipped ^
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T.U.s fain List (continued)

direction ^ explosion
'

isee.se C'j 3 ^

dived 'divided'

fade ^

do I 0 famous ^

door ^ fasten 'fastened'

doubt ^ fat ^

dug feather

during ^ feed ^

fibre ^

each tX i-ield ^

ear ^ :Ithy ^

early ^ final ^

echo ^ f i re v

e e 1 ^ fireside ^

woo five ^

oigl t ^ fly ^

elephant u' folk ^

el ^ follow ^

enbarrass r*ifvO b&S food ^

emphasis ^ or ^

engine ^ foreign ^

en1igh ten 'enligh tened' forestry ['-for* s-h"]
enough ^ fought ^

owe ^ four ^

exaggerate ■ ket] fried ^

friend ^
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Main List (continued)

frighten 'frightened * health

frogs ^

.fruit 1/

1/gaxn

gaol 'goal'

gauge 'garage'

genera 1 ^

gesture ^

got ^

glasses ^

[ghs-h^d]to

glove

- , O ['0U/V\ "]
iX-goal

gorge

government

gradual

'George'

X

X

grief

grieve

group

guard

gypsy

half

hammer

head

x

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

hear

heard

height

he roic x

] i ii </

.. iss

history

horse

hour

house

howl

hutch

icicle

idea

x

x

x

X

x7

X

X

X

identify 'differently'

i d i o t ^

ignorant ^
.1 ;o ^

imagine

impatient

i ■;1;. ^

inch ^

indict [p^'dekh]
indiatine t 'distinct'

interest x7

tX7



x'.wt kain List (continued)

into ^

iron

island

issue

item Kp- fc,kJ

language

large y

largely ^

90

lathe 1/

laugh 'loch'

layer W

leaden 'leaned'

lea £ ^

leave ^

jail 1/ legible jjl t 0to 1 J
joily (/ lend ^

judge 1/ liable ^

, ;o at ^ lieu tenant ^

juice \S iighlwei ht ^

lion ^

kernel list ^

kind listen ^

kiss little ^

knife lock /

knob loud ^

knock lower ^

knot IX

rna .0 0 euv r e [,/v\a»dju(0'3r
label L/ mare ^

lace margin ^

lacquer [la-sij v] mayor ^
lamb \y site a i. ^

meat

medal

meddle
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I.C.: main List (continued)

meet vX

message x

eta I x

mice x

middle »x

mild

mile ^

miser 'mister1

mile x-

mo marc a

[Wol/vp-i 3
V/

v/

months

mother

motor

mouth

much ^

mug x

muscle

natural

nature

naughty

necessary

nephew x'

nib 'nip'

night V

n jolr.il ^

x

x

x

X'

not

now

aaisance [ju'ms]

obscene

obscure

of 'off'

off ^

offend ^

offer «■"

ix

['Op\r>d]often

orni ^

once 'ounce'

one ^

onion

only

open

orchestra v/

our ^

own ^

pain 'plain'

palm £'p3dfv\3
pane x

iX

patron 'pattern'

peace ^
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i'.C,; ham List (continued)

peel 1/ precise

peculiarly 'particularly' predict 4^

, e o i f

peer 'appear'

ponei^

icany ""

i u,.j er ^

, crsuade ✓

petrol l/

paose 'phrase'

j. no to ^

phro.se ^

piece f

pile ^

r'i ✓

pirate 'private'

plall'orm ^

j.iiOu:..ntic ['pjumk;]
l>olitical u

pool ^

■ ,e ^pon?. ,'dad^]
port

posh

post

pour

precious V

V/

price

probably ^

procession 'possession'

prowl pjO^ol]
pure ^

pylon i/

quay

queen

ques Lion v/

quiet

quite 'quiet'

ram

range

really

✓

✓

reappear 'repair'
4/recipe

recognise

reign ^

rein ^

remeuber o/

rhythm ^

rice */

rifle ^
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Haiti List (continued.)

v/

v/

v/

rock

root

rough ^

rout

route

routine pfu 2/\r\ J

sci'ot., ^

saiTro i ^

sauce ^

scald

['Skol&p]
scent V

scheme 'scene'

scratch 'scratched*

v/

screw ^

scruple Fsfcr/vbl"]
sculpture ^

sea ^

semicircle v<

sew ^

shall ^

sheep

shepherd

shoe ^

Si:'
. V/

should C/-

shoulder ^

shred ✓

shrill ^

s i c . ^

s i • ' t

S i; • ^

signal ^

silent o'

s i i
, ^

sit ^

site >/

six ./

solemn c/

solve ^

so no >/

sooti f i/

s ound ^

sow ^

spin 'spite'

spiral

splash \S

spoon s
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Main List (continued)

sprint ^

stage ^

start

sto- I ^

stool ^

stewari

stonrei t/

straight ^

stride

stupid

subtle j^S/\b' +vv\1 ]
succee i ^

suecos: ^

suit v/

suite 'suit'

i/

svord ^

['Sl/VNpO^J

talk ^

tall ^

to f 1/

e c j c j c i

tele nh oi.G ^

to loj'.bonis

tout ^

that ^

i/the

thin

third

tlii rtieth ^Qsr.. .'+< ]
thistle ^

thorough 'throw'

thought 'through'

threat ^

through

thud 'third1

thw rt ^

ing ^

tig ^

t , b ^

totai ^

t ^

; ^

tread

treat

rue ^

«/

i/

ugly

unit

l/

«/
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1'.U, ; Mr.in List (coxitinued)

unite 'unit'

us 1/

use vx"

various v/

very 'every'

vice ^

violent ^

wage v

wait ^

want ^

watch </

wave i/

ways ^

we

weight

what i/

wheel ^

when ^

which ^

whistle ^

who ^

width ^

wild y

wise ^

witch ^

yacht t/

yard i/-

yawn ^

year ^

yell ^
yellow v/

yes l/

yet i/

you

your

zero

zinc



T.C.i 60-word List

Aoun

door

goat

pond

Tern

lint

river

plate

apron

snail

easel

valley

parent

pillow

tomato

cactus

village

lactory

sparrow

balloon

apricot

\y

yy

y

\S

y

y

['poo-i ]
\y

y

yy

y

y

\S

y

y

y

s/

AA

A

30

13

2

AA

A

17

8

1

AA

A

33

11

2

AA

A

22

17

6
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I'.o,: oO—word List (continued)

Mis.

soft

pink

mild

sour

lush

large

rough

moist

stale

soggy

narrow

silent

purple

mellow

porous

natural

regular

shallow

intense

fragile

1/

1/

\S

' slate'

i/

l/

y

y

fp^rtijns]
\y

\y

v/

AA

A

32

15

1

AA

A

19

10

1

AA

A

37

11

2

AA

A

27

18

7
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f»0« ; 60-word List (continued.)

Verb

send AA

bake A

lend 35

omit 14 ✓

oust 2
y/

carry AA K/

greet ,\
ri l/

relax 17 KS

evade 9 l/

elope 2

arrive AA

defend A

punish 36 (X

meddle 10 ['fwi Ifvd]
pamper 2

suggest AA

protect A L/

stumble 25 \S

abolisL 18 [/6blu^ ]
appl<»d 8 [&<pMdJ
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T.C.; Nominalizntions — adjectives

Adi. Norn. Add.

political [po4ik^lo ] politics y

deep y depth ^

high y height y

thin y thinness y

weak y weakness y

sick \S sickness y

beautiful ^ beauty ^

gentle gentleness y

strange stra.iiye.uess €k

broad 'board' breadth y

calm y calmness y

cautious 'curious' caution y

certain y certainty 'certainly

Soft ^ softness y

true truth ^

strong
%

strength 'strengthen

hot ^ heat ^

sharp sharpness y

happy happiness y

wise ^ wisdom ^
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— verba.

Verb ■ •>.= ...» /orb

arrange ^y

amuse

argue
y

arrive y'

banish [' b Q «o "\

believe y

betray

build 'built'

destroy

examine 'exam'

remove y

revise y

report y

bake y

teach y

sing ^

furnish y

beg ^

refresh sS

govern y

manage y

e. tertei. >-/

inform y

arrangement o/

amusement 'amuse' ...

argument V'
: rriv ; 1 f

banishment £be»\-i jn/v<> ^
belief ^

betrayal ^

building ^

destruction ^

examination Jji/wnK. .

removal ^

revision IMt^/vs]
reporter

baker

teacher ^

son/; ^

furniture 'future'

be;;;-ar ^

refreshment ^

government ^

cianagefiient ^

entertain : o. t ^

information
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Y.C.i ffomiaalizations— verbs (continued)

Verb

complain ^

compete 'complete'

approve ^

persuade ^

refuse

complaint 'complain'

competition o/

approval ^

persuasion ^

refusal 1/
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* V^iimuin i in i mm ii* "11, '; n'lii'i' ihh'V*' i r , t1

>oa't try to s®t thq (a) limit on & (the) potential £2, (of)
< ueso ^lar ■ - deeds Halted (giiu.« Is i roc-. Leeds baited) • 'i&k©

no pfviisj ;.. mistake they stand alone a team set apart a
level (set apart by a level) of j^pgf.. •'£■ ..
(professionalis...) which seems to soar still higher each rev

S 1 last night (still higher with e&eJa now challenge.

Last night) it was (is) ay •«* s.v cool j^ScbdAm ■ . 'fc-lozAnj • • .

each ^ ^] (and solemn conclusion) no team in England
,-r iw jux . o (or durope) can (could) have lived with ther.,

i'he pace was (too) hot, the pressure v. ;•> ton cruel (the

ressure too cruel), .gainst the untouchables oi

-Hand ii,:an one of .urge's crack teams boasting four

uombe rs oi" the baa cho siova hi. a (Csechos lovakia * s) world cup

tera. shrivelled in the heat, Fro the 11 .from (Football flowed

Iron) bun '..©vie1 a tea.a like lava# [-it1 . . ■ 'd/v.d ] ( And
it hounded) the sten of [apa-..'spa.w...'pr;gju] I sparta
o'Drus) in the fag.? . .'p6] (depth) of [tsp&r J despair in the
(tills) third round first leg 1?, ,,, Fairs cup tie.

John Hughes, the young Blackpool kid who will fr't 1 . • ■ Tich\h j
(readily) 1'arret (I orgive) a ny-jue for not ever having heard

of ... of him if they Lave livo (live) half a mil© away fro,:

the lower a name.- made a natie (Tower, ftlsoti made a

mum} for himself at w'rexham last night.
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: List

u-/■ [jbbti^d]
able L/ barge o/

above v./ bathe 'bath'

acknov

action

lod'-e - .'<A.fcAsrv/\. . .

o/

beak ^

beat ^

actor \y beautiful ^

■•ii'roi.i ["'«*"] . . . t/ bed ^

after w be i.

• I 1 0.:' ■ ^ believe (jbn 1 ^ .

against ['c^g/v^lr] bond

aid 'able1 between V

almond

almost

I'd)1 rv\ Aci . ..1 tv\ od - -

^ '-olrvvodl
bicycle ^

bike ^

always bird ^

birthday ^

anchor ^docv-tjo ui. /vr "j biscuit ^

and i/ bio me ^

answer

apply

TC^KS - - . '6.c\S'ui£r
*-

- - • 'QIASWSC J
blue

b o a ^

apron prdu.o'] boil

arrive book ^

ask L/ bored ^

ate 1/ bout

aunt boy

box ^

baby brain ^

ball bridge 'bride'
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4.... : . .ain List (continued)

bring

bristle

brown

•Bristol'

buried 'bread'

bug ^

bun ^

burn ^

bury ^

code 'cod '

cog ['Sok^ .

coin o/

colonel I

Wo'. [bote]

. 'fcolAmgd]
comb

coral'

'cub

Til'or table [u r^^orb... bhJ
> V.-.'n
O'pr^s]

compression

cough 'couch'

business PDA S a r\ aS . -. 'bASnAS cow ^
L

• b>vs'mis J
busy ^

buzz

crisp ^

crumb £fcrAfv\.p ]

con >-/

cardboard ^

carriage 'k&r/\. . ,'k&r/\. . .

fcA'r&uj
caught 'court*

ceiling 'calling'

chain

chalk ^

character [)j7j r^t^r ]
children ^

choir [tforj . - ■

chop 0/

daughter

debt ^
'cJAgivr. ..'du- ■ .'dogArJ

circle

city

clerk

clothes

fc/vrfcJl"]
x/

v/

'clothe

decide ['del.. . del'lcvih. • .'dfclkdvcfl
• • < ch?Qxch2>

de i e nd |^c3 £^Vw-\d ]
delicious . .'dglfcAs]
delivery [d a' v/ArSAn J
describe ^

design 'desk'

desire 'dresser'

uix'l'erent ^

dixiicult ^

dipped 0/

direction 'director'

disease 'decide'

dived 'divide'
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'nin List (continued)

[jdotn]
door

doubt

: v/

during i/"

v/

c-

eaeh

oar

early

echo 'each'

eel

efftyotS

v/

\s

3i fi
elephant

v; • <•/

- P&fvvb/v.. •. 'PaS ...1 'Oriab r \ a ]
[■^rvvpfis]

engine 'onj oy'

enlighten 'element1

enough 'enjoy'
■ [i]... kIo'. [ae]... Uo'. ..Jju]

pen.. .. g'qend]J
. . foqi-ecxP

fbfcspl ...'&.k:spA... I

eye

idQ

ido1...-jy^^]

ffradj]

ffcb]
L/

. t e 1-/ •

feu. the; ^

feed

fibre f

field ^

fi1 thy ♦ i'illisig'

final »-/

iire jVAX^i&lJ
fireside

iive

fly ^
. ■ -'^olfcj • • ■ cj-o(k)

follow ^

for ^

foreign 'forgiven'

iorestr ^

fought 'forgot'

lorn i/

fried 'friend'

friend 'frightened'

frighten 'frightened'

frogs t/

fruit «/
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j-fc • -> • * rltiXji. hist (continued)

gain v/ heroic 'heroes'

gaol ' goal* his ^

gauge 'game 1 hiss ^

general 'nt]. .. l/ history ^

gesture 'guest' horse

get ^ hour ^

glasses \y house 'horses*

glisten

glove

fghs-Rd] hcvl ^

hutch

gnome

goal

l/

icicle ^ionh/\l']
gorge Cgoc ] idea x/

governraSilt ^ .ide?iti fy jvvr\da]
gradual idiot ['/va • -. 'Aid oh J
grief

grieve

'grave'

•grave'

ignorant H^go - • .'O. ■ • 'nr.. ."iQOArAnf-
• - -'"lA. . l^gAfA/N . . . h^gArA<Af"]

linage

group c/ imagine fdQgAh] - - .cOAg(<>\(0 '
guard \S impatient j^W ported■ • • 'ported.. .'Sdj
sypsy •gas' imply piAv.. ,'p ... 'n^pli... Wplae

-
- -'pi * 3

inch. ^

half indict OA'difctj

ha er ^

head f'k'io1] . - ■ v/

indistinct [vn.. .'cUs.. 't\d'VS..!>\dnsbv(-
••• A.odds^(-... '^o^gASAoH]

interest ^

health •heath' into

hear iron v/

heard i/ island ^

ho ight v/ issue (Vis"}. - • nJo! . . - [**e]
item [-fcAA -: • i'-HetyJ
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k.t Main List (continued)

jai 1 C'd3LA I ]
jelly v/

judge 'jug'

j udgraent ||d<>Agi*/wNl-... 'd^g - • •
juice pd^/xa^ ... 'just-'

kernel ^

kixid 'kid'

kiss ^

knife

knob 'knock' . . . v/

knock ^

knot x/

label ['led]
lace o/

lacquer [idclrj^]
lamb 'lamp'

language ^'la^d^d]
large ^

largely v/

iatlie ' late'

laugh jl&d^]
layer ^

leaden

leaf ^

leave ^

I ip-.-'pgd]

legible .'at ... bi j
lend

liable 'able'

lieutenant |Ia...'ac ...-K'rxsd-.. Vn-tad]
1ightweight •1ightning'

lion ^

list ^

listen JMtSK .. '£cJ ]
little ^

lock 'look'

loud 'load'

lower ^

nianoeuvre * manner'

mare ^

margin ^n/xarg. . .'r^cxrg-M j
mayor Faa E^x (af .. fv\&y\.. . 'a/\ .

vj - - ■ fvv£.rvar j
meal

meat ^

modal ^

meddle ^

meet ^

message 'messages

metal ^

'AxS<aA^

t

mice 'nice'

middle

mild
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Main List (continued)

r.ile

idser ^'»vvis - - .''v^s/^rj
mi to

monarch Faa-o^ar.. ,4f. . .L 'rwoirvcxrtfj Jt
monopoly l/

months 'moths'

atother ^

motor ^

mouth 'moth'

much 'munch'

mug ^

muscle 'musical'

natural ';..atter'

nature ['n^^p^rJ
naughty |V\ /v^ac) ]
necessary W

nephew fWiu-C/a... Wiu • • •

nib ^

nostril -/

not ^

now

nuisance

obscene fops.. . v^p...'obs...1 'Obsii^j
obscure |"0p.. . S ... "Opsgh...>A.r J

night

m
off ^

offend. 'often'

offer • • • v/

often 0/

omit £o<wvl-3
once ^

one ^

onion

only ^

open L/

orchestra ^orlr(r\.. or. .. or'ir

our

own

a/

1/

pain ^

palm £'pddrv\J
pane 'pen*

path ' bath' . . . Mo'. ... jf>. - .'6 j.. . i/"
patron ^pddv/vn]
peace ^

peal ^

peculiarly

peel ^

peer ^

pen ^

pencil ^
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h»: Uiin List (continued)

penny ^

pe . or ' >aper'

persuac 1porson*

petrol *-/

phase 'face'

photo j . . . ^
phrase ['-jdis ]
piece ^

pile ppi l] •. . Mo'. ... f
:iiiow f

pirate [po{ re I'J
platform

pneumatic [pM J
political Fpol-. •'£• ..'fcoh ..L 'P01]
Poir v/

porridge [por'ei-j
port

posh 'push'

post

pour 'power'

precious ['pr&SaS ]
redict ['prg: chic.. .'pr&d. ■ .'-v..

'preb.. 'afc.-.'pr&ck^t]
price ^

probablp i/

procession [po\'vs,SOr> J
prowl f'pr-ul]

pure 'poor'

pylon yf

quay ^Ictoae • ..'fc>OA .. .'l. ■ ■ 'fcwe J
queen ^

question .. .'Kj^izy\ ■. .'fciOA...L '£S... HjaJ . t/
quiet 'quite'

quite

rain ^

range JV/vng]
really ^

reappea r [ri ptr.. .'rip.. .. ?■tapes'
recipe J*Pi...t; .. ,'e■ fc" j
recognise Hs^3
reign

rem

remember

KJ

rhythm |'ft 9 j
rice f

rifle

rock t/

root 'roof

rough ' rug'

rout 'root'

route £Vol~j... Mo'. •• r~Au.tr]
routine [f~]

i/

nIO'.
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aii, iiist (continued)

salety jjs&p. -. 'S<hfadr J
sailron [^2.p--'SA-p^roiaJ
sauce 'snake'

scald 'scold'

scalp ^
scent ^

scheme ... 'skia^.. ,'sks^w^
s c ra tch ^SfcrA - -. 'dJr^3 ... v/

screech v/

screw ['tror]
scruple 'scribble'

sculpture ^
se.i 1/

semicircle (S'vrv\k,r0a/vlr - - •
Sfvwv ntl 1

i i 1J
sew 'saw'

shall Pj"ol ]
sheep i/

shepherd ^

shoe ^

shop ^

should [faul]
shoulder ] ... \S
shred ^

shrill ^

sick 'soak'

sight £3,.. . 'A-if-j ... i/

s i <ma 1

silent --•'Sol £*j-J
sing ^
sink ^

sip ^

sit ^

site 'side'

six v

so 'saw'

sold ^

solemn ^

solve ^

some i/"

soothe 'south'

sound ^

sow 'snow'

i/

spin

spiral

splash t/

spoon 'shampoo'

sign v/

sprint

stage

start

steal

steel

steward

stomach

'Sl^ciuijvrd . •.' S
/

'S+Krvv^ ]
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•"> kain. List (continued)

straight ^
stride |^S+A.-.'rA^ . . . o/
stupid

subtle ['S/vp-- • 4aiI - -.L 4 'S/vp+NPlJ
succeed ['S\t ]
success cejy].. dSecuei-1
suit ^S»Or] .. .

suite 'suit*

sum 1 sun1

sword ^

symphony ]

ta Ik

ta 11

tap [4deb]
technical «/

telephone ^

telephonist 'telephones'

tent ^

that ^

the ^

thin ^

third ^

thirtieth ['0£rs] - •. ctk_»V{ijav^
thistle •thirsty*

thorough 'throat*

thought ^

threat ^

through ^

thud 'thump * . .. * thumb * ^

thwart £9orK. ,'uo^cfc ...'su*or.. .'Qorl-]
tickling [4tZ]...£4r^U^>
tiger

today ^

tomb ['4on^l
took

total

touch

tough

town

tread

treat

true t-

two ^

y

y

y

'took'

y

y

yugly

unit ...'"Vt" - - • MdakJ
unite 'until'

us ^

use ^

various ['V&rosJ
very ^

vice ^
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iw 9 ■« •. * u i i 1i .List* (,c<^utinued)

violent f'wiln] yes ^

yet ^

wage 'wig' you ^

wait ^ your ^

wan 1 u

watch zoro £z.
wave zinc ['Z~\

■ways ^

we ^

weight »>

what

wheel ^

when

which f\

whistle 1/

who ^

width ['loi©]
wild [uoil] .

vise l-/

witch ^

1/

v/

yacht ['jd . . .'jau^tr ]
yard j^jt'r ] . . . 1/
yawn jijd - - jd-u... .'jd.^ j
year 'yell'

ye 11 ^

yellow ^
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60-word List

door

goat

pond

fern

lint

river

plate

apron

sxmil

easel

valley

parent

pillow

tomato

cactus

village

factory

sparrow

balloon

apricot

AA ^

A

30

13

2 •lent'

AA

A

17

8

1

AA fvtk]
A fps.rM-J

33 ^

11 ^

2 'cats'

AA 'villa'

22 v/

17 "

6 J/v'prDb-]
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^.h.: 60-word List (continued)

MIjl

soft AA

pink A

mild 32

sour 15

lush 1

large AA

rough A

moist 19

stale 10

soggy 1

narrow AA

silent A

purple 37

mellow 11

porous 2

natural AA

regular A

shallow 27

intense 18

fragile 7

There are no responses to
adjectives from ii.... as a
result of experiment**.! error.
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.: 60-v.ra List (continued)

Verb

send A,,

bake A 'back*

lend 35 ^

omit 14 ['Q(V\ ..

oust 2 [ofc]. - • coatf')

carry AA

greet A fori]... ✓
relax 17 y

evade 9 ['iv ] - ->eve^

elope 2 [tkpl-]

arrive Ail y/

defend it fde^Tvd]
punish 36 l/

meddle 10 1/

pamper 2 '
paper'

suggest

protect

stumble

abolish

applaud

25 ^

18 ^

8 ['Ap] ... ccLb(e'
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116

adjectives

Ml Nom« Ad.i.

political

deep ^

high ^

thin ""

weak ^

sick ^

beautiful ^

gentle ^

strange 'string'

broad 1/1

calm ^

cautious 'cartoons'

certain 'caution'

soft ^

li-ue ^

strong

hot

sharp

happy ^

wise ^

politics ^

depth 'death'

height ^

thinness ^

weakness ^

sickness

beauty 'better'

gentleness ^£c\Ur» -.. 'cj&'vb
strangeness ^

breadth ^

calmness ['klanA/vsJ
caution

certainty 'sentry'

softness ^

truth ^

strength ^

heat ^

sharpness ['far p/vrx]-. .J'sharpeners'
hax>piness v/'

wisdom 'Winston'
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x I.virilizations — verbs

Verb Nom« Verb

arrange

amuae "(a) moose

argue 1angry'

arrive >-/

banish ^

believe £bUv/ar2_3
betray 'better'

build ^

destroy [das-Wi ]
examine £Ucijk rv^
remove V

revise 'rivers'

report ^

bake 'back'

teach vy

siag

furnish 'furnace'

beg *y

refresh

govern ['<^ov/vr~]
manage ^

entertain 'entry•

inform v/

arrangement 'anguish'

amusement .. 'orv\ASAr\l~J
argument

arrival 'arrive'...

banishment

belief fbskn
betrayal 'petrol'.,

building y"

destruction ^dtSiyAys . - ■ 'dfcSkfAf\f~]
examination 'expedition'

removal ^

revision fri v/\<~2 J ...c ^o^'ae.'

reporter ^

baker ^

teacher ^

song

furniture

beggar 'bigger'

refreshment 'refuge'...
'refuges *

government ""

management ^
entertainment 'entrance'

information 'informal'
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: I>ouxxj.u.iizatioas — verbs (continued)

Verb

c o trip1a in ' e a rap1aint'

compete ^

approve ^

persuade 'person'

refuse ^

I.uiiu Verb

conipia 1' 1

coapetiiioi rlcorv* ...'Da-iK.. bvrvOo/v-iAh
. . .'torvN.. . p . . .»£v\ -.. T. ..

rov; 1 [vpro ... Afpro3
persuasion, ['pi^rs • . .'\d- •• pK-fSaci^
refusal 'restful'
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'tU-ll 1 '^imHi^.-iV ulh

Don't try to set a ... light (limit) on the [pPA... '00o...'•+£ (J
(]''0 i@iiix&l} of irhdS@ « • * ^0j_mi*i * r ii* fS^oni
'•-•OOtlS nil'V^g* ' nrX.Klrn * ^ ''' X "1 0 il • L*4 I X® / i i(J .liS "ViU S lr*A 1 i (i

f - a (&1 ef a) tear: set apart by a level o£ &rvi oa1.

(professionaliara} which aaeca (seeras) to • • • (sour) still

^kae... j (higher) with ... each new jsp ... 'A].. .

challenge. Lest night jdj &y. jt ps ..my goal (it is my

cool) and [s?*] - - • solemn ['fcpiA.tr3St~I (conclusion,) (no)
1&aiixi •»-»^ t\ icl ot - <u.v■ j_s 0 oouid iiis.v0 1 ivod wx %ix tu'-i■»: XI

(them. The ... ) ['p>^ ~) (pec®) was too hot ... the |pr^_sJ
(pressure) toe jfcr&u^ ... cruel. Aloxg (against) the
jk' (vy^u.. •' (untouchables) of (.Hand) ft
on .., one of (the) Hi . ©1 s greatest (crack) tea®® [bo-H.^ j
(be.-.sting) four meubers of ['boiVA l] (Csechosiovakia' ») worla

• •' • cui> teams. •4P4- • • ■ shrivg iiomimfii iiShm ilwii iiii.i i. jn VwiuJifei iTiwirrin£wni'ii, i ffiwiSu.

{Ci.ec<:wslovakia's world cuA tea- ., shrivelled in the heat).

Football f'vCio 1 (flowed) from Don PrEv/\nsi (|«fif '•) team like

fcvn..'a ...' 1 't v^j . .. (lava) and it hid humble man (hounded men)
---

,■ k.*
, V f- k:< L *• k.n 1 t T 'ft IT •-• i T >.r'f* • ; ; ' Pi . * • 4\f3

> j. ». *4-4 4* ".V £ .ifVd . 1 1 J. k.. .i- •■'•• «*%. A iftliLv Jt. W Jki-i -*• ft «t W ws*i. Wk' Vi

LI-'. . hULLbW... —— r u : . ...: ot loh r'c,jrs cu; lie. iound first

ie.: .,. to.; Xft-rl- i'uira; u - tie (and it hounded the aaen of
dparia irague in the d©.. th of despair in this third round

first leg Fairs cup tie).
John '^1 (Hughes), the young Blackpool kid who will

(readily) hen,rot (forgive) . ..j one >r not eve;: (ever)

frii - • 'lej- • - thoy live)bavin?: heard oi hiw it. itj la.

..ail tt >~..,a. k.y (. :X ie i i;w«.. v .4. roM the t■..w_■. ... Xo-wer
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«wiUL Fuqtba.iX .^.cryt

make a name for himeeif at "j (Wrexham) last night*

j



Ai/i'KNBIX II

■ Lq\ports on the children

inerG ax*0 XX0 official CO.SO re^ OT bS Gil d#13« "WXXO CQ-tDG 1*0
4-1 -44 < ' t \ > • t * » ♦ -i 11* / i | » ■xii0 stxxeuxxon ox .-ixss uatrxoxia woiiius v iuo lostcnor xn

charge ox «li re. :odXEl teach iiig unit wxi4.1i.x1 hxs school^ us u

consequence of specific reading difficulties noticed in the

course of his school worn# d#Ji# was &<!;. itteu i>o this group

ol' boys with reading problems and is receiving special

tuition x.or hxs cLxxficuftxes#

ihl< was unofficially dxagnoseci as ^dyslexicI

tir» -.lastair Lilne, then Principal Lecturer in Psychology

at Dundee oollege oi Education# Unfortunately case notes

concerning him are no longer available#

The following case notes relating to M»C. and T.C#

were condensed from the medical reports written by

.,■:.# !. ... , Ingram, *eader in the department of Child Life

and Health, University ox Edinburgh, to whom go j grateful

-Lvf jJ v x y .u Ju^u,,x,, 1969

This boy1 s mother who is Danish lias axi ambidextrous

brother and cLurxii^ her ovu chxXdhood was oxamxxied Xor 'sus-*

[)qc Led word bXiutxness 1 xii Cojieiiii-. te~> • .uor s< •* o X Xi' xs stxXX

w edie l v< x*1 l11#i x <oii tiriiX ■ij'dLii x oli • 111 c x cv tiio i ha *#? iiUU itw

liuowii otiUcitoxouui dxxxxeuxLxose xi,ie sooonci ox tlie Liixoo

children ( * ^• ogx..^ th© tlixrd) 9 a £jirXj> was i*oxerred to the

-Oe -ar g .ci L o - - x X cL Li.; c tiLi c. i. ealtii on account ox ouucct***

tiou.,1 difficulties and developmental dyslexia, was diagnosed.

M.C. was born after an uncomplicated pregnancy, labour
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and delivery, birth weight 7.1/2 lbs. He sat up and walked

"at the normal ages", but was rather late in saying his

first words, phrases and sentences. Though he seemed to

understand speech from before the age of a year, he was twe

before iie said his first intelligible words, two and a half

before he said his first intelligible phrases, and sentences

came only later.

In other respects his development seemed normal as was

his play with toys and with his peers.

His mother observed that he had shown no interest in

written materials and had saade no effort to read — as she

expects intelligent preschool children to do.

M.C. has made little progress in learning to read and

spell at school. He can write his own first name, though he

often mis—spells it, but cannot manage his full address, and

even the simplest written materials are difficult for him.

He is still in the process of re—reading his introductory

book which his mother thinks he "reads by memory". lie is

beginning to be aware of his difficulties and is very keen

to move on to the next reading book.

In spite of his poor reading and spelling he was pro¬

moted with his class last year as his progress in oilier sub¬

jects was considered to be satisfactory.

examination shoved M.C, to bo van alert, intelligent,

wail—built boy. iie was largely ambidextrous in play though

ho showed some <reference to the right hand. He was right—

eyed and right—footed.

His fundi were normal. He could read 6/6 with each eye
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arid visual fields were full to confrontation. His pupils

re scted nornally to light and acco :, udatio.i. .is eye move¬

ments were full and equal. His face moved equally on the

two sides, liis hearing was acute on rough testing. His

lips, tongue and palate moved normally. He showed normal

voluntary uivemenIs in ...11 four Hubs and there was no sus¬

picion of any i.co-ordination, intention tremor or involun¬

tary movement. His gait was normal.

Asked to draw a house and a man he drew a rather crude

house. Asked to write his name he mixed lower and upper

case letters and wrote 'HOHH1 for I'UiUJ (part of his name).

He could not read very simple words such as "and", "to",

"from", "is", "dog", "cat", "house" or "mat".

Jr. Ingram concluded that A.U. lias specific difficul¬

ties in learning to read and spell si. liar to those of his

sister and recommended special help.

T.C.: iieoort of karch 1963

T.C. was seen in the sfieech clinic by Ar. Ingram who

reported there is no speech defect known to the

parents in the family though the paternal grandfather was

ambidextrous, and T.C.*s older brother (aged seven) is left—

handed. His older sister (aged nine) is right-handed;

neither brother nor sister had abnormal speech.

T.C. was bom after an uncomplicated pregnancy at term

after a labour which was induced and which lasted about

five hours; delivery was spontaneous; birth weight

7.1/4 ios. The child was well after birth and thrived.

His milestones of motor development were a little slow;
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he sat without support at eleven months; bottom-crawled at

sixteen months arid walked without support at twenty-two

months, though when he did so he was steady; he was toilet-

trained by day at throe years but is still not toilet-

trained by night and cannot yet dress or undress himself (at

three and a half); he has been somewhat slower in all

accomplishments than his siblings though his mother feels

that he is not slower in understanding or backward in

intelligence.

lie has little play with children ol his peer group

though he does play with older friends of his brother and

sister.

liis 3peeeh development was a little slow; he said

"Ma" and "ha" at about fifteen months; his first word at

two years; phrases at three years, but is only saying very

simple and occasional sentences now; he omits the ends of

words and still talks "in telegrams".

On examination T.C. was a rather "babied" little boy,

with a large head, who was initially rather shy, but grad¬

ually became more cooperative. He weis riglit-eyed, right-

handed and right-footed; his play seemed normal for his

age. Formal neurological examination was unrevealing} his

fundi were normal; his visual fields vere full; his visual

acuity was not tested; his pupils were round, regular and

equal, aiid reacted, normally to light and accommodation; his

eye movements wore full and equal; his corneal reflexos

were brisk; is face was symmetrical and moved equally on

the two siues; his hearing (on rough testing) was acute;
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lip, tongue and palatal movements were withixi normal limits

on test; there was a full range of voluntary movement in

all four limbs} co-ordination was reasonably good} muscle

tone was within normal limits, and the biceps, triceps,

supinator, knee and ankle jerks were normal} his plantar

responses were flexor} there was no impairment of light

touch or pinprick sensation.

His grammatical structures were very simple, and he

tended to omit most words of syntactical significanco, such

as articles, conjunctions, propositions and auxiliary vex'bs;

much of his speech was ielegrummatic, composed of phrases

rather than of even simple sentences, but he made his

meaning clear enough.

His articulation was defective; he omitted the ends

. , - i. lis itutions . ;

later-acquired consonants; "1", "r", "s", "sh", "th", "chH,

"f" and "v" wore all omitted, or substituted inconsistently.

lie has a classical specific rotax-dation of speech

development br. Ingram recommended appropriate treat¬

ment.

T.C.i deport of x^ril 196S

..... his other reports that he is getting on

reasonably well at school but he is in a class with child¬

ren at least a year younger than he is and that he still

makes very marked errors in reading and in writing and that

his spelling is "bizarre". He still has more difficulty

with short words than long words and he tends to guess large

acreages of script from the accompanying pictures.
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On examination i.C. was touad 10 bo a tense, pale—

raced boy with some residual speech aelects. iie nukes his

meaning entirely clear, however, and though there are some

confusions of later—acquired consonants and consonant

clusters, what he says is usually to the point, his reading

is very poor and he confuses prepositions, ..articles, demon¬

stratives and auxiliary verbs freely. lie relies a good

deal on accompanying pictures to give him the gist of what

he is supposed to be reading about. He occasionally reads

from right to left instead of from left to right and he does

not seem to have a consistent pattern of moving his atten¬

tion from the left side of the page to the right.

Ilis spelling is best described as "phonetic" and it is

clear that the boy has a considerable learning handicap, so

commonly found in children with severely retarded speech

development.

The following notes were kindly provided by

Miss CatrioiiP Collins as an illustration of the teacher's

approach to the children

J.B.

"A casual remark in a staff-room when J.B. was going

into Primary 3 (average age seven years ten months) intro¬

duced me to this boy, ills teacher stated that for the first

time in thirty-five years she had failed to teach a child to

read, following up this casual remark i suspected that J.B.

might be a dyslexic with possible auditory difficulties

making him unable to deal with the skills required for
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pshonic analysis. J.B. responded best to a whole word

approach and found syllables easier to recognize than

individual sounds. The 'Look and day' approach to reading

I>roved the best approach for J.B. who was below the five

year level score on a standardized reading test at this

point."

M.C.

"There is a history of dyslexia in this boy's family,

and this was explained to his class teacher in Primary 2

(average age six years ten months). The teacher felt

however, that M.C. was coping and did not at this stage

require 'special help'. 1 checked his progress periodi¬

cally and found M.C. in difficulties at the end of Primary 3

(average age seven years ten months).

I felt he was a visual dyslexic who was weak in word

recognition and visual recall. He had failed to read by

the 'Look and bay' approach and 'phonics' were introduced

enabling him to work out unknown words both in reading and

writing. Mo is making good progress in spite of some

X5ersonality problems such as moodiness and lack of desire

to c oramtiniceto."

"T.C. first came to the Teaching Unit of the Scottish

Association for the otudy of Dyslexia when he was eight

years old. He had individual lessons twice weekly and made

tremendous progress. In eighteen months he was able to

leave the Unit.

When T.C. was eleven years old 1 felt he needed help
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again particularly as he was shortly to sit Secondary

entrance -xaniinations. He returned to the Oj.it lor further

help and, with a scribe, sat and was accepted for his

present school" (where he is under hiss Collins* guidance
— JKH).

11,...

"in the su er of 1971 the parents of this boy contac¬

ted me, as adviser to the Scottish Association for the

otudy of Jyslexia, and asked if A. . could have three weeks

of concentrated reading lessons as he was having serious

reading groble s. I was unwilling to 'i*r . .a tiiis, partly

for the bey's sake, for, without 'follow—a;1 felt the

boy would gain very little frojn this method.

When i. . came to see me it was clear that the real

problem lay in placing hira in a school where lie could get

some much needed help at the secondary stage. He sat an

entrance examination (with a scribe) for his present school

and was admitted. i'hree months later his reading age had

gone up from five years two months to eight /ears and he is

still progressing,"



(.Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 234, No. 5329, p. 418 only,
December 17, 1971)

Syntactic Class as a Determinant
of Word-retrieval in Normal and
Dyslexic Subjects
Subjects with dyslexia following brain lesions may read
concrete nouns significantly better than other parts of speech1.
There may be a normal analogue in tachistoscopic recognition
thresholds for different parts of speech. The only study in which
this has been investigated2, however, was conducted with
German adolescents, and the results may have been biased by a
difference in the relative usage of concrete nouns by adolescents
and adults.

We have conducted similar experiments on syntactic class
effects in English, and have investigated the reading perfor¬
mance, on the same material, of a small group of subjects with
residual acquired dyslexia. A list of sixty words, consisting of
twenty concrete nouns, twenty adjectives and twenty verbs,
was used. The words vary in length between four and seven
letters, and are divided into five frequency ranges (Thorndike
and Lorge3). All words are matched for length and frequency
across the three syntactic classes; there are equal numbers of
words in all frequency ranges and at all lengths.

In the first experiment, these stimuli, typed in lower case
(Delegate typeface) letters, were presented individually in a
three-channel tachistoscope (Scientific Prototype, MFG Corp,
model GB). The subject fixated a central cross in the pre¬
exposure field, and, after a "ready" signal, the stimulus was
presented centrally, followed by a blank post-exposure field.
An ascending method of limits was used; the first exposure was
10 ms and on each successive exposure the duration was in¬
creased by 5 ms until the subject correctly reported the stimulus
on two consecutive trials. Order of presentation of the sixty
stimuli was randomized anew for each subject. Practice trials
were given to familiarize the subject with his task. The
subjects were twenty students, technical and academic staff of
the University of Edinburgh (mean age 24 yr). The results are
shown in Table 1. Friedman two-way analysis of variance
shows that the effects of syntactic class, length and frequency
are significant at beyond the 0.001 level. The difference between
nouns and verbs is significant (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-
ranks test, T= 2; PcO.OOl, two-tailed), as is the difference
between nouns and adjectives (T=40.5; P<0.02, two-tailed)
and adjectives and verbs (T=21\ P<0.01, two-tailed).

\



Table 1 Mean Recognition Thresholds in Milliseconds

Syntactic class Nouns Adjectives Verbs Xr2
30.3 33.3 35.8 21.63*

Length (in Four Five Six Seven
letters) 39.5 31.7 32.1 29.9 57.8*

Frequency AA A 37-17 18-8 8-1
27.5 27.1 30.0 39.4 41.6 40.9*

* PcO.OOI.

To check that these results are not due to uncontrolled (and
at present uncontrollable) variation in the purely visual proper¬
ties of the stimuli, a second experiment was conducted using the
same words in upper case (Delegate) letters. Seven subjects
from the same population as before (mean age 20 yr) were
tested. The initial exposure was 10 ms, increasing by 10 ms on
each trial. In all other respects, the experimental method was
the same as in experiment 1. The mean recognition thresholds
for the syntactic classes were: nouns, 37.0 ms; adjectives,
41.4 ms; verbs, 45.2 ms. Friedman two-way analysis of
variance shows that these values are not drawn from the same

population (Xr2 = 7.36; P<0.05). The difference between
nouns and verbs is significant at the 0.05 level (T= 0). With
such a small number of subjects, the noun/adjective and the
adjective/verb differences fail to reach significance. The upper
case means are higher than lower case, as is customarily found,
but the effect of syntactic class is still demonstrable.

The same words, in lower case, were presented for reading
aloud, to five dyslexic subjects, mean age 48 yr. All five men
received penetrating missile injuries to the left hemisphere
during the Second World War. All have residual language
impairment with a disorder of reading being one of the
predominant features (for further details of these cases, see
Marshall and Newcombe4). The words were presented,
individually typed, on plain white cards. No time pressure was
imposed. The subjects read correctly eighty-one nouns (out of
100; twenty nouns, five subjects), fifty-five adjectives and
fifty-four verbs (Xr 2 — 6.3; F<0.05). The effects of length and
frequency are significant at beyond the 0.01 level. Thus a
number of stimulus variables which affect tachistoscopic
recognition thresholds are also correlated with dyslexic per¬
formance.

The order of difficulty in syntactic class (verb > noun) and
over the frequency ranges (infrequent > frequent) is the same in
both the dyslexic and the normal subjects; but increasing
length (between four and seven letters), which is correlated



with a lowering of threshold in the normal subjects, resulted in
increased difficulty for the dyslexic subjects. A further
difference is that thresholds for adjectives for the normal sub¬
jects are intermediate between nouns and verbs, while for the
dyslexic subjects reading-performance on adjectives is indis¬
tinguishable from that on verbs. (Halpern1 has also reported
this latter result.)

The next task is to discover how and why the observed
facilitation of nouns takes place.

Jane M. Holmes
John C. Marshall

MRC Speech and Communication Unit,
University of Edinburgh

Freda Newcombe

Department of Neurology,
The Churchill Hospital,
Oxford
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